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ABSTRACT
Boice, Renee Carnes. Ph.D. The University of Memphis. May 2013. Horse
Power: The Rise and Fall of an Idealized Western Man. Major Professor: Dr. Verner
Mitchell.
By following 160 years of horses and horsemen in literature, I look to the realistic
and mythic movements of horses and horsemen as they respond to historical and cultural
tensions. In order to accomplish this task, I lean heavily on Richard Slotkin’s Gunfighter
Nation. Slotkin claims that myth “is not only something given but something made, a
product of human labor, one of the tools with which human beings do the work of
making culture and society,” and it is with his definition for myth that I evaluate the
impact of horses on masculine identity (659). My trajectory is historical; I follow the
experience of the horse and the symbolic importance of its power, or, as Gina Dorré
states, its “unpower” (6). The role of the horse is problematized, and complicated. As the
horse gains and loses power, so too do groups of men relying on horses for identity.
The fictional characters I follow are representative of the very real historical
reception and perception of horses, and to their relationship to the idealized American
man. The novels I cover take place in Boston, the American Northwest, and the
Southwest. For each of these regions there is a unique reaction to the horse, and a unique
set of behavioral patterns men are supposed to follow. These behavioral patterns, which I
refer to as “codes,” are also in part dependent on region. With William Dean Howells’
The Rise of Silas Lapham, I illustrate the resistance to horses as markers of power or
prestige in Boston, and I also show the way this resistance will change as a redistribution
of social power takes place. With Owen Wister’s The Virginian, I demonstrate how
sensationalized a role horses play in the “purposeful production” of myth-making
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(Snyder 7). In Larry McMurtry’s Lonesome Dove quartet I examine how important a role
the horseman was in the settling of the West, and how sad is his demise with the advent
of mechanized progress. Lastly, with Cormac McCarthy’s Border Trilogy I illustrate the
consequences of meaningful myth-making, which has created an idealized American man
whose identity is connected to horses, yet as the popularity of the Western myth fades, he
becomes nearly valueless in post WWII America.
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Introduction
Horses and Men: Partners in Power and Unpower
From the beginning I wanted this project to be personal as much as it was
academic, to convey the ways I have watched horses affect people’s lives and the ways in
which they have affected my own life. In 1998 I switched from the equine event of
jumping to polo, and within this decidedly elite sport, paid close attention to the
complicated social dynamics. With polo, I am literally always a player in someone else’s
game: I ride on someone else’s field and often ride someone else’s horses. Because of the
competitors’ shared passion for the sport there is a connection, but because of my middleclass background, and blue-collar profession, I am only a participant in what will always
be someone else’s game.
As I considered my research and dissertation, the mission became to evaluate the
way in which horses have been used by American writers to demonstrate connections—
both mythic and otherwise—between class and power. What I tripped upon was the
staggering presence of horses as symbols which connect class and power to the
development and dissolution of American masculinity. The horse’s presence is
significant in novels leaning toward historical accuracy, and also in works both creating
and reacting to mythic representations. My approach to this project is historical, and
although the chapters are organized to follow the sequence of publication, my readings
focus on the time periods during which each novel takes place. The trajectory I follow is
especially visible in historical order, as the horse reacts to tensions both regional and
specific to the era in question.
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My exploration is driven by Richard Slotkin, and by a single concept presented by
equine social theorist Gina Dorré. In Gunfighter Nation, Richard Slotkin says about myth
that it “is not only something given but something made, a product of human labor, one
of the tools with which human beings do the work of making culture and society” (659).
I merge this definition for myth with Gina Dorré’s claim regarding the study of animals
in cultural representation. In Victorian Fiction and the Cult of the Horse Dorré articulates
a point that is also at the crux of my argument, and she defines for us a way to explore
horses as conveyers of power. She writes that studying animals in cultural representation
“make[s] accessible significant aspects of ourselves, creating a space within which
operative mechanisms of power and unpower may be recognized and explored” (Dorré
6). The “power and unpower” of horses as symbols is clearly demonstrated in American
literature and in American culture. My trajectory in proving this point is historical; from
roughly the year 1840 through the dawning of the twenty-first century, by examining
various works of historical fiction, I follow the problematized and complicated role of
horses as they gain and lose power, and therefore contribute to certain groups of men
gaining and losing power.
Chapter one incorporates equine and class history to examine William Dean
Howells’ use of horses in The Rise of Silas Lapham. Set in Boston and during the early to
mid 1880s, Howells’ protagonist repeatedly attempts to elevate his family’s status by
inundating the elite group to which he desires acceptance with references to and exposure
to his prized trotter. Lapham sincerely believes owning a fine horse and being a capable
horseman will somehow confer upon his family a new level of social acceptance. These
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attempts end disastrously, and rather than assist in social assent, they contribute to a
social descent.
The particular bloodlines of Silas Lapham’s mare fill him with pride, but
somewhat ironically and, unbeknownst to Lapham, her bloodlines further separate him
from the very people he is attempting to join. In a careful analysis of nineteenth-century
Boston’s class and power, I reveal a regional resistance to horses and indeed to most
frontier influences.1 This resistance contributes to Lapham’s division from the upper
classes, and is partly the result of mechanized progress and a movement away from
horses in every possible respect. I also explore the transition of power that is beginning to
take place as younger generations from elite families start to sensationalize the West and
celebrate the horse. Their aggrandizing treatment of the West will reinvent public
treatment of horses as symbols, and will also leave an imprint in history.
Owen Wister’s The Virginian: Horseman of the Plains is the first full length
novel about an American cowboy, and the emphasis Wister places on horses as symbolic
partners to cowboys is apparent even in the title. In Chapter two, I examine how as an
elite Easterner, Wister’s social power—together with the social power of his also elite
Eastern friends Theodore Roosevelt and Frederic Remington—will contribute to an
ahistorical, national, redefinition of the horse’s role in a cowboy’s life. Together these
men popularize the West with artistic, literary, and political representations of horses.2
The relationship Wister portrays between cowboys and horses is to some degree

1

According to historian Edward G. White, in addition to Boston there is a regional resistance to
Frontier ideology also present in New York and Philadelphia.
2

This point is exhaustively proven in Edward G. White’s The Eastern Establishment and the
Western Experience.
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responsible for a misinterpreted understanding of the horse that manifests with the mythic
West portrayed by twentieth century novelists and filmmakers.
In The Virginian, Wister idealizes a man that through his skill with and
connection to horses incorporates into this horseman’s image the American cowboy’s
physical strength, toughness, and aggressiveness. These characteristics are at odds with a
more traditional American masculinity, a masculinity which privileged moderation and
an avoidance of physical displays of strength. Through evaluating historical and cultural
studies texts, I prove the distance between the realistic experience of the Western horse
and cowboy, and the same experience as portrayed by Wister. I also look to the way
Wister’s virile and sexualized cowboy is dependent for his identity on this same mythical
relationship to horses. Although horses are at this point in history no longer paramount to
American progress, their symbolic role takes on significance, because within the
construction of this myth they have become symbols for nobility and strength.
Larry McMurtry received the 1986 Pulitzer Prize for Lonesome Dove. The book
was received by the public as a celebration of the mythic West, something he has
repeatedly countered with explanations for why it is not a celebration. In one interview
directly following the publication, McMurtry explains that his novel is actually meant to
be a critique of the myth, specifically because he does not consider horses “best of all.” In
what could be an effort to exhaustively prove his point to readers, McMurtry turns
Lonesome Dove into a series of four books, using the experiences of one character to
walk through the nineteenth-century. Chapter three covers this man’s journey.
This central character has a life that initially revolves around horses because they
are, in the mid-nineteenth-century Southwest, the quickest way to gain power. As horses
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become historically marginalized by mechanized power, this same character will lose his
power. McMurtry’s protagonist is Woodrow Call, a man who, as a Texan teenager in the
early 1840s, consciously creates an identity based on skill with horses. There is also an
interesting connection between his purposeful personal construction as horseman and the
nation. When in Comanche Moon Call is promoted to Ranger captain, his purposes merge
and his intentions expand. In addition to being the best possible rider, Call incorporates
the unspoken code of Ranger captains and devotes much of his time to “attacking, killing,
striking fear, and dominating” the Comanche Indians (Fehrenbach 302). I trace Woodrow
Call’s life through all four novels of the Lonesome Dove series and fifty years of
American progress to demonstrate both the feasibility of such an identity, as well as the
reasons for its temporary success and ultimate failure. McMurtry’s attention to historical
detail is unwavering, and this fact greatly increases the credibility of his message
regarding the power, and unpower, of horses in nineteenth-century America.
A discussion of Cormac McCarthy and his Border Trilogy comprises Chapter 4.
My chapter on McCarthy focuses on horses as they reach their lowest point of power, as
they transform from symbols of power into game-pieces for wealthy people who—with
their money and for personal enjoyment—create private Western-themed environments.
McCarthy’s choice of titles to begin his trilogy—All the Pretty Horses—is based on an
Appalachian children’s lullaby and with such a title he emphasizes even before the first
page of his novel the mythic quality of horses during the dark, post WWII era.
McCarthy’s use of horses throughout this trilogy establishes an argument for their
importance in both the composition and dissolution of the all-American cowboy, as well
as the myth this cowboy has come to epitomize. With John Grady Cole, Billy Parham,
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and a host of secondary characters living for the most part during the middle of the
twentieth century, McCarthy demonstrates how destructive an unwavering application of
the cowboy code can be, as well as the manner in which this code connects the cowboy to
both horses and women. His characters all share tremendous dedication to horses as
partners in identity, but those less flexible men will find themselves incapable of adapting
to modernity, and as a result they will die. The only people who can successfully
replicate Western life in mid twentieth century America are the people who have the
economic means to do so. Everyone else is a player in the game of the West.
The trajectory of horses as symbols for power in American culture (as seen
through literature) has not been smooth, or even predictable, especially because the
cultural effect of myth is difficult to predict. By reading these novels sequentially in the
order they happen historically, we can look to the necessity of horses as partners in the
formation of Western man. We can also look to horses as they accompany him on the rise
and fall of the mythic, idealized Western man. Now well into the twenty-first century,
this same Western man has become less prominent, as has the necessity for a horse to
help construct his identity. Horses still have regional appeal, and they can still symbolize
strength, and nobility, and even wealth. What they fail to convincingly represent is
power, because contemporary power is dependent on complicated social and economic
dynamics that in the twenty-first century have nothing whatsoever to do with horse.

6

Chapter 1
The Rise of Silas Lapham and Masculine Identity: Class and the Power of
Horses in America
In William Dean Howells’ The Rise of Silas Lapham, horses are a central feature
of the protagonist’s exhibition of his wealth and of his attempt to gain his family’s
admission into the elusive Boston leisure class. Class, power, and masculine identity are
all addressed in contemporary Howells scholarship, but critics have made no mention of
horses.1 By using some concepts previously covered by Howells scholars, I connect the
nineteenth-century competing camps of American masculinity to class and power using
horses from The Rise of Silas Lapham. As sociologist Steve Baker claims, “history,
culture, [and] public opinion” are all filtered through the representation of animals, and
through a very specific representation Howells reveals tremendous class and power
tension in late nineteenth-century Boston (11). Howells uses Silas Lapham’s focus on
horses to make subtle socio-historical points, points that are particularly revealing when
read regionally. Boston is the setting for The Rise of Silas Lapham, and through his
characters Howells exposes a unique regional resistance to frontier influence. Howells’
use of horses in an attempt to elevate Silas Lapham’s status signifies, in the context of his
Boston setting, Lapham’s outdated way of looking at the world.
Applying arguments explored by Howells critics Mathew Lavin, Andrew
Madigan, and Mary Marchand, I use Lapham’s thoroughly American horse to explore the
construction of Lapham’s misguided quest for masculine identity and class mobility in
Boston. Lapham’s presence in Boston plays a major role in his inability to use his horse
as social currency and this is a point that will be made at length. I will also use Thorstein
1

See Mathew Lavin, Andrew Madigan, and Mary Marchand.
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Veblin’s 1899 publication Theory of the Leisure Class, to discuss Howells’ portrayal of
masculinity and the relationship between class and masculinity. Horses within this novel
are representative models for class and Silas Lapham’s Standardbred mare carries a
fascinating significance.2
Different breeds and horses with varying purposes exemplify a long list of
symbolic and metaphoric representations in literature, many of which are unique to the
region that writer is portraying. Some of these breeds and individual horses have become
mythical in proportion and powerful because of their individual legendary status. As
equine historian Anne Green indicates, “In human society, the utility and physical power
of horses reinforced other kinds of power—aristocratic, military, political, sexual,
religious,” and it is in this way that Lapham attempts and fails to use his horse as a
marker of power (5). The nineteenth-century horse, throughout much of the country, has
become an image with complex historical associations to the frontier and the West, and in
different regions of the country these images carry varying levels of power. Although not
a perfect science, there is much we can learn about culture by looking to Howell’s use of
the horse. There are social historians who study the representation of animals within
culture. Gina Dorré writes: “While studying animals in cultural representation does not
bring us closer to knowing ‘real’ animals, it does make accessible significant aspects of
ourselves, creating a space within which operative mechanisms of power and unpower
may be recognized and explored” (6). I will look to these revelations of “power,” and
“unpower,” in my exploration of this novel.

2

Howells schollars Andrew J. Madigan and Mary Marchand both refer in their scholarship to
Veblin and Bordeau.
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Howells uses Silas Lapham’s horse to show the affect the horse can have on the
nation, and especially on men like Silas Lapham as they navigate what it means to be a
man during a time when gender expectations are in the midst of a drastic change. Howells
also demonstrates the lack of affect horses have on a progressive and increasingly
mechanized city like Boston, a city unimpressed with horses because of its metropolitan
advancements. Essentially, in reading The Rise of Silas Lapham and looking to the horse,
we can look at Boston as a place resisting the frontier and western influence penetrating
other American cities. By looking at Boston as a site of resistance to the frontier, we can
see that cities that are in general looking to the future instead of the past find less favor in
horses as indicators of anything except history. As a result, tension emerges.
Silas Lapham has risen in a matter of years from rags to riches because of a nonflammable mineral paint he finds on his property and ultimately markets in the East
during the 1880s. As a shrewd businessman, Lapham becomes one of the dozens of new
Boston millionaires during the industrial boom and as such, he is one of the people about
whom working class aspirants harbor curiosity.
Silas and his family, including his wife and two daughters, have relocated from
their modest family home in Vermont to a metropolitan life in Boston. Nineteenthcentury Boston clings to European influence and is historically notable for having an
insulated upper class. The novel traces the family’s considerable strife as they attempt to
sort through what it means to possess such wealth and yet to be excluded from admission
to local Boston aristocracy. Throughout the novel, the Laphams repeatedly attempt to
become part of the elite social group at the forefront of Boston society, a group to be
referred to throughout the rest of this chapter as the leisure class. The Lapham’s
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relationship with the established and undeniably aristocratic Corey family is at the center
of the story and numerous scenes highlight class issues facing successful Americans with
new money, notably in the East, particularly in Boston. As was the case with a copious
number of leisure class residents from this era, the Coreys have less money than the
Laphams and other industrial magnates, but they do have the kind of taste and refinement
to which—they believe—one must be born. As Andrew J. Madigan states in an article
about class in The Rise of Silas Lapham, “The Coreys represent the fading presence of an
old-money, idle (leisurely, if you prefer), socially-refined European tradition in America”
(13). The Laphams, and their horse, represent the rising population of classless, newmoney families. It is challenging for everyone involved, for members of both the working
and leisure class.
The novel opens in Boston with Silas being interviewed by a reporter named
Bartley Hubbard. The reporter is writing a series titled “Solid Men of Boston,” which
leans directly to an evaluation of Silas Lapham’s masculinity.3 When Silas jests with the
reporter regarding why people might find him interesting enough to read about, Hubbard
responds, “But you’re just one million times more interesting to the public than if you
hadn’t a dollar; and you know that as well as I do, Mr. Lapham” (Howells 3). The
implication is that both men understand the interest of the public is solely based on the
self-made story Lapham has to tell. There is accessibility to the public’s dreams of his
wealth that will sell papers. What is not being said by the reporter is just as interesting as
what is said and is the root of the problem Lapham will face in trying to elevate the class
of his family; Hubbard might just as well have said that Lapham is in a completely

3

Critic Andrew J. Lavin covers this extensively in his article “Clean Hands and an Iron Face:
Frontier Masculinity and Boston Manliness in The Rise of Silas Lapham. “
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different category, despite his money, from the people written about in the society section
of the paper.
Howells sets up Silas Lapham and this interview to demonstrate the juxtaposition
of wealth as it exists in Boston. Historically Boston is a region in which established
wealth has lent to a “privatization” of family and these families would be the subject of
society pages, not of stories about successful industrial millionaires (Farrell 3).4 Although
Brahminesque, society-page family stories might be interesting to the masses, there is an
understood division between the lives of the subject and the reader. In the eyes of the
people reading the article, Silas Lapham lives a dream that anyone might achieve with
hard work. This is why his success story makes for great paper sales.
When the newspaper interview reaches an end, Lapham offers Mr. Hubbard a ride
behind his mare. Lapham wants to show her off as a measure of his success, and taking
Mr. Hubbard for a spin is the first of many times he will try to impress someone using his
skill as a horseman and the mare’s quality to do so. A telling conversation about horses
takes place during the buggy ride when Hubbard politely inquires whether the mare is a
product of Kentucky. It is this discussion of horses that establishes the regional division
of status in Boston and also the regional division of the horse’s influence in the country.
During the late-nineteenth-century Kentucky was considered one of the most important
breeding capitals for thoroughbred horses, and thoroughbred horses were considered the
only real “breed” in America, because it was the only breed whose ancestry could be
traced. Most of the other breeds popping up across the nation were merely horses that had
been bred to fit a specific need and therefore end up with a physical conformation
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The Brahmin family is “a group of Bostonians whose centrality in developing the textile industry
of the early nineteenth-century identified them as an important regional economic elite” (Farrell 1).
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benefitting the owner. This is especially compelling because the thoroughbred is not an
American horse, having existed in England since the seventeenth century. The ancestry of
thoroughbreds is so well documented that virtually every registered horse cannot only be
traced, but can be traced back to one of three foundation sires.5 There is an especially
elite connotation carried because of the traceable pedigree.
Not understanding the significance of Kentucky in the question, or even the
complexity of the situation in general, Lapham replies to Bartley Hubbard with “No, sir. I
don’t ride behind anything but Vermont; never did. Touch of Morgan, of course; but you
can’t have much Morgan in a horse if you want speed. Hambletonian mostly” (Howells
18). This response sets up for the reader an understanding for what is a convincing
disconnect between breeds of horses and the kinds of people who own and glorify them.
In typical Howellsian condescension which he regularly shares with the reader, there is
an expectation for familiarity which is likely lost on most contemporary readers who
might be unfamiliar with nineteenth-century equine history or even with American horse
breeds. The horses Lapham mentions are American legends and would have been
household names for most nineteenth-century readers. People from the leisure class
would immediately associate both horses mentioned with lower classes and people from
the working class would immediately associate both horses with legendary success. The
histories of both horses play into their status in American history, as they both function as
specific conveyers of myth. The degree of legend accompanying each animal makes
Howells’ mention of the horses’ names particularly important.
The Morgan horse Lapham mentions originates in Vermont, which is where Silas
Lapham was raised. Historically, Vermont carries an association for readers to a “rugged
5

Foundation sires: Byerly Turk (1680s); Darley Arabian (1704); Godolphin Arabian (1729)
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space that is symbolically associated with the American frontier,” and the fact that the
horse comes from this particular region is meaningful (Lavin 365). People who live in
rugged and less developed regions require different skills from horses than do people
who live in urban communities. In 1792 an undersized bay stallion named “Figure” was
taken as payment of debt owed a Vermont music teacher named Justin Morgan. The
horse served him well and gained notoriety among Justin Morgan’s neighbors as a small
horse with tremendous strength and endurance. Unfortunately, Morgan died only four
years after Figure came to live with him and the horse was sold for the first of roughly a
dozen times. Figure not only excelled at the different kinds of things people asked from
him (primarily logging and racing), but passed these useful skills on to his progeny with
far more regularity than most stallions. Most of his foals were exceptional, something
rare for any stallion. For an expanding America, no more useful horse had ever existed,
and much of Eastern America was cut through and developed by several generations of
his progeny. Because of this, Figure literally became an American legend and is
discussed in virtually every text ever written about American horses. Figure had “nearmythological status as [a] foundation sire for the Morgan breed” (Greene 86). Figure’s
unusual strength in addition to his other qualities made him so famous that he was even
borrowed by President James Monroe as a parade mount. He is considered the foundation
sire of the Morgan breed, and the Morgan breed is the first documented American breed
to remain in existence today (Dutson 116). Sadly, Figure was generally overused because
he was so willing to please and his rough life led to an unnecessary and untimely death.
Figure actually died from lack of care when he succumbed to infection from the kick of
another horse—an injury easily treated had he received adequate doctoring from his
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caretaker. Figure is essentially an American self-made horse, from the same suspect
background as most people benefitting financially from the industrial revolution because
he had no credible, traceable ancestry. Because he worked hard and he excelled, his story
overlaps with a burgeoning generation of self-made men as they seek to work hard and
excel.
Hambletonian 10, or Rydyk’s Hambletonian, has a fascinating story of his own,
though much more illustrious and also far more documented than that of the Morgan
horse. He is, however, another American legend and his story would also have been
familiar to nineteenth-century readers. In Orange County New York a man by the name
of Rysdyk was a hired hand for a horse breeder named Seeley C. Roe. Rysdyk was
essentially a groom and cared for Roe’s horses. He became incredibly attached to a
particular young colt, and because he could not afford the asking price, Rysdyk
purchased the young horse from Roe for $125.00 using a payment plan. Roe did not
much like the colt and his unusual conformation (Hambletonian’s hindquarters were
elevated roughly three inches above his withers and this is considered undesirable),
which led to Roe’s agreement with Rysdyk. Legend has it that Rysdyk speculated to his
friends that the horse would help him become rich. Hambletonian 10 raced and won only
one time, ironically against the most prized horse belonging to his former owner. He did,
however, win the race by seven full seconds, a tremendous lead in the race world and
enough to make him extremely popular as a stud horse. At two years old, Rysdyk began
offering the horse’s stud services, charging the still sizeable sum of $500.00 per breeding.
Like Figure, Hambletonian had the unusual ability to pass his skills on to the vast
majority of his foals. Bradley writes: “All told, Hambletonian sired over 1,330 foals
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during his years at stud and over 99% of today’s Standardbreds can be traced back to
him” (Bradley 13). In all, Rysdyk made well over half a million dollars from breeding
mares to Hambletonian. The horse was not only talented, but is representative of an
ingenious capitalistic American success story the man and horse lived as companions and
to a degree, business partners, for nearly three decades.
Although not thoroughbreds from Kentucky, neither Figure nor Hambletonian is a
common work horse. That said, neither horse is so far removed from common work
horses as to indicate the kind of division that would exist if he had been a thoroughbred.
In the case of Figure, he was literally only one generation out from being positively
ordinary. Both horses’ legendary status separates them from other horses, but it is also the
reason they are mythicized and revered by motivated Americans. If horses can make such
a stamp on a nation, then so too can men.
The presence of these two incredibly unique American horses—especially their
household name status—in the composition of Lapham’s mare is extremely telling in the
composition of Silas Lapham. Taking such pride in the possession of a mare that comes
from two equine American legends reflects what Lapham wants people to see when they
look at him. Just as he sees himself, his mare is a compilation of hard work, strength, and
capitalistic gain. The mare is the embodiment of an American success story. The Morgan
and the Standardbred evoke in the reader complex historical associations that can be read
to reflect the measure of this man. The horses’ individual histories carry such significance
among a certain population of Americans, and some people from the late nineteenthcentury believed the presence of Figure’s or Hambletonian’s blood in a horse reflects
personal success. The weight Silas places on this horse as a measure of his success
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reflects an American influence created by the mythic power of these two horses as they
shaped culture. Silas Lapham is proud of the mare in the same way as he is proud of
himself for his own success. What holds Silas Lapham back from successfully using this
mare as the measure of his worth is that he is talking to a reporter from Boston, a man
entrenched in a city whose culture resists the meaning that should be associated with the
image of this mare and the conversation about her breeding. Lapham has no clue that
Bartley Hubbard does not get from the mare what he intends.
Howells scholar Mary Marchand claims that early in the novel Silas lives in “an
almost edenic state of class innocence,” and this class innocence extends to horses,
particularly to horses as they are viewed in this particular era of Boston (286).
Nineteenth-century Boston is considered by social historians to be a technically
American city, yet resistant to certain things distinctly American, notably a celebration of
the quickly disappearing West. Whereas in much of the nation the horse was coming to
be lauded as a representation of power and wealth—even of class—by 1888 Boston was
doing everything possible to rid the city of its horse population. The biggest reason for
the elimination of horses in Boston stems from the tremendous population growth caused
by the industrial boom, which led to transportation issues for residents. Henry Whitney
owned six horse-drawn street railway companies and singlehandedly decided horses were
the problematic variable in making Boston transportation efficient and affordable (Puelo
217).6 He went on a two decade-plus mission to erase horses from Boston and because
“Boston prided itself on its cultural, scientific, educational, political and commercial
progress,” the erasure of horses was widely supported, even by the elite (220). “Horse
6

The expense of horses included “buying them, feeding them, stabling them, caring for them,
even cleaning up after them” (Puelo 218). Unstable grain prices also made for potentially catastrophic
market fluctuations.
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cars seemed old fashioned for cities that prided themselves on their modernity,” and
despite their resistance to the class issues resulting from new wealth, leisure class
Bostonians often wanted to be on the cutting edge (220). By 1885, the transcontinental
railroad had been up and running for nearly two decades and this progress made horses
seem unnecessary. Whitney understood how image-conscious Boston was and that to
Bostonians, horses were “a throwback to a different era” (220). It is essential to note that
in many, many American regions, there were people rejecting progress and clinging to
their recent frontier and/or western experiences, or at least to the mythic history of the
frontier and West about which they had heard stories. Within some of these regions,
horses were still integral modes of transportation. Separately, horses were also coming to
be admired as partners for Western men and representative symbols as part of the mythic
West. Unfortunately for Silas Lapham and his quest to use his horse as a marker of both
class and masculinity, in Howells’ 1885 Boston horses were already on their way out.
A short time after Bartley Hubbard publishes the article about Lapham and after
Lapham has taken the man for a spin behind his mare, his wife Persis mentions concern
because their daughters have not yet been introduced to society. It seems that Lapham’s
wife Persis is more sensitive to this “society” void than is Lapham, perhaps because of
his class-innocence and then perhaps because he believes the way he is using his mare is
working to bridge these gaps. However, Persis is legitimately worried they are somehow
shorting their daughters and wants to figure out how to remedy the situation. Lapham
tells her that there is enough money and she responds with, “There’s got to be something
besides money, I guess” (Howells 27). In this conversation, much is revealed about class
and the way Lapham thinks he can buy a social position, notably through owning and
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driving nice horses. Persis explains, “we haven’t had any chance to learn what to do with
it [the money],” seeming to understand that what they are currently doing is not
benefitting the girls (Howells 27). Persis’ consciousness about the error of their spending
is rising while her husband continues to resist this idea. We know that the first thing the
Laphams do when they become wealthy is purchase horses. When speculating how her
husband prefers to spend money, Persis narrates: “Suddenly the money began to come so
abundantly she need not save … A certain amount could be spent on horses and Lapham
spent it” (33). This first consequential spending of his money on horses is Lapham’s
attempt to demonstrate his status by purchasing what he considers the best symbol of
economic prosperity: horses. In evaluating Lapham’s personal history, it is easy to
imagine why he operates with the assumption that horses are representative for social
mobility and power. He grows up in early to mid-nineteenth-century rural Vermont,
fights in the Civil War, and spends some months in Texas. Horses are integral markers of
power in all of these experiences. Although Persis understands that horses are not a
working method for increasing their daughters’ social position, Lapham does not yet
understand this.
Class is complicated and difficult to quantify. Thorstein Veblin’s 1899
publication Theory of the Leisure Class evaluates the social history of the leisure class
and determines that rather than being earned by any economic contribution, class
stratification is determined throughout history by a form of dominance and coercion by
the highest class. Veblin claims that through “conspicuous leisure” the leisure class
demonstrates their wealth by not doing anything productive and by pointedly avoiding
labor. Such leisure is therefore making a clear statement of wealth because it indicates the
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subject has no need to work. On this plane, Silas Lapham fails miserably as he spends
nearly every day at the office running his paint business. “Conspicuous consumption” is,
according to Veblin, the spending of money lavishly to demonstrate the depth of one’s
wealth. In spending such money on his horse, Silas Lapham feels he is demonstrating his
economic prosperity through conspicuous consumption, but this is not enabling him to
cross class boundaries as Veblin’s theory might suggest. His insistence upon working
further complicates his mission, as does an ingrained devotion to a more rugged and
productive ideology than he finds in Boston. To understand why there is division between
Silas Lapham with his conspicuous consumption and the Coreys with their conspicuous
leisure is to understand the significance of Boston as a European influenced city resistant
to the regional development of frontier and western influenced ideologies.
The importance of Lapham’s masculine identity within this discussion of horses
and class is significant if minimal, because it further solidifies the importance of region in
American culture, specifically as region pertains to class and to the differing regional
manners in which horses are valued. As a man possessing such a diverse and decidedly
American history, Silas Lapham is greatly influenced by roughshod masculinity, and
these influences place him completely at odds with the European ideal of the cultured and
leisure class men possessing power in Boston—men like Bromfield Corey. Howells
scholar Andrew Lavin writes extensively about Lapham’s embrace of the developing
American concept for masculinity:
Lapham’s lack of manners and his backcountry characteristics underscore
his identity as a man of action, a roughneck, and an individual whose
identity is dominated by new concepts of masculinity… Under the new
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code, physical strength, emotional ruggedness, and the ability to conquer
the primal were the most important tenets. Westward expansion was at its
peak, and thus the rugged frontier of the American West became a kind of
proving ground for American manhood, a space where the implicit
relations between eroticism, conquest, capitalism, and the primal were
rendered explicit. Lapham, an icon for the mannerisms of a Texas cowboy
and a successful entrepreneur, signifies the vitality of the new paradigm.
(366)
It is thus imperative that the connection between the role of the horse, both as mythic and
literal helpmate in westward expansion, be recognized at the forefront of American
masculinity.
The comparatively effeminate manly characteristics practiced by Boston elites
like Bromfield Corey is completely at odds with Lapham’s ingrained code of western
masculinity, and from Bromfield’s reactions to Lapham in all shared scenes, Bromfield
Corey views these characteristics as a visible marker of class difference. Leisure class
Bostonians from Bromfield’s generation do not prescribe to rugged masculinity, or to an
ideal that encompasses “cowboys” in any way. Because leisure class Bostonians are at
this time the men with social power, class is determined in part based on whether or not a
man fits into the prescribed masculine ideal Bromfield Corey represents. Silas Lapham’s
confusion regarding what denotes power is further complicated because of his placement
in Boston. There are American cities that would have credited his money and the way he
spends his money as proof enough that he could join their elite group, but not Boston.
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As with his class-innocence, Lapham’s lack of power is not something about
which he is immediately aware. He realizes this lack only through the eyes of his wife.
Persis’ faith in Lapham’s power is tested when she receives a visit from the Corey
women and they leave her feeling considerable anxiety about the Lapham family’s social
position. What upsets Persis is the implication by the Corey women that the
neighborhood in which the Laphams live is considered unfashionable by the class of
people to which they belong. After explaining that they have been lost trying to locate the
Lapham house, Mrs. Corey states: “Nearly all our friends are on the New Land or on the
Hill” (Howells 26). When Persis shares the comment with her husband, she is accusatory
and she exhibits, for the first time in their marriage, a lack of faith in him and in his
power to control the family’s experience in Boston. Lapham’s response is to assure her
that he has already purchased a lot on the Back Bay and that he is ready to build on it
whenever she is ready, but he is shaken because of her upset. Throughout their marriage
she has generally had blind faith in his ability to successfully lead their family.
In an effort to elevate her spirits and his own, Lapham suggests they take out his
new mare. “You haint ever rode behind that mare yet, Pert, and I want you should see me
let her out once” (Howells 30). They decide to take her over and check out the lot of land
Lapham has purchased to build a house on the Back Bay. Lapham’s desire to let the mare
out so that his wife and others can watch the mare’s speed and his skill is a further
indication of the divide between Lapham and the Coreys. Howellsian critic Mary
Merchand explains:
A person who delights in himself and his own greatness has little thought
for the impression he makes on others and will not calculate it precisely.
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And this the others know: they know that an authentic expression is one
that disregards the onlookers and does not measure its effects. Only the
expression that does not seek to produce an impression succeeds in
making one. (302)
Because the horse carries considerable symbolic power in the construction of the
particular American culture that has shaped Lapham, as her breeding is specifically
tailored to the area in Vermont from which he has moved, he does not understand the
dismissal of the mare’s value in Boston, or her worthlessness in helping create class
mobility for his family. He continues to seek validation as a measure of both masculine
and class success and considers the gaze of others upon his mare and his skill as proof
that this movement should happen.
It is particularly interesting that as Lapham begins to feel his status is unstable, he
works hard with his horse to impress his wife:
He was holding the mare in till the time came to speed her, and the mare
was springing jolting over the snow, looking intelligently from side to
side, and cocking this ear and that, while from her nostrils, her head
tossing easily, she blew quick, irregular whiffs of steam.
“Gay, aint she?” proudly suggested the Colonel.
“She is gay,” assented his wife. (Howells 30)
Howells’ use of the word “proudly” in describing Lapham as he drives his mare is
evidence of his class-innocence and also his determination to make the horse his visible
measure of success, a visible marker indicative of his ability to move his family into the
leisure class.
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When they reach the Back Bay lot, little is said beyond Persis agreeing that the
view is “slightly,” but as they leave, Silas lets his mare out a bit again (Howells 31). The
stimulation he experiences is intoxicating. Her speed excites him and again heightens his
sense of self. At speed, seeking more public validation he drives the mare away from the
lot and up the fashionable “Milldam into Longwood” (31). Whereas he had previously
showed the mare’s speed to Percis without competition, this time Lapham enters a line of
horses and some of them are speeding. Lapham’s horse leaves behind all of the
competition. Howells writes: “Nothing in the immutable iron of Lapham’s face betrayed
his sense of triumph, as the mare left everything behind her on the road” (32). The
euphoria Lapham experiences following the race manifests itself in his action. He pulls to
the side of the road and tells Persis, “I’ve about made up my mind to build on that lot”
(32). The symbol of success he feels like he is exhibiting because of his horse connects to
the symbol for success written about by Howells critics—the house he will build on the
Back Bay. These critics have written about the Back Bay house as a failed symbol for
class mobility; however, in this case there is an overlap between the metaphoric
significance of the house and the horse. This particular scene offers an extraordinary
opportunity to demonstrate the extent to which Lapham’s horse symbolizes for him the
same kind of symbol scholars have attributed the house. In Jane Tompkins’ West of
Everything chapter on “Horses,” she writes “Like a dream house, a dream horse provides
a setting for the hero, an appropriate complement to his appearance” (100). Silas Lapham
experiences the illusion of class mobility through his horse and it leads him to the oft
written about class mobility through a house, perhaps because Persis has mentioned to
him that the method they have been trying to employ is not working. As a product of the
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frontier and the West, he has incorporated the profound significance of the horse as a
symbol by which he can achieve his masculine identity and class mobility for his family.
Only after he feels satisfactorily validated by onlookers while he races does he feel like
he can make the next step and demonstrate these things with a house.
Howells uses Tom Corey as a model for the young and dissatisfied leisure class
men about to bring change to the entire Eastern establishment. As members of the
socially elite, young men like Tom have a social power that men like Silas Lapham do
not have, despite Lapham having more money. At roughly the same time Lapham decides
to build his family’s new house, Tom Corey enters his life as an employee. Although
mentioned early in the novel, Tom’s role at this point becomes central to Lapham’s
attempt to penetrate this new social circle, and during their interactions much is revealed
about the problematic and undecided nature of class and masculinity in Boston.
Interestingly, much of what we learn is through incidents that revolve around horses, but
the discussions of class are not limited to these discussions. There is a tension between
the junior and senior members of the Boston leisure class, and it is this tension that will
eventually work itself out with the penetration of frontier and western ideology into the
leisure class through young members. Easterners Theodore Roosevelt, Owen Wister, and
Frederick Remington are all exemplary models of leisure class men from this era who
embrace the West and ultimately help change the entire nation’s perspective and
therefore redistribute the social power. Through Tom Corey and his interactions with his
father Bromfield, Howells demonstrates the extreme instability of 1885 Boston as it
reconciles what it means, or should mean, to be a man, to have social power, to designate
class boundaries. Howells scholar Mathew J. Lavin makes the excellent point that in
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leaning toward Silas Lapham as a surrogate father, a masculine model worthy of
emulating, Tom’s “path forward rests in a model of masculinity that accesses the
ruggedness of the west in a controlled environment” (372). Tom Corey is an in-between
character that operates to help bridge the gap between the world of the leisure class and
the world of the western-influenced industrial magnates, but as a resident of Boston he is
not a lover of horses.
Before wholly committing to a career with Lapham Paints, Tom has a
conversation with his father Bromfield about going to work. Tom has been west and
although he is not thoroughly at home with complete adoption of western ideology, he
does feel frustrated with much of leisure class ideology and seeks something different.
Tom Corey states: “I must do something. I’ve wasted time and money enough. I’ve seen
much younger men all through the West and Southwest taking care of themselves.” He
continues with, “I am ashamed to come back and live upon you, sir” (Howells 59).
Bromfield Corey responds as a member of the age group and class exempt from frontier
influences regarding what masculine behavior should entail, but ironically he is also only
one or possibly two generations removed from the working classes. Despite the
privatization of family practiced among the leisure class, most of “Boston’s elite circles
clung to the misplaced idea that their socio-cultural distinction was based upon long
family fortunes over the previous half-century” (Madigan 13). Bromfield’s own father
was a very successful sea merchant who made the family’s fortunes in trading, but he was
certainly a man who worked for his money. Joking that the working gene must have
skipped his generation, Bromfield is comfortable with the roles assigned people in his
privatized group. He expresses his discomfort by telling Tom, “Ah, we shall never have a
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real aristocracy while this plebeian reluctance to live upon a parent or a wife continues
the animating spirit of our youth” (59). When Bromfield recognizes the evolution
transpiring in the “youth” of the leisure class, there is a recognition that change is about
to transpire. This recognition does not change his own preference for sameness. Neither
does it change the resistance to this leisure being experienced by his son’s generation.
It is with decided reluctance that Lapham accepts Tom Corey into his business.
The young man’s enthusiasm is, however, flattering and then there is also the matter of
Tom as a prospective son-in-law. Persis pressures Lapham considerably, and it is
primarily for this reason that he overlooks his misgivings, relents and takes on the young
Corey. Tom immediately sets about proving himself as an irreplaceable member of
Lapham’s team, which Tom soon learns will mean enduring his long-winded obsession
with his Standardbred mare.
Lapham enjoys the power he has over everyone who works for him, but Tom’s
employment paired with his membership in the leisure class destabilizes the power
Lapham has in his business and this makes him nervous. He deals with Tom’s status by
overcompensating in exhibiting his own. Lapham has “the pride which comes of selfmaking, and he would not openly lower his crest to the young fellow he had taken into
his business. He was going to be obviously master in his own place to everyone”
(Howells 94). Again there is the word “pride,” last used by Howells to explain the way
Lapham feels about his mare. His pride in his horse connects to his pride in being selfmade and to the power he likes to exude in his place of business, because it falls flat
outside the walls of Lapham Paint.
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The mare enters again as a symbol for Lapham’s prosperity as he tries to visibly
use her as something I will call social currency. He tries to prove to the young Lapham
his own value by bragging about his horse. “The only social attention which Lapham
succeeded in offering Corey was to take him in his buggy, now and then, for a spin out
over Milldam. He kept the mare in town, and on a pleasant afternoon he liked to knock
off early, as he phrased it, and let the mare out a little,” taking Corey with him (Howells
96). This effort places the mare in a different position, as Lapham is now attempting to
cash in his skill with the mare and her quality as his possession to prove himself equal to
Tom’s social world. When Lapham speeds her for the masses and enjoys their validation,
he is only using her as a symbol of his economic success and his masculine prowess, but
he is not trying to trade the demonstration for acceptance. Not yet understanding exactly
how wrong he is about using this or any horse in an attempt to cross class-boundaries in
Boston, Lapham nearly beats Tom—his only actual connection to the leisure class—to
death with discussions of the mare’s magnificence. When Lapham takes Tom with him,
readers undergo a narrative shift and become privy to Tom’s inner thoughts as he endures
what he considers completely worthless and lengthy conversation about Lapham’s horse:
“Corey understood something about horses, though in a passionless way, and he would
have preferred to talk business when obliged to talk horse” (96). The absolutely different
place the two men are coming from socially is further exemplified as we read that during
these lengthy discussions of Lapham’s horse, “Corey could hardly have helped feeling
the social difference between Lapham and himself, in his presence (and in talking about
horses), he silenced his traditions” (96). Interestingly, as a Bostonian Tom’s family
traditions are not so much American as European, despite his admitted western influence
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and desire to work because of this exposure. Tom’s willingness to tolerate such
discussions is, however, testimony to his in-between role in the restructuring of class and
power the East will ultimately go through as a result of frontier and Western influence.
Lapham’s insistence at limiting his and Tom’s social interaction to conversations
about horses solidifies for the reader the level playing field Lapham believes his horse
and his horse-related skill provide him. In Tom’s reaction to Lapham’s attempts, we can
read Boston as a place wholly resistant to the horse as a possible contributor in classmaking.
When Tom’s father Bromfield visits Lapham at his business headquarters to
introduce himself to Lapham, Silas is riddled with anxiety. Although Bromfield’s son
Tom works for Lapham, the aristocratic senior Corey is a man over whom Silas Lapham
has absolutely no control, and not having previously met him, Lapham is unprepared for
the encounter. Although considered an ideal toward which Lapham is working,
Bromfield’s presence is not what he expects and he is not certain how to proceed; he
seemingly senses his own lack against Bromfield’s cultured identity. After unfashionably
prolonging their first handshake because of his nervousness at finally meeting Bromfield,
Lapham goes to his favorite topic and almost immediately brings up horses. They are
definitely the topic upon which he feels he can lean for social equality, and at this point in
the novel he has not yet abandoned the idea that they can be spent as social currency.
Lapham says to Bromfield, “If you ever like to ride after a good horse…” only to be cut
off by the senior Corey. Bromfield exclaims the following: “Oh no, no, no; thank you!
The better the horse, the more I should be scared” (Howells 126). No clearer a refutation
of Lapham’s attempt to impress with his horse could have been uttered to clarify the
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leisure class resistance he encounters to the horse as representative of any metaphoric
social meaning. As a member of the elite, Bromfield Corey might be interested in
watching foxhunting, or steeple chasing, or even thoroughbred racing, but he is not even
remotely interested in participating—even if only as a passenger: participation in such an
activity as a form of entertainment would never occur to such a man.7 Lapham’s public
“speeding” is too plebeian, too working class. It is because “the sport was enjoyed by
every one—a country road or a city park could be all the track needed for a short dash to
prove the merits of your horse” that Bromfield would be conditioned as a member of the
leisure class to wholeheartedly avoid such an invitation (Fox 187). Although horses such
as thoroughbreds are not entirely absent from leisure class lives, the relationship such
people had with these horses would have generally been different from Lapham’s
relationship with his horse in two distinct ways: first, the pride in the horse would most
likely have come from the established and well-documented breeding and second, any
pleasure would generally come from observation and not participation. Bromfield’s utter
dismissal of horses leaves Lapham quite shaken; his only idea for communicating with
this man and for crossing his family from the not-quite-working class into the leisure
class is shot to pieces.
At home that very night, he shares with Persis the uncomfortable meeting with
Bromfield. Persis knows her husband well and understands the way horses operate in
elevating his sense of self, particularly in social situations. Because of this, she asks him
whether he asked Bromfield to accompany him on a ride behind the mare. Lapham’s
blushing and shame-faced reply is, “he said he was afraid of a good horse” (Howells
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Rather than speeding, “Flat racing and steeplechasing were sports for the more affluent” (Fox
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128). This conversation with Bromfield marks the end for Lapham and he no longer
attempts to use his mare as social currency or in fact to use her in any way.
With the dismissal of horses by Bromfield Corey, Lapham has a rather painful
epiphany. When he is finally honest with himself, he realizes the following:
The time had been when Lapham could not have imagined any worldly
splendor which his dollars could not buy if he chose to spend them for it;
but his wife’s half discoveries, taking form again in his ignorance of the
world, filled him with helpless misgiving. A cloudy vision of something
unpurchasable, where he had supposed there was nothing, had cowed him
in spite of the burly resistance of his pride. (Howells 128)
We see in this realization an understanding that nothing a man can purchase has the
ability to equalize his or his family’s social standing or reconstruct his masculine identity
in a place like 1885 Boston. The power for change in Boston belongs to the men who are
clinging to the European influences that reject class mobility and this rejection of the
horse as a measure of power will not change until men from Tom Corey’s generation
redefine taste. I do not want to posit that Lapham fails as a man because he is mistaken
regarding the importance of horses in enhancing one’s status. Rather, I have proved that
although his mission for class mobility fails, his instinct in using his horse to represent
status is actually progressive and will soon be embraced by even Eastern men with
power.
By using Lapham’s horse in a number of different ways, Howells makes the
distinct point that nineteenth-century Boston is a site resistant to American frontier
influence, but is also a site on the cusp of change. Boston is historically documented as a
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city embracing European influence more so than most other American cities, as is
demonstrated by famed nineteenth-century English social theorist Harriet Martineau.
Following her mid-nineteenth-century visit to Boston, she wrote that the city is
“aristocratic, vain, and vulgar.” What especially distressed her though, was “the evidence
of an aristocracy of wealth amid a new republic, a group whose cultural pretensions and
social exclusivity she saw as at odds with the democratic ideals of egalitarianism and
inclusive citizenship” (Farrell 217). I argue that we can read Lapham’s horse as an
indication of Boston’s resistance to the influence of Americanism and the West, but that
because we are privy to what comes next in history, we can look to Boston as uniquely
opposed to the influence of the West that will become quite powerful.
Regions more affected by frontier and western myth and history—essentially, the
regions that create Silas Lapham and make him believe the horse a powerful American
symbol for success—display regional change through literature in a manner that
demonstrates the value the horse brings to American literature. In looking again to Veblin
for an understanding of the construction of class-making, the European influence in a
place like Boston singularly works against horses as potential social currency. Not only is
a restructuring of class happening in America because of the increasing economic
stability brought about by industrialization and the redistribution of wealth because of
industry, but there is also a restructuring of power in a literal sense, and in 1885 horses
are in the middle of it both literally and figuratively. In Boston, the leisure class men
continue as long as possible to privatize their family experience by oppressing the rise of
the newly wealthy, but this changes with a younger generation susceptible to influences
from the West. Also to be considered is Henry Whitney’s erasure of horses from Boston
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city streets, something that happens in Boston before any other city in the nation.
Established Bostonian families resist the frontier and especially the western influences
which places considerable value on horses and because of this, Silas Lapham’s instinctive
use of his horse as social currency is not successful.
Soon after the publication of this novel there will be young members from the
leisure class who will redefine taste for all members of American society and horses will
be celebrated in a broader sense. These men will have an emphasis upon the west as
culturally “cool” and will use the horse as an incredibly powerful symbol, a symbol
possessing metaphoric value relating to class, power, and masculinity. When Theodore
Roosevelt, Owen Wister, and Frederic Remington decide the West is valid and truly
American, they begin a campaign to redefine class, power, and masculinity based on this
Western mythic ideal of the cowboy, and horses will begin to carry a plethora of differing
symbolic and metaphoric meaning related to the West. These young leisure class Eastern
men, men not unlike Tom Corey in background, will participate in redefining a nation by
sensationalizing their own Western experiences.
The value of horses in any capacity is wholly dependent upon where they are and
what people need them to do. In Boston, a city that in the nineteenth-century considers
itself to be on the cutting edge of culture and mechanization, values horses only as
images from the past with no contemporary association to power, and this point comes
through in The Rise of Silas Lapham. Howells is often thought to have subtly addressed
the careful and invisible issues of class, issues that apply to him as the very unaristocratic son of a printer; however, by using Silas Lapham’s horse he demonstrates the
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thoroughly un-American nature of Boston, as well as the American nature of the horse in
measuring a man’s class, power, and masculine identity.
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Chapter 2
The Virginian and Horses: Myth and Culture
In The Rise of Silas Lapham, William Dean Howells portrays Boston as a region
which is controlled by an elite group of men possessing a disproportionate level of social
power. During the last quarter of the nineteenth-century it was popular for young men
from such backgrounds to experience the disappearing frontier, something alluded to as
having shaped Howell’s Tom Corey into feeling as if he must work to be considered
worthwhile. Although we know that despite his frontier experience Corey is not the least
interested in horses, we also know that historically this generation of men alter the
distribution of power wielded by the senior generation, and that these changes will result
from the tension presented by the frontier. Owen Wister, Theodore Roosevelt, and
Frederic Remington were all upper-class Eastern men who became enamored with the
idealized West and spent their lives popularizing the Western “virtues of individualism,
self-reliance, and rugged masculinity” (White 241). Through art, literature, and politics
they used their social power to convince Americans that the cowboy is a worthy model
for the idealized man. It is through their artistic expressions that a nation began to revise
its perceptions of both horses, and of masculine identity.
To demonstrate this revision in reference to the importance of myth and ideology
presented in the introduction, I emphasize Slotkin’s argument. In Gunfighter Nation, he
claims:
While the play of continuity and revision in the grand structure of a
myth/ideological system cannot be described in its totality, indications of
the balance of change and continuity in the system can nevertheless be
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followed by examining developments within particular forms or genres of
expression. The historical development of the culture’s repertoire of
genres is driven not only by social and cultural change but by the
specialized discourses of artists and producers who work in that form and
by the institutions that control the production and distribution of their
artifacts. (7)
This chapter focuses upon Wister’s literary contributions to the popularizing of the
cowboy.
With his 1902 novel The Virginian, Horseman of the Plains, Owen Wister wrote
what is generally credited by historians and scholars to be the first novel-length Western
story. There are other journalists and dime-novel writers from the same time period who
also sensationalize the cowboy experience and influence popular culture, but it is Wister
who invents a cowboy with an ahistorical relationship to horses and promotes this
relationship as the norm. Because of the popularity of his novel and the impact it had on
American culture, horses have been—at least to a degree—rewritten in American history
as a necessary part of the symbol that is the American cowboy, and the American cowboy
has been invented as a horseman. Through the illustrations provided by his good friend
Frederic Remington, and the inspiration provided by another good friend Theodore
Roosevelt, Owen Wister heavily contributes to creating the mythic West and in so doing
he particularly popularizes the horse as a valuable symbol.
In sections categorized by topic, I will provide a reading of The Virginian that
proves the power of Wister’s mythic symbols—especially his use of horses—in at least
minimally shaping twentieth-century American culture and particularly in shaping
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American masculinity. Looking to the power of elite Eastern men in providing
Americans the cowboy myth with which to apply a newly idealized Western man, I will
show the impact of Wister and his contemporaries in using this fictionalized man to
provide a new image for American masculinity. By highlighting historical inaccuracies, I
will show the distance between nineteenth-century realities and imagined substitutions
that become history as a result of this push for the cowboy and his horse to become
idealized models. Wister’s use of horses as participants in the mythic construction of his
cowboy is exhaustive, and my reading will not only break down his use of horses, but
will also discuss the way this portrayal of horses marginally influences twentieth century
American culture and helps to create the new idealized Western man as a model for
American masculine identity.
The West and Horses
Since soon after its 1902 publication, scholars have been analyzing the role of The
Virginian in creating twentieth century masculinity, and in addition to Slotkin, I will lean
upon a number of these critics. Perhaps the most pertinent Wister scholar for my
purposes is historian Edward White. His popular account of Wister, Roosevelt, and
Remington as Easterners and their portrayal of an inaccurate western history to a new and
impressionable nation is compelling and convincing. In directly discussing the Virginian,
White writes that “the cowboy protagonist’s role [is] as a cultural hero,” but he pushes
this concept in an interesting way when he explains how this process happens (140).
White emphasizes that:
the term “cultural” incorporates social change. Americans have had
different success models at different times in their history, and their
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cultural heroes are products of trends and changes in the social and
economic structure of the nation. The interaction between the idealized
traits of Wister’s horseman of the plains and the aspirations of Americans
at the close of the nineteenth-century is particularly significant. (140)
The connection is compelling because Wister’s horseman embodies traits that are
marketed to early twentieth century Americans as necessary for any idealized American
male, and there are some American men who follow his lead.
Early twentieth century Americans cling to a history void of the new technology
surrounding them in modern life and instead embrace what they consider a noble national
history. It is because of this national longing for the West that Wister’s novel is
particularly powerful. The close of the brief heyday of the American cowboy, which
existed from roughly 1865-1890, enabled him to sensationalize a figure (and horses)
whose reality would have been much different from the reality he portrays. Most of
Wister’s readers have no experience with the authentic West and look to journalists and
novelists for what they often considered accurate accounts. Because of this, sketchy
historical documentation and the influence of myth come together to create the West
Wister portrays in his novel. This cultural misremembering to some degree shapes the
American development of masculinity.
Slotkin & Myth as Culture
Slotkin is particularly relevant in establishing the feasibility of such a
transformation. In Gunfighter Nation, he claims that:
Myths are stories drawn from a society’s history that have acquired
through persistent usage the power of symbolizing that society’s ideology
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and of dramatizing its moral consciousness—with all the complexities and
contradictions that consciousness may contain. Over time, through
frequent retellings and deployments as a source of interpretive metaphors,
the original mythic story is increasingly conventionalized and abstracted
until it is reduced to a deeply encoded and resonant set of symbols,
“icons,” “keywords,” or historical clichés. In this form, myth becomes a
basic constituent of linguistic meaning and social “remembering.” (Slotkin
5)
In keeping with Slotkin’s exhaustive and convincing explanation for the evolution of the
mythic West, I do not claim it begins at the dawning of the twentieth century. In his
trilogy exploring national mythology, Slotkin convincingly proves that the Western myth
begins as far back as the seventeenth century.1 Wister and his contemporaries
sensationalize a bastardized version of cowboy “ideology.” They market horses as both
“symbols” in their own right and meaningful contributors to the idealized Western man.2
Wister and other artists make the horse a symbol worthy of celebrating, and as a result,
despite the horse’s uselessness in a mechanized society, they heighten the mythic
importance of the horse. Wister participates in what Slotkin writes is a “way of
remembering, retelling, and re-imagining ‘America’” as Americans, “we too engage
myths with history and thus initiate the processes by which our culture is steadily revised
and transformed” (559-560). Horses become a symbol that participates in this cultural
1

Slotkin’s trilogy: Regeneration through Violence covers 1600-1860 (published in 1973); The
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I will use Slotkin’s definition for ideology: “Ideology is the basic system of concepts, beliefs,
and values that defines a society’s way of interpreting its place in the cosmos and the meaning of its
history” (5).
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revision. With The Virginian, Wister has created a space that becomes a “mass-culture”
myth, and as such the novel contributes to the “manipulating” and “redirecting” of
“public opinion” (Slotkin 659).
The Gaze
With a trend that will be followed by both McMurtry and McCarthy in later years,
and which will also be explored in later chapters of this dissertation, Wister opens his
novel with an audience and the taming of an untamable horse. There are two central
characters in The Virginian; both remain unnamed throughout, referred to only by
monikers as the Virginian or the cowboy, and the Easterner, or the tenderfoot. The
cowboy has a tremendous connection with horses and the Easterner has minimal
experience with them. From the opening scene, the Easterner repeatedly attempts to shed
his Eastern tenderfoot stigma and ultimately models his new Western self after the
Virginian (Shulman 96). The Easterner first sees the Virginian in this opening scene, and
in the man’s interaction with an uncooperative horse recognizes the admirable strength of
such a man. The power of the cowboy is visible to all of his watchers, not only the
Easterner. This gaze of the audience is necessary for this cowboy to experience power;
the horse adds to his power, and power adds to his idealized masculine image.
In this scene there is one horse among a herd of cowponies that would not be
caught. With the train in the background a group of bystanders, including the Easterner,
stand at the side of the corral and watch the action. Man after man unsuccessfully
attempts to catch the horse—man after man fails. Eventually, the Virginian takes a turn
and quietly ropes the horse in a movement so smooth and capable that the Easterner “did
not see his arm lift or move” (Wister 1). Once roped, the horse follows the Virginian with
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complete obedience and another passenger remarks, “That man knows his business”
(Wister 2). And his business, as indicated by the title of the novel, is horses. Wister’s
careful construction of a man has begun, and in the reader’s first encounter with him a
horse has been used to heighten this man’s power in the eyes of others. This is a complete
shift from Silas Lapham’s inability to convey power with his skill, and the transition
taking place occurs because those who have power had to first recognize the merit of
such skill. Wister, although not the first, has written power into a cowboy, a man who
historically had no power.
The Sexualized Cowboy Body
There is a sexualized connotation attributed the cowboy that is new to American
fiction, and it is not limited to women sexualizing cowboys. As already mentioned, there
was a trend among journalists during the last quarter of the nineteenth-century to
sensationalize the West and in doing so there were male writers who sexualize the
cowboy. In his 1892 collection The West Through a Car Window, Wister’s fellow
Western journalist Richard Harding Davis portrays the cowboy in a similar fashion to
Wister: 3
The cowboy cannot be overestimated as a picturesque figure; all that has
been written about him and all the illustrations that have been made of him
fail to familiarize him, and to spoil the picture he makes when one sees
him for the first time racing across a range outlined against the sky, with
his hankerchief flying out behind, his sombrero bent back by the wind, and
his gauntlets and broad leather leggings showing above and at the side of
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In 1892 Richard Harding Davis rode a train across the country and documented in The West from
a Car Window a disappearing West.
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his galloping pony. And his deep seat in his saddle, with his legs hanging
straight to the long stirrups, the movement of his body as it sways and
bends, and his utter unconsciousness of the animal beneath him. (140-141)
The description of the cowboy is decidedly sexual, especially in his use of the man’s
mastery over the horse “beneath him.” Harding Davis emphasizes the inseparability of
the horse in his appraisal of the rider, and this is a trend that will continue and will
eventually contribute to the misconceptions involved in the Western myth. The horse is
portrayed by various writers from Wister’s circle as a mandatory part of the cowboy’s
image.
Masculinity and Horse Power
The horse is integral in establishing Wister’s cowboy’s unique ability to harness
power. Wister’s initial description of the Virginian emphasizes the cowboy body and also
the horseman’s dress code, clothing which indicates an association to horses, or an
identity centered around them. The clothes are part of the image because they imply
competence and familiarity with horses. Although no horse is apparent in Wister’s first
in-depth description of the Virginian, the man’s attire is specifically tailored for a
horseman and denotes a man who spends the majority of his life on horseback:
Lounging there at ease against the wall was a slim young giant, more
beautiful than pictures. His broad, soft hat was pushed back; a looseknotted, dull-scarlet handkerchief sagged from his throat; and one casual
thumb hooked in the cartridge-belt that slanted across his hips. He had
plainly come many miles from somewhere across the vast horizon, as the
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dust upon him showed… But no dinginess of travel or shabbiness of attire
could tarnish the splendor that radiated from his youth and strength. (2)
In addition to this detailed description of the man’s clothing, Wister’s mention of
strength is foremost in establishing the power Wister’s cowboys have above other men.
There are numerous physical descriptions and most of them come back to the same
masculine virility that is completely at odds with the kind of restraint exhibited by
previous masculine heroes from nineteenth-century history and novels; the obvious
strength of this character’s body, the purpose of his clothing, and the dust covering him
from riding hundreds of miles credit his virility and work to redefine a rugged ideal for
American masculinity.4 Notable also, and necessary to emphasize my argument regarding
horses, is the connection between this fashion and riding. A cowboy’s hat protects his
eyes from the sun during long rides, the kerchief keeps the dust from getting into his
throat on long cattle or horse drives and also prevent the back of his neck from getting
sunburned while riding. His chaps provide protection for his legs from the horns of cattle
or even brush—while he rides. The gun is to protect his herd and crew from rustlers, a
weapon that is especially useful from the back of a horse that in bursts of speed can travel
up to thirty-five miles per hour while the cowboy is shooting. The careful attire of the
Virginian is the beginning of an exaggeration that starts with dime novelists, journalists,
and with Wister. This exaggeration eventually manifests itself in the careful image
conveyed by Hollywood filmmakers and is then mimicked by the American public. By
the end of the novel, our cowboy hero dresses like an Eastern gentleman, but the
transformation of attire happens only after he has proved himself a man.
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Natty Bumppo is considered among many scholars, including Lee Clark Mitchell, to be the
original American model for masculinity, the model from which the cowboy evolves.
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Eastern Men and Western Men: It All Comes Down to Horses.
It is the Easterner who notes the above physical description and as interactions
between the Virginian and the Easterner play out, we quickly see the distinctions between
these two men and the degree to which Wister has written the Virginian as far more an
American man than the Easterner. Edward White writes that using the Eastern narrator,
“gave Wister a mode of narration with which he felt comfortable” (125). This is
interesting in part because it is only the Western experience that really separates the men,
since clearly the Virginia is not from the west. Having a non-Western man as his cowboy
hero makes possible the belief by Eastern men that this Western transformation is
achievable by any American. The feasibility of such a transformation is further implied
by the gradually increasing ruggedness of the Eastern narrator.
Their differing fashion is also a variable in denoting power, although to a much
greater extent it is the Western experience spoken to us through the applicability of the
fashion that implies the superiority of the cowboy. The Easterner feeling inadequate and
decidedly uncomfortable in the presence of the Virginian speaks to the transition taking
place in American masculinity. In his book Cultures of Manhood in the American West,
critic Durwood Ball explains this shift from Victorian manhood to American masculinity
by first telling us that the man epitomizing Victorian manhood “embraced moderation in
all things: he fended off dangerous animal strength” and his “behavior and achievements
in public life and the marketplace constructed his male identity” (99). This explanation is
consistent with the image portrayed by William Dean Howells in the character Bartley
Hubbard. By pushing against this identity, in the 1880s American men began adding new
dimensions to the model. During the last decades of the nineteenth-century it became
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desirable to be a physical man and a nationalized belief started to develop that “men
should be ambitious, combative, tough, aggressive, and competitive. Physical strength
was equated with ‘strength of character’” (99). Wister does a brilliant job constructing a
comparison between these ideologies in the character of the Easterner and the Virginian,
which is hardly surprising in that there are numerous similarities between the Easterner
and Wister’s good real-life friend, Theodore Roosevelt. In constructing for us a model
with his cowboy hero, Wister gives the nation an image to emulate in applying the above
characteristics regarding an emerging masculinity, and we watch the Easterner abandon
his power and attempt to regain it through conversion as a man who undertakes the
application of necessary ideological, and thus physical, goals. The horse is a necessary
part of this image-creation. Ultimately, we recognize the biggest division between the
two characters is not merely wardrobe, but that one has extreme skills with horses and the
other does not.
As part of the storyline, the Virginian is asked by his employer, Judge Henry, to
escort the Easterner (Judge Henry’s guest) to his ranch. The Easterner gets off the train,
having already recognized that the Virginian is the man he watched tame the untamable
horse at a previous rail stop, and in reference to the location of his host’s ranch, asks him
“Is it too far to drive there to-night?” (Wister 7). Clearly the Easterner naively assumes
the ranch can’t be far from the train station because presumably, in his personal
experience, there is not much of America that is far from a train station. The Virginian
replies with a puzzled expression and says “It’s two hundred and sixty-three miles” (7).
The Easterner is astounded. The importance of horsemanship is many times magnified
with such a distance to cover and no train available for transport. The further from a train
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characters get, the more important horsemanship is and two hundred sixty three miles is
an extraordinary distance. In this moment, the Easterner’s lack of familiarity and skill
with horses is many times magnified.
During the lengthy journey to the Judge’s house, the Easterner becomes
increasingly enamored with cowboys in general and the Virginian in particular. He thinks
to himself, “something about them, and the idea of them, smote my American heart and I
have never forgotten it… often in their spirit sat hidden a true nobility, and often beneath
its unexpected shining their figures on heroic stature” (Wister 20). Although Wister,
Remington, and Roosevelt all share an infatuation for cowboys and individually
contributed to what historian Paul H. Carlson refers to as the “participation sport” of
cowboy myth-making, the cowboy ethics portrayed in The Virginian are most likely not
the ethics practiced by cowboys in the Northwest during the late nineteenth-century (2).
By misrepresenting these ethics, Wister has rewritten history for the reader and begins his
personal portrayal of the myth some Americans will build upon.
Appraisals of Western cowboys greatly vary and it is virtually impossible to pin
down an accurate definition because there is little substantiated documentation. However,
while there are accounts from some that the nineteenth-century cowboy was “in the main
a loyal, long-enduring, hard-working fellow, grit to the backbone, and tough as a
whipcord,” there are also accounts from others claiming that most cowboys were “dirty,
overworked laborers” who were among a “devil-may-care, roistering, gambling,
immoral, revolver-heeled, brazen, light-fingered lot, [and] usually came to a no good
end” (Davis 194, Carlson 3).5 Because it has been marketed to them through
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perpetuations of myth, through Wister and others, many Americans have chosen to adopt
the mythicized cowboy and build a masculine ideal upon this most unlikely perception.
The character of the Easterner often compares the mythicized qualities portrayed
by Wister’s cowboy to his Eastern self. Wister’s dismissal of Eastern manliness as invalid
comes through in his Eastern character’s disgust for his own lacking. The Easterner states
that during the entirety of their two hundred sixty three mile journey: “His [the
Virginian’s] distaste for what he supposed me to be (I don’t exactly know what this was)
remained unshaken. I have thought that matters of dress and speech should not carry with
them so much mistrust in our democracy” (Wister 29).6 Despite his assertion that he
thinks the cowboy’s judgment too hasty, the Easterner feels inadequate and the reader is
urged to agree. The Easterner continuously feels less manly than the cowboys, and
continuously revisits the West in an effort to achieve this new standard he has set for
himself. Eventually the Easterner (not unlike Wister, Remington, and Roosevelt) begins
to understand the culture and will change his dress, and thus begin his own attempt at a
transformation from Eastern “dude” to Western horseman. Interestingly, eventually the
Virginian will change his dress to Eastern dude while maintaining his power because he
has proved his masculinity through an exhibition of skills. Through a sort of rite-ofpassage available to him only through repetition, the Easterner builds his physical
strength and therefore is implied to have improved his strength of character.
It is perhaps worth mentioning that the Virginian would not possess such
authenticity as a horseman without the gaze of the Easterner to validate him. In contrast,
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the discrediting gaze of the Virginian and other cowboys somehow erases any semblance
of manly value from the Easterner. An interesting transfer of power is happening and
Wister’s portrayal of both men plays a part in steering power in popular culture.
Perception is authentication, or is at least a means for discrediting a person, and as Lee
Clark Mitchell discusses in Westerns, Making the Man in Fiction and Film, Wister’s
cowboy is structured by the writer to receive the gaze which empowers him. The cowboy
then wealds the power he has been given and, with it, credits or discredits others.
With this transference of power conveyed by the gaze, Wister makes clear that
there is hope for Eastern men to become more idealized Westerners. In good time, the
Virginian starts to like the tenderfoot and even approve of him—as he demonstrates the
ability to conform to western life, as he becomes stronger, and especially as he learns to
ride. They come together during a number of journeys and both characters grow as a
result of the relationship. The highlight of the Easterner’s experience in the West occurs
when the Virginian compliments him on his comfort in the saddle. Wister writes:
“Approval now grew plain upon the face of the Virginian. ‘By your laigs’ said he, ‘you
are used to the saddle’” (93-94). It is the Virginian’s approval of the Easterner’s riding
skill that elevates the Easterner’s masculinity and thus his power in the West, both in his
own mind and in the eyes of other characters. His usefulness with horses is the ultimate
measure of his ability to transform into this new Western man. Wister’s implication is
clear and will carry tremendous weight in creating an idealized American man: men who
can ride well are superior to those who cannot.
An interesting and rarely addressed question comes into play in the exploration of
why men who ride are portrayed by Wister, and by other writers, to be superior to those
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who do not. By the time of The Virginian’s publication in 1902, in most regions of the
nation there was little need for horses. Rail lines had become ubiquitous and automobiles
would soon become available.7 Cultural historian William Savage makes two interesting
speculations regarding this point: first, he argues that one of the principal reasons for the
myth that cowboys are heroes is that in world history there is an implication which exists
and a there is a “natural superiority of men on horseback over men on foot” (39). While
there are particular conditions in which men on horses might be considered superior or
more powerful than men on foot, the twentieth century does not provide such a set of
conditions. What Savage comes to is that, “In any case the cowboy is counted a better
man than most because he was seldom a pedestrian,” and this entertaining quip is perhaps
as good an answer as we will get to an unanswerable question (39). There is just
something about a man on a horse.
Nineteenth-Century Cowboys and Their Horses
Beyond merely riding horses well, there is a connection between the Virginian
and horses that is rare in documented cases of Western history. It is perhaps the
Virginian’s relationship with horses that is the most easily documented misrepresentation
in the text, yet the connection Wister provides between the hero cowboy and his horse
greatly contributes to the mythic man envied by men and desired by women. By
establishing for the reader the degree of relationship his protagonist has with horses,
Wister both personifies the horse and also compares the Virginian to horses—in both
cases attributing the man horse-like power. The significance for both of these details is
that this man’s connection to horses goes beyond that of a normal cowboy or horseman,
even among mythologized cowboys. It provides a model for others to follow; in order to
7
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be as masculine as the cowboy hero, one must have an almost ethereal connection to
horses.
Late nineteenth century cowboys were generally rough with their horses and
although there were most certainly exceptions to this rule, historical documentation
regarding the treatment of cowponies at the hands of cowboys substantiates their general
abuse.8 It is true that there were, without a doubt, cowboys who were gentle with their
horses and in generalizing the opposite, I do not mean to deny the exception. Horses are
an elemental piece of who the Virginian is and this detail contributes to the formation of
the horse as a symbol, in the sense Slotkin uses the word. Partly because of Wister this
symbol gains cultural relevance, within American popular culture and in specific
reference to the West. Wister’s cowboy portrays for the reader how Wister wants the
cowboy to be remembered, and it is this myth he puts forth. It is this myth that helps to
shape future writers and film makers as they portray untold numbers of cowboys that
consider their horses to be great friends.
The horse is portrayed in The Virginian as a Western character in his own right.
Closely following the opening scene in which the Virginian tames a wild horse corralled
near a train, Wister writes, “The animal was thoroughly a man of the world” (1).9 In a
later chapter, the Virginian tells the Easterner that horses “are just like humans” (33). He
regularly talks to horses as if they are humans, beginning with a scene in which he
lectures two misbehaving ranch horses named Buck and Muggins. The Virginian tells the
8
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horse: “You, Buck, some folks would beat you now till yu’d be uncertain whether yu’
was a hawss or a railroad accident” (32). Interestingly, nearly every horse in the novel
carries a name and the two human protagonists do not. In another scene the Virginian
tells the tenderfoot, “Yu’ needn’t to laugh. Don’t yu’ see she’s got sort o’ human feelin’s
and desires? I always knowed hawsses was like people” (46). He even goes so far as to
credit horses for his own accomplishments. In a scene following his introduction to the
love interest, Molly, he tells his trusted horse Monte “I wouldn’t trust you with berries
and cream. No, seh; not though yu’ did rescue a drownin’ lady” (60). There is no honor
the Virginian will not attribute a horse and this tendency operates in the narrative to
heighten the value of horses. Wister portrays this elevation as a normative relationship
between cowboys and their horses.
Horse and Man Compared
Wister further connects the young cowboy hero to horses by comparing the young
man’s body to that of a horse and also shows the Virginian behaving like a horse. He
describes the cowboy’s body as having “lean racehorse shanks running to a point at his
ankle” (Wister 203). There is significance in comparisons such as this coming toward the
end of the novel because it is as if Wister is implying that the Virginian evolves as an
idealized American man as his connection to horses grows. In a scene narrated as
something that happens repeatedly in un-witnessed scenes, following a long ride the
Virginian often strips the saddle off the horse and the clothes off himself, and then rides
naked to a spot in which he and the horse roll in the grass together. This is likely
something few authentic cowboys have ever done, yet Wister’s portrayal of this
connection fuels the credibility of horses as the Virginian’s trigger for personal violence,
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a violence which could also be considered frontier-style vengeance. While the
relationship Wister portrays between cowboys and horses is unlikely, because of their
value on the frontier horses do carry tremendous economic and survival-based value. For
this reason it is historically credible that horses would have been at the center of much
violence in the name of frontier or Western justice; it is not, however, credible to think
that cowboys frequently swam naked on their horses and then rolled in the grass with
them.
This layered connection to horses is a trait first portrayed in American literature
by Wister’s hero, but it is mimicked by future American writers and filmmakers. In order
to examine the effect of Wister’s portrayal we must look backwards from the fifty year
period following the 1902 publication of The Virginian. This particular hero’s treatment
and elevation of horses upon popular culture is evident in the litany of future cowboy
heroes—both literary and film—that have friendships with their equine partners. The
success of Zane Grey with his herd of rare Arabians feeds into the success of film stars
whose equine partners are just as famous as their riders, like Roy Rogers and Trigger, or
Gene Autry and Champion. Wister’s emphasis upon the importance of cowboys’ equine
companions has been mimicked so often it is now considered trite.
The fairly well documented reality of cowboys and their relationships with horses
is much different from what Wister portrays. Western historian Richard C. Davis explains
the standard relationship between cowboys and their mounts:
Contrary to popular mythology, the cowboy rarely if ever rode his own
horse, nor did he own one. His employer provided the mount, and only
occasionally did a truly long term sentimental attachment arise, for a hand
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might work on several horses during the course of a season, and more
often than not there was a healthy mistrust in operation. (208)
Davis also claims that most cowponies, “had little reason to love their masters” (208). As
mentioned previously, there were most certainly exceptions to the barbarous norm and
considerable documentation exists proving the attachment of a few specific cowboys to
their horses, but the general cowboy relationship with his horse is greatly misrepresented
by Wister. It is, however, the relationship the Virginian has with horses that makes
believable for the reader the violence he is ultimately capable of because of horses. With
a scene highlighting his physical strength, the cowboy’s dedication to the codes of
toughness and aggressiveness come through.
Horses as Reason for Frontier Violence
Horses are the central reason for all but one violent situation in which the
Virginian finds himself. These violent situations transition from badly beating one man
for mistreating horses to hanging a friend for stealing horses, and eventually to shooting
and killing a man for the same offense (in addition to this man calling the Virginian a
horse-thief). The violence begins with a man called Balaam, a character who from the
beginning of the novel claims an identity that among cowboys solely revolves around the
mistreatment of horses. Because of this reputation he is considered the lowest of the low
among men in his region. Misbehaving horses are regularly threatened by the cowboys
and told that they will be “Balaamed” if they don’t straighten out their behavior, or that
they will be sent back to Balaam if they originally came from him. He is a rancher,
therefore occupying a higher social position than the average cowboy, but his
mistreatment of horses reduces his authority on the frontier. His ranch is on Butte Creek,
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not far from the Judge’s ranch where the Virginian works. The character of Balaam is set
up by Wister to demonstrate the metaphorical black hat to the Virginian’s white hat and
the way Wister does this is through horses.
Balaam’s character is established not only by the reputation that precedes him, but
also because the Virginian is sent by the Judge to retrieve two borrowed horses that
should have been returned when the Judge initially asked for them some 70 days prior.
Refusing to return borrowed horses in a territory as vast as Wyoming is nearly as
frowned upon as the theft of a horse. Shorty, a naïve and extremely impoverished ranch
hand who is sent along with the Virginian to help retrieve the horses from Balaam, owns
a horse named Pedro and it is this horse upon which readers witness most of Balaam’s
abuse. The little horse is remarkably well trained and catches Balaam’s attention from the
moment he sees him. Princeton historian Phillip Ashton Rollins—a man who in his youth
participated in two cattle drives during breaks from school—writes that among ranchers
and cowboys, “Well-trained cow-ponies were regarded as aristocrats. They brought
prices three times that of well-broken but more commonplace Range horses” (287).
Sensing Shorty’s desperation for money, Balaam sees an opportunity to make some
money and purchases the horse for a fraction of its actual value, promising Shorty he can
have the horse back when Shorty has enough money to buy him back. His possession of
such a horse would also have to do with status. Pedro’s value as an equine aristocrat
would enhance the power of any man riding or even owning him.
In scene after scene the Virginian witnesses Balaam beating, whipping, punching,
and abusing Pedro in inconceivably cruel and always unnecessary ways. The pairing
between Balaam and Pedro is especially drastic because Shorty has raised the horse to be
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a friend and has even taught him tricks, like shaking hands. Such a horse has no
experience with abuse and no context for the pain he is experiencing. In no time Balaam
is beating Pedro across the face, and riding him to the brink of physical exhaustion. “Red
froth creamed from his [Pedro’s] mouth,” a detail which indicates Balaam’s hands are so
rough he has caused Pedro’s mouth to bleed (Wister 175). A well-broke horse would not
have a tough mouth and Pedro would only have needed gentle pressure to turn or stop.
There is little historical documentation supporting the abuse of horses for the sake
of abuse, although much documentation exists regarding the general abuse. While
breaking horses, rough treatment was the norm, but on the range there is no reason to ruin
an already cooperative mount with rough handling and it was frowned upon. For a while
the Virginian watches this abuse and tries to remain uninvolved. He feels that he has
already “overstepped the code in these matters” and that “in all horse transactions and
other matters of similar business, a man must take care of himself, and wiser onlookers
must suppress their wisdom and hold their peace” (Wister 172). This code is based on
economics, but for Wister’s Virginian horses mean more than economic stability or
gain—they are a symbol for all that is noble and strong and they are not to be senselessly
violated. Balaam is full of excuses for why horses are lesser creatures. When Balaam
justifies his behavior he states: “The western pony’s man’s enemy, and when he judges
he’s got his chance, he’s going to do his best… you’ve got to keep them afraid of you”
(177). This ideology is essentially the exact opposite from the Virginian’s, and as he so
regularly measures a man’s value based on his skill with and respect for horses, Balaam
and his depersonalized, capitalistic attitude about horses, and his treatment of them
indeed bring the Virginian back to the comment he made to the Easterner before even
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meeting Balaam: “A man that will do what they claim Balaam does to a hawss when he’s
mad, ain’t fit to be called human” (Wister 47). It is more than he can bear and now the
reader becomes the observer and validator of his vengeance.
The Virginian begins by asking Balaam politely to “let that hawss alone” (Wister
179). This man is, after all, a rancher and not a mere cowboy. Refusing the request,
Balaam beats Pedro a little more and then mounts him again. Pedro is so utterly
exhausted that he walks a few steps and sinks to the ground, literally incapable of
walking another step. At this point, the Virginian springs into action, a well of violence
released on behalf of the suffering Pedro:
Then vengeance like a blast struck Balaam. The Virginian hurled him to
the ground, lifted and hurled him again, lifted him and beat his face and
struck his jaw. The man’s strong ox-like fighting availed nothing. He
fended his eyes as best he could against these sledge-hammer blows of
justice. He felt blindly for his pistol. That arm was caught and wrenched
backward, and crushed and doubled. He seemed to hear his own bones,
and set up a hideous screaming of hate and pain. Then the pistol at last
came out, and together with the hand that grasped it was instantly stamped
into the ground. Once again the creature was lifted and slung across
Pedro’s saddle a blurred, dingy, wet pulp. (Wister 180)
The beating is severe and Wister’s cowboy hero has absolutely lost control of his temper.
He is not fending off animal strength, and is instead using it to right a wrong. Because of
the mitigating circumstances—the unnecessary mistreatment of a kind and willing
horse—the beating is implied to be justifiable, and even to enhance the cowboy’s image
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as idealized Western man. The new model for Western masculinity is capable of
considerable violence when necessary.
It is critical that we note the significance of a ranch hand beating nearly to death a
ranch owner.10 Class lines are economic and Wister uses horses as a reason for crossing
these established lines and redistributing power based on ethics rather than economics.11
Wister has established our cowboy hero as a man embodying all of the necessary
characteristics accompanying the new Western man. The vengeance unleashed on
Balaam is justifiable in a way that speaks to the irrelevance of traditional class lines and
the transition in American manliness from self-restraint to vigilante justice seeker. Wister
has somehow credited the cowboy, because of his love for horses, with the power to beat
senseless a man conventionally thought to belong to a higher class. But, as Patrick
Dearen writes in his historical account of cowboys Saddling Up Anyway; the Dangerous
Lives of Old-Time Cowboys, “once in a saddle, a ranch hand was transformed. No longer
was he a mere man with insurmountable limitations and frailties; he was a knight of the
range” (6). As a knight of the range, Wister’s cowboy has the power, the respectability,
and the responsibility to enforce decent treatment for a cowboy’s best friend. On the
range, he has power. As a national symbol, he and his horse both have power.
Further violence is necessary when a couple of years after the encounter with
Balaam the Virginian is sent by Judge Henry to hang a group of horse thieves.12 Although
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According to cowboy historian Phillip Ashton Rollins, a man who experienced early 20th
century ranching first-hand, there was tremendous class division between ranch owners and cowboys.
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It is unlikely Wister considered the extreme national reaction to his use of horses or cowboys.
Wister’s desire for the preservation of class lines is well documented in much of his personal writing, both
before and after the publication of The Virginian.
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William C. Davis explains that on the frontier “peace officers were often little more than hired
assassins operating on instructions from the big ranchers” (Davis 186).
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sensationalized by Wister in that the rustlers end up being good old friends of his
cowboy, the storyline is not altogether unbelievable. It is the Easterner who travels with
the Virginian and it is through his eyes that we witness much of the journey. In this way
Wister provides us with the contrast between a man not yet hardened enough to carry out
the kind of vigilante justice necessary in late nineteenth-century Wyoming. “Whatever
the nature of frontier crime, the people began early efforts to combat it.” Residents did
this by meeting as a council and agreeing upon codes of conduct, then town leaders
“appointed members of the community to see that they were observed. Usually such men
received neither pay nor recognition by title, but it was a duty in the interest of all, and
few refused to so act” (Davis 164). An idealized man like our hero cowboy would not
have refused to act. Steve’s gang is wanted for stealing horses and the punishment in a
nearly ungoverned territory like Wyoming is still hanging.13 Although traumatized by the
situation, the Virginian follows through and hangs his old friend for stealing horses.
It is not until the close of the novel that the Virginian kills Trampas and although
the killing is definitely related to horses, it is admittedly about much more than horses.
Trampas is, from the beginning of the novel, a man without a solid identity. He is not
portrayed as a cowboy, though he is perhaps a more historically accurate cowboy than
our hero protagonist. When the Easterner asks another character: “Trampas, what’s he?”
(Wister 17). The other character answers with, “Cow-puncher, bronco-buster, tin-horn,
most anything” (17). It is for this reason that along with Balaam, Trampas is portrayed as
the black hat in this Western.

13

Horse theft was not considered a capital offense in most Eastern regions, but in the West “it
could mean starvation, isolation, or death for the victim, and brought about punishment in kind” (Davis
162). Hanging was the expected penalty.
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The Virginian is, in his own estimation, forced to kill Trampas. The man has
implicated him in the very same horse and cattle theft for which Trampas is guilty and for
which Steve is hanged. The cowboy’s honor cannot accept such a mark as the accusation,
and “It had come to the point where there was no way out, save only the ancient, eternal
way between man and man” (Wister 270). Under no circumstance, not even the pleading
and threats of his bride-to-be, could he walk away from a man spreading the word that he
was a horse thief. The public nature of the insult makes laws secondary to the selfpreservation of his image. The strength of character necessary for the survival of his
image is dependent on preservation of his credibility. Having first displayed a capability
for violence with Balaam when he beat him and second when he hanged Steve, it is a
natural progression for the Virginian to shoot Trampas for calling him a horse thief.
Even when Molly tells him the engagement will be off if he goes through with the
challenge, the Virginian cannot walk away. When explaining to her why he must do this
terrible thing, it comes back to the horses: “Can’t yu’ see how it must be about a man?
It’s not for their benefit, friends or enemies, that I have got this thing to do. If any man
happened to say I was a [horse] thief and I heard about it, would I let him go on spreadin’
such a thing of me?” (Wister 277). He further explains to her that if he were to let people
talk about him and not retaliate, it would be an admission of sorts. He discounts Molly’s
Eastern opinion (an opinion Wister is working to change with the publication of The
Virginian) and participates in the shootout. It is over in an instant: “Two fingers twitched,
and then ceased; for it was all. The Virginian stood looking down at Trampas” (Wister
280). The Virginian kills Trampas with a justified vengeance that emphasizes the
significance of horses in the mentality of the West and also the significance carried by the
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onlooker’s opinion. Horses are vital in the West and they are absolutely connected to the
honor of the iconic cowboy figure of the twentieth century.
Women and Horsemen
Although sexualized by a male narrator, within the text it is women who desire
the cowboy with a Darwinistic pull. The turn of the century trend to sexualize the cowboy
rippled into popular culture and there are documented accounts from late nineteenth and
early twentieth century cowboys discussing social treatment before and after the
publication of Wister’s novel. In Across the Great Divide: Cultures of Manhood in the
American West, critic Mathew Basso interviews a turn-of-the-century cowboy and this
interview proves my claim. Bruce Siberts, a working cowboy from the 1890s through the
1920s, relays his social experiences before and after publication of The Virginian. Siberts
states:
I had a liking for the girls, but when I went into town with my rough
clothes on, they wouldn’t pay any attention to me… Owen Wister hadn’t
yet written his book The Virginian so we cowhands did not know we were
so strong and glamorous as we were after people read the book. (qtd. in
Basso 152)
Mathew Basso articulates my point well, when he writes that, “Within his lifetime,
Siberts saw the cowboy transformed from working stiff to hero in the American mind”
(152). The force of this sexualized symbol for masculine virility upon culture is visible in
the space of one lifetime, with personal experiences specifically linked to the impact of
this novel on American culture. As Slotkin discusses in Gunfighter Nation, a mythicized
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image can make what I call an imprint on history, and cultural change results from the
presence of this myth. Although mythically-based, the imprint remains.
Wister’s portrayal of female reactions to the cowboy body is profound in that, as
Lee Clark Mitchell exhaustively proves in Making the Man in Fiction and Film, no prior
American writer has brought such sexualized attention to a male body. As is often the
case, in this particular novel, Wister sets up women who compare Eastern men to
Western men and find the Eastern men lacking. The first woman who reacts to our
cowboy hero is unnamed, but we know she is married and that she is the proprietor of an
eating house where the men take meals during a brief layover prior to leaving for the 263
mile journey to the Judge’s ranch. Wister writes: “She came out, a pretty woman. Her
eyes rested upon him for a moment, then upon me [the Easterner] with disfavor; then they
returned to his black hair” (Wister 10). This comparison set up by Wister is indicative of
a change that Wister helps bring about in the image of the cowboy. The woman dismisses
the Easterner completely in favor of the considerably more virile cowboy. Wister has
rewritten the cowboy from his actual identity as itinerate, illiterate day laborer into a
sensationalized sex symbol. This same woman has another visible reaction to the
Virginian as the men are pulling out of the town and her desire is again recognized by the
Eastern character as an appraisal of masculine value in which the cowboy’s qualities are
appreciated:
As we drove by the eating-house, the shade of a side window was raised,
and the landlady looked her last upon the Virginian. Her lips were faintly
parted, and no woman’s eyes ever said more plainly, ‘I am one of your
possessions.’ She had forgotten that it might be seen. Her glance caught
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mine, and she backed into the dimness of the room…. His eyes seemed to
be upon the horses and he drove with the same mastering ease that had
roped the wild pony yesterday. (29)
Such a scene is decidedly sexual in its blatancy regarding how thoroughly this
unavailable woman is “possessed” by the cowboy. His being excites her in a manner she
is incapable of preventing. It is perhaps a nod to the Naturalist literature being printed by
Wister’s contemporaries that she seems biologically predisposed to desire him, because
he is a man with tremendous physical strength and useful skills. As Lee Clark Mitchell
discusses at length, in The Virginian the sexualization of the male body depends upon
people looking. They are looking not only because he is appealing, but because his power
is appealing; I posit that people look in part because of his mastery over horses.
This cowboy is portrayed to have appeal with all women and when we next hear
about the Virginian and his appeal to ladies, it is the Judge who mentions the lengthy
absence of the Virginian and his wife who is reacting to mention of the man. The Judge
tells his wife that she has “always appreciated a fine appearance in a man” and she
heartily agrees with him (Wister 50). As with the other women who find him attractive,
there is a connection between her interest and his skill or power with horses. She replies
to her husband: “And the way he [the Virginian] used to come bringing my horse, with
the ridges of his black hair so carefully brushed and that blue spotted handkerchief tied so
effectively round his throat, was something that I missed a great deal after he went away”
(50). Her husband jokes with her that he will make sure the man stays absent since she
thinks he is so attractive. Wister uses the Judge’s wife to establish different kinds of
women are attracted to such a man. Even happily married and mature women desire him.
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When Molly Wood meets the Virginian, it is in a romantic fashion that capitalizes
on the traditionally symbolic value of horses, as she is literally swept off her feet and
rescued from horseback. Molly is introduced as a well-bred Eastern woman who accepts
a teaching position in Sunk Creek, Wyoming. It is a rugged journey, mostly covered by
train with the last several hundred miles covered by stage. As Molly’s stage crosses a
river, it gets stuck and she is sincerely frightened regarding her well-being. Then, “a tall
rider appeared close against the buried axles, and took her out of the stage on his horse so
that she suddenly screamed” (Wister 59). As will later be confessed by the Virginian, at
the time of the rescue Molly is in no life-threatening danger and the rescue is on his part,
partially designed to make a lasting first impression. On a number of occasions he
indicates his awareness that women weaken when they see him in action on a horse and
this particular occasion it is implied. The Virginian essentially capitalizes on his
awareness that ladies, like the boardinghouse owner, love a horseman. When he rides
away into the night after rescuing her, Molly “wondered what the man on the horse must
think of her” (59-60). His being on a horse is integral in her perception of him, as well as
her curiosity regarding his perception of her. As is the case with the other women who
desire him, the cowboy’s mastery of his horse intrigues her, attracts her. It is through
Molly Wood’s Eastern acceptance of and desire for the Virginian that Wister contributes
to a nation-wide cultural transformation regarding the mythic West. It is through reading
about the women’s reaction that cowboys like the one previously interviewed become
desirable to American women.
As the Virginian begins his pursuit of Molly, he literally uses the horse and all of
the trappings that come with it in trying to conquer her. Wister has written women into
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his novel as being particularly vulnerable to the horse as a symbol of the cowboy’s
masculine appeal, and Molly is particularly so. She is unhinged from that first day and
puts no little thought into her assessment of him and the situation in which she finds
herself. As he attempts to court her, she is unsure how to proceed:
Molly was flustered. She did not at all want him to go. No one of her
admirers had ever been like this creature. The fringed leathern
chaparreros, the cartridge belt, the flannel shirt, the knotted scarf at the
neck these things were now an old story to her. Since her arrival she had
seen young men and old in plenty dressed thus. But worn by this man now
standing by her door, they seemed to radiate romance. (Wister 75)
Through the Molly and Virginian relationship, Wister deliberately markets the cowboy as
romantic. In discussing his idealized Western men outside of the text, Wister admits that
he believes the following: “The knight and the cowboy are nothing but the same Saxon of
different environments” (qtd. in Blazino 50-51). And indeed, American culture grows to
believe that there is “something romantic about him. He lives on horseback…he fights on
horseback as did the knights of chivalry” (51). Despite the financial gain she and her
family would experience as a result of marriage to an appropriate Eastern man, Molly has
never felt the same pull toward prior suitors or their money that she does toward the
Virginian and his frontier abilities—namely his skill with horses.
Recognizing Molly’s weakness for his horsemanship skills, the Virginian uses
them to his best advantage. He encourages her to go riding with him and tells her,
“You’re goin’ to love me before we get through. I wish yu’d come a-ridin, ma’am”
(Wister 76). The relationship horses have to attracting women is made clear in such a
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passage. Molly’s response is: “I believe I do like you. And I know that if I went riding
with you, I should not have an immature protector” (76). Molly soon begins taking
regular rides with him and it is during these rides that she really falls in love with him.
There is clearly something about the safety she feels in his presence that contributes to
her amour.
Molly’s family gets used to the idea of the Virginian in increments, first through
letters and Molly’s evasive descriptions when she visits home, and finally when they
meet him after the wedding. Their reaction conveys the historically accurate Eastern
skepticism toward cowboys. Wister does something unique by incorporating the Woods
women in the assessment process because he shows us the aversion Eastern women had
to cowboys—an authentic aversion shared by most women prior to the sensationalism
surrounding the West as it is marketed by dime novelists and journalists. Wister uses the
never met Eastern character of Sam Bennet to juxtapose against the Virginian as
competitor for Molly’s affection. The Easterner is portrayed as lacking because he does
not possess the masculine qualities possessed by the cowboy, namely the skill with
horses.
During a visit home to Vermont, Molly’s aunt asks her to bring out the photo of
the Virginian. The picture “was full length, displaying him in all his cow-boy trappings,-the leathern chaps, the belt and pistol, and in his hand a coil of rope” (Wister 150).14 In
the photograph, all of the things that make these rugged, frontier men masculine are
highlighted and most of the accouterments emphasize the necessity for skill with a horse.
The aunt’s response is classic and much written about in Wister scholarship: “Mercy!”

14

It was common for cowboys to get photographed in traditional Western attire, including their
guns. The photographs captured what most considered their “rustic” self.
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she exclaims (151). She then asks: “Has a man like that presumed— ”and Molly’s
response is very telling. “He’s not a bit like that. Yes, he’s exactly like that” (151). The
aunt’s response is “Well… I suppose there are days when he does not kill people” (151).
Molly’s aunt assumes that the cowboys are lawless, which is of course at least partly
historically accurate, and using Molly’s relationship with him Wister rewrites history to
instead market the image of a decidedly sexy, but also honorable and kind horseman.
Molly eventually becomes engaged to him and the family must get used to the idea of his
presence.
Beyond her family’s objection—wholly ignored by Molly—the only potential
setback in the engagement comes from the same thing that initially draws Molly to the
Virginian: horses. It has already been established that his skill with horses contributes in
no small way to Molly’s and every other woman’s attraction for this man. But when it
comes to horses being the reason the Virginian is required by the judge to lynch his old
friend Steve, she struggles with her love for him. She tells the judge: “I suppose that
lynching is the only way. But when they had to die just for stealing horses…” (Wister
376). Because she has been raised with an Eastern ideology, she may find the Virginian’s
skill with horses novel and attractive, but she does not recognize the significance of the
animal itself in a frontier setting. Horses are not merely an economic consideration; they
are for most frontier men and women a means for survival. Their theft had to be dealt
with in the most extreme possible manner. Ultimately, Molly has to get used to the idea
that horses are indeed enough of a reason for her cowboy to be involved in the execution.
The couple marries without the presence of Molly’s family. During their monthlong honeymoon in the wilderness, they discuss the impending family meeting. Molly
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tells him “If only you could ride home like this,” to which he replies “With Monte and
my six-shooter? To your mother?” She then delivers her meaning: “I don’t think mother
could resist the way you look on a horse” (Wister 290). Molly recognizes the power of
him as a symbol and she speaks for a changing nation. The Virginian is an irresistible
man namely because he is a horseman and even Eastern women will recognize the drastic
modification happening as a new masculine model takes hold. The way he sits a horse
affects all women in some primal, biological way.
When Molly’s mother does meet her new son-in-law, she confesses to her
daughter that she is “astonished to find him so gentle. And he was undoubtedly finelooking; yes, very handsome. She believed that she would grow to like the Southern
accent” (Wister 291). All it takes for her great-aunt to approve is her first sight of him.
After asking him to turn around so that she can see him from every angle, the aunt
whispers to Molly, “And I think I understand why you wanted to marry him” (Wister
291). He is a truly physically appealing man. Although horses might not directly figure
into why the Woods women find him attractive, the work life that has shaped the
Virginian has contributed to giving him the physical strength and strong character that
show through the suit.
It is during the final conversation with Molly’s great-aunt that we realize Wister is
not going to leave us with a story that closes on the West as if the West is not changing,
even for cowboys. And although horses have been at the center of this cowboy becoming
who he is, possessing what he possesses, the frontier is closing and that fact makes for a
different nation than the one popularized by Wister. Wister uses the old woman to broach
incredibly relevant topics and to establish the Virginian as a man who is adapting to
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change in a way that is vital even to the newly idealized American man. The Virginian
explains to her that he and some others are “getting ready for the change” and that they
will “have big pastures fenced, and hay and shelter ready for winter. What we’ll spend in
improvements, we’ll more than save in wages. I [he is] am well fixed for the new
conditions” (Wister 421).15 Ironically, in explaining to her his preparedness, he is talking
about the dissolution of men who share his identity as horseman, a detail completely
glossed over by Wister. This, however, in no way detracts from his commodity-like value
in the West; it in fact increases his value because there will be fewer men possessing his
skills than ever before.
Americans Changed by the Mythic Cowboy and his Horse
With this novel Wister is making a major statement about the change taking place
in the slippery arena of American masculinity. Previously prescribed to genteel models of
manliness are being erased and a new masculinity replaces the old; the symbol Wister has
provided Americans for their own transformation is the idealized and very much
fabricated cowboy, or horseman of the plains. As Robert Shulman discusses in an article
covering codes of the West, the new man being marketed by Wister is a product of a
developing and drastically evolving America.
Unlike traditional societies in which for better or worse people are born
into a class, remain in their class and locale, and receive their identities by
birth, the Virginian lives in a mobile society in which people have to
achieve their identities and in which self-worth is based on achievement in
competition with others. Even a winner like the Virginian is touchy about
15

7.5 million cattle roamed grassland between Montana and the Dakotas. Overgrazing and theft
both contributed to the necessity for fencing and an adjustment to the approach of successful cattle
ranching (Garceau 149).
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his manhood and self-worth; he feels he has to defend them against every
perceived affront. His widely-shared sensitivity reflects on and emerges
from the instabilities and difficulties in sustaining a sense of self-esteem in
a competitive, achievement oriented society. (99)
It is inarguable that horses are at the center of the Virginian’s fortunate rise in class and at
the center of his heightened sense of masculinity and self-worth. It would have been a
different novel entirely without him being a horseman of the plains.
By the end of the novel, we know that Molly and the Virginian are incredibly
wealthy. Horses have operated for him as not only traditionally representative frontier
tools, but as partners in leisure and business. Other characters validate and therefore
confirm his manly superiority because of his adherence to an admirable Western
ideology, and also his enviable skills with horses, and it is because of their gaze that his
reputation and confidence grow. These things build upon one another. The Virginian’s
skill with horses makes him sexually attractive to the ladies and therefore enables him to
select an enviable and otherwise unlikely mate in Molly Wood. His capability for
justifiable vengeance, a marker of the truly masculine hero in later Westerns, comes
almost exclusively from horses. The Virginian’s understanding and respect for horses,
with a veritable plethora of advantages, leads to an edge above other cowboys and
horsemen with whom he has worked. In the last line of the book we find Molly and the
Virginian’s “eldest boy [now] rides the horse Monte” (Wister 261). Although the life that
young man will live with horses during the 20th century will be decidedly different from
his father’s was on the frontier, the reader is left with the distinct impression that for
generations to come young men will be modeling their masculine identities after the
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Virginian, a horseman of the plains. The truth of this implication comes out in the
tremendous success of Western films and books in the years following the 1902
publication of the novel and the degree to which they generally modeled their cowboys
after Wister’s cowboy.
Chris Blazino lays out for the reader the way culture models contemporary
masculinity after influences from The Virginian. He claims that in the same way “Tom
Sawyer got his sense of hero from James Fenimore Cooper and Horatio Alger, from Ned
Buntline… later generations got theirs from Owen Wister’s Virginian” (Blazino 50).
Wister’s novel constructs what becomes a mythic American hero, an impossible idealized
man after whom to model one’s own masculine identity. Future chapters will speak to the
horse’s role in this mythic construction, and to the extent Wister’s portrayal of the horse
as requisite symbol for the cowboy hero has affected later writers and filmmakers.
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Chapter 3
The Myth that “Horses are the best of all”: McMurtry’s use of Horses and an
Impossible Masculine Ideal in The Lonesome Dove Series
With his publication of The Virginian, Owen Wister sets up a mythic American
West that helps redefine American masculinity for the twentieth century. In part because
of the popularity of his novel, an increasingly technological and capitalistic nation
incorporates into popular culture the ideology established by Wister’s character; as an
integral piece of the cowboy-hero myth, the horse became an American symbol for
loyalty, nobility, and power upon which the cowboy’s image is reliant. In the Lonesome
Dove quartet, Larry McMurtry—although writing some eighty-plus years after Wister—
portrays a more historically accurate relationships with horses. Rather than lean on a
romantic interpretation, McMurtry demonstrates the problematized connection horses
have to American masculinity, particularly to Texan masculinity. With his primary
protagonist, McMurtry shows how the horse initially came to be valued as a symbol for
the American West. He writes the fictitious but conceivable life of Woodrow Call, which
he begins in the early 1840s when Call is in his late teens and ends in the early 1890s,
when Call is nearing seventy. In an effort to be the most effective Texas Ranger, and
therefore have the most power, the character Woodrow Call carefully constructs his
identity by becoming the best possible horseman. Because McMurtry follows Call
through technological advancement during the second half of the nineteenth-century, he
demonstrates the way Call’s identity becomes irrelevant because of American progress.
Historians often credit McMurtry for his careful attention to historical detail, and
in respect to Texans, Amerindians, and horses his accuracy is impressive. Noted Western
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historian Elliott West writes that with his characters, McMurtry is historically, “faithful in
broad strokes and details,” and McMurtry’s portrayal of Southwestern horses and Texas
Rangers is unflinchingly accurate (qtd. in Carnes 121). McMurtry’s concern with the
factual portrayal of horses and their position within the Western myth comes across in an
interview he gives following the receipt of a Pulitzer for Lonesome Dove. In the interview
he refutes the public’s perception that by “humanizing” the myth, he is celebrating it
(Busby 183). McMurtry explains that with the character of Woodrow Call, he is actually
criticizing the West. He attempts to clarify his position:
I am a critic of the myth of the cowboys. I don’t feel that it’s a myth that
pertains, and since it’s a part of my heritage I feel it’s a legitimate task to
criticize it… The myth of the clean-living cowboy devoted to agrarian
pursuits and the rural way of life is extremely limited… The flaws in the
structure are rarely described, are rarely pointed out. I don’t think these
myths do justice to the richness of human possibility. The idea that men
are men and women are women and horses are the best of all is not a
myth that makes for the best sort of domestic life. (qtd. in Busby 183,
emphasis mine)
By emphasizing that horses are not the “best of all,” McMurtry claims that he has written
a revisionist novel. Lonesome Dove actually ends with a lonely Woodrow Call longing
for the company of his horse, and not his son. Captain Woodrow Call’s devotion to
horses above his devotion to people is not, according to McMurtry, healthy.1 Because
Lonesome Dove was the first novel from the series to be written, in telling Call’s entire
1

The title of McMurtry’s first novel is Horseman, Pass By and his perception regarding the place
of the cowboy in twentieth century America is implied also with the title. It is a title that can be read as a
criticism of the horse myth, as an anti-western perspective of the story of the West.
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life story McMurtry moves twenty years past the close of Lonesome Dove, and begins
thirty years prior.
Although the novels are written out of sequence, for the purpose of demonstrating
a cohesive, developing masculine construction I will follow Call from the time he is in
his late teens in Dead Man’s Walk, through roughly his seventieth year in Streets of
Laredo.2 McMurtry’s Lonesome Dove series is set primarily in the Southwest and spans
from the 1840s through the 1890s, five decades during which America progressed from a
hostile frontier to an industrial metropolis. The necessity for horses drastically changes
during this fifty-year period and this detail will influence my reading in that characters
clinging to an inflexible code are unable to adapt to necessary technological change. In
all four novels, McMurtry aligns Woodrow Call’s identity with horses and horsemanship.
It is during Call’s early experience as a young Texas Ranger in Dead Man’s Walk that
Call first determines to specifically focus his life on becoming an excellent horseman. In
Comanche Moon, Call is promoted to Ranger captain, and with this promotion comes the
necessity for a hardened humanity. Call’s efforts to sharpen his riding skills must
combine with the unspoken, but incredibly brutal ideology necessary for leadership in the
Ranger organization. Lonesome Dove focuses on the restlessness faced by men,
particularly Call, as the nation that once relied upon them for protection, no longer needs
their services. After losing his only friend, Call turns his emotions entirely in the
direction of one horse, Hell Bitch. Streets of Laredo is the sad account of Call’s lonely
life as an old man in a nation that has passed him by. Because his once valued skill-set
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Lonesome Dove was published in 1985, Streets of Laredo in 1993, Dead Man’s Walk in 1995,
and Comanche Moon in 1997.
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has become outdated, he is now an aged hired gun. His jobs are becoming few and far
between, because as a horseman he is restricted to jobs that are inaccessible by rail lines.
It is through Woodrow Call and his experience as a horseman in the Southwest
that McMurtry helps us explore the Western story of the horse in the West; the story he
tells does not romanticize the horse so much as problematize the role it has historically
been assigned. Although the horse does operate for McMurtry as a symbol at a number of
levels, the combination of the time period about which McMurtry writes, and the
historical authenticity he achieves, eliminate him as candidate within my discussion of
myth-making in the sense used by Slotkin. By carefully following Call’s conscious
masculine development and influences, I will trace the way in which McMurtry uses Call
and horses in historical context to provide a convincing framework for a troubled
American masculinity in the lives of Texas horsemen.
Dead Man’s Walk
Woodrow Call is introduced to readers on the opening page of Dead Man’s Walk,
which chronologically begins the Lonesome Dove series and takes place in Texas, New
Mexico, and Mexico during the early 1840s. Texas in the 1840s is a dangerous place,
primarily due to the threat of Native Americans as they attempt to remove whites from
their land. In the Southwest, Comanche warriors would swoop in on horseback and
annihilate settlers. As a result of the widespread assaults and even slaughters, the cities
banded together and formed the Texas Rangers. They were not an elite group of men, and
most were just brave boys willing to work as a sort of organized militia for little pay or
reward.
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When we meet them Call and Gus McCrae are very young Texas Rangers
assigned the task of saddle breaking a “skinny little Mexican Mustang” (DMW 11).3
McMurtry introduces his problematic protagonist in the same way Wister introduces us to
his cowboy hero. There is in this scene an element of realism absent from Wister’s
cowboy. Unlike the infallible cowboy hero in Wister’s novel, Call possesses no mastery
over this little horse and instead struggles to control her. His struggle does more than
establish for us that Call is trying to become a horseman; it also sets up Call’s willingness
to substitute horses for women. When Gus wants Call to take a break and look at a halfnaked woman walking up the hill, Call tells Gus, “I can’t look… I’ll lose my grip and get
kicked—and I’ve done been kicked” (11). McMurtry immediately conveys that Call is
able to set aside natural human desire in his quest to become accomplished with horses.
In many ways Call is, throughout his entire life, a man who has replaced sexual desire
with a passion for becoming the best possible horseman.
In this same opening scene, the boys and their fellow Rangers are at a Ranger’s
camp. They are resting before attempting to catch the most notorious Comanche horse
thief in the southern plains, a man named Kicking Wolf. Their band of Texas Rangers has
been ordered to pursue this horse thief rather than known killers of settlers because on the
frontier horses often had more value than human life.4 Native Americans possessed
considerably more skill with horses than European Americans, and at times had horse
herds far outnumbering the members of their tribes. Horses meant “military and
3

Most mustangs in the Southwest during the 1830s and 40s did not weigh more than 700 pounds.
Because of their wiry conformations, they were uniquely suited to the arid terrain.
4

This is an interesting point that McMurtry makes, and it lends authenticity to his status as
revisionist and as a realist in reference to horses in the West. There are many Western writers who
acknowledge the severity of horse theft anywhere on the frontier, but few juxtapose it so clearly against
murderers.
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economic” power and Native Americans did what they could to maintain this position of
power (Fehrenbach 95). Until some group in the Southwest could control these people’s
power, the balance would remain in the possession of the Indians.
The chasing of horse thieves, be they Native American, Mexican, or white, is
something also revisited in all four books, and is part of the reason implied for Call
attempting to perfect his horsemanship skills. Horses on the frontier represent the same
power for whites they do for Native Americans. Because of this struggle for power, there
existed historically a necessity for men who seek power to become great horsemen. At
the onset of his Ranger career, Call understands that to become a successful Ranger he
needs to be able to become a match for the horsemen stealing the horses. It is a sensible
goal in that recovering stolen horses is a substantial part of their job. When the Ranger
group proves unequal to the task of catching Kicking Wolf, which is said to be because
they are not well enough mounted to catch him, they return to civilization.5 In Dead
Man’s Walk, The Rangers almost never catch the horse thieves because they almost never
have good enough horses to catch them.
In this first novel the structure for authentic Western masculine identity adopted
by characters becomes clear and horses, because they carry power, are integral to this
identity. Men are repeatedly in situations revolving around horses. Men who have the
most skill, and/or the finest horses again and again control everyone else. When a foolish
Ranger captain by the name of Caleb Cobb is killed, Gus and Call’s entire Ranger
troop—exhausted, dehydrated, and bordering on starvation—is taken captive. In

5

Historian Mike Cox documented accounts of nineteenth-century Texas Rangers. One account
documents the admission of new Texas Rangers based solely on the quality of horse he has to contribute.
Excellent horses can make a significant difference on the frontier, particularly in chasing well-mounted
Native Americans.
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recognition of their collective powerlessness, Call begins quietly assessing the structure
of power which has rendered the Rangers helpless. The character studied by Call is a
cruel Frenchman by the name of Laroche. He has been hired by the Mexican government,
presumably because of his tremendous skill as a leader and rider, to lead their army. It is
Laroche’s skill with horses that Call finds most intriguing and most powerful, because
like the Comanches, the man’s skill gives him an unusual edge above any of the other
men. Laroche is a horrible and ruthless man, completely discounting the value of human
life, but he can ride with considerably more skill than anyone Call knows (other than
some Comanche Indians) and that intrigues him greatly.6
As his prisoner, Call watches while the Major executes daily mounted practice
sessions, always incorporating into his practice a set of battle skills. Comanche Indians
also practiced such skills. Mounted battle skills heighten any man’s power because
substantially more damage could be accomplished from a horse’s back than afoot. The
Major would often “mount and practice with his own fine sabre, slashing at cactus apples
while racing at full speed” (DMW 385). Call realizes that although he “thought himself to
be an adequate rider, he could not control a horse as well as the little French Major,” and
this lack is what he associates with his powerlessness (385). Call begins to associate
power with riding skills.
A plan for his own masculine construction starts to form because “No Ranger [he]
had yet seen could ride as well as either the Comanche or the Frenchman,” and he
“resolved that if he survived, he would learn as much as he could about correct
horsemanship” (DMW 386). It is this moment McMurtry uses to model Call’s entire
6

Native American historian Stanley Noyes discusses the development of riding skill among
Comanche warriors. He claims that Comanche Indian boys from about 12-15 were considered by many to
be “the best rough rider[s] and natural horsemen in the world” (Noyes xxvi).
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adult life, but it is necessary for the reader to recognize the complicated nature of such a
decision. It is clear from this scene that Call has plans for advancement with the Rangers,
an advancement to captain. This epiphany marks the beginning of something that evolves
into a life-long, and eventually outdated, passion. While it might be logical for Call to
make these connections between horsemanship and power in 1840, the nation is facing
rapid change and Call’s devotion to such a specific model will ultimately be catastrophic.
In 1840 horses were, as Western Fehrenbach claims, “technology,” because for that
period in history horses demonstrated maximum progress; because of this it made sense
to embrace them. Call’s modeling of his identity after such “technology” is historically
sensible, but it becomes less-so as mechanized technology takes hold some few decades
later.
Comanche Moon
Comanche Moon picks up some few years after the close of Dead Man’s Walk, at
the outset placing Call and Gus in their early twenties. In this novel, although Call is still
the central character, there are a number of other peripheral characters who help the
reader visualize the role of the horse in America and particularly in shaping Call’s
developing masculine identity. Two horsemen of differing backgrounds greatly influence
Call, Eastern frontier-seeker, Inish Scull and legendary Comanche, Kicking Wolf. Inish
Scull is Call’s new and infamous captain and Kicking Wolf is the same Comanche horse
thief Call and Gus chased in the previous novel. It is partially through Scull’s journey and
relationship with a horse named Hector that Call recognizes power and identity as they
relate to horses.
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Horses and Identities
Only the second and third novels in the series have horses that become actual
characters and these horses play a part in defining the men who ride them. In Comanche
Moon Inish Scull has a war horse named Hector who is as infamous as his owner and
McMurtry’s use of this particular horse helps the reader understand the impact a horse
can have upon individuals and communities, how a horse can become part of the Western
myth and can help build a man’s identity within this myth. Later, in Lonesome Dove we
will see the way Call has modeled his adoration for Hell Bitch after Inish Scull’s
adoration for Hector. Hector has achieved legendary status in Texas as a horse that is
exceptional in ways that embellish upon reality. Hector is enormous, weighs twice as
much as a normal horse and because of the additional bulk possesses additional strength.
Even though his strength is consistent for his size, it seems supernatural because so few
horses have his bulk or the strength to match it. His size also makes it easier for people to
believe he must be epic in some way. Referred to as the “Buffalo Horse,” in Texas Hector
has achieved a mystical reputation with both whites and Native Americans.
McMurtry portrays Call as drawing a correlation between power, exceptional
horses, and good horsemanship. Given the early decades of his life and his location in the
Southwest, mindset regarding this connection is not irrelevant. Call watches as Scull
values this particular horse more than he values any person, including his wife. Scull’s
wife is a harlot who has extramarital relations with numerous men, but it isn’t until one of
her lovers steals a horse that Scull becomes involved.
There is a southwestern story about Scull and Hector known by everyone in the
territory. Having gone up against the vicious killer Ahumado, both Scull and Hector are
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hit by arrows. When they return to civilization, Scull insists the horse’s wounds be treated
first. When Scull wants to go after Ahumado in retaliation for the man shooting Hector,
the dramatic captain argues with the Governor of Texas because the Governor does not
think the risk involved is worth facing over the honor of a horse, especially a horse that
lived after being shot. When the Governor gives a final answer of no, Scull exclaims,
“Then I resign, and damn the goddam legislature!... I wouldn’t be denied my vengeance
on the black villain who shot my horse!” (CM 6). Although he does not actually resign,
his willingness to do something so drastic over Hector is telling of both his devotion to
the horse and his mental instability in valuing any horse to this level. This is especially
interesting when paired against Scull’s willingness to accept without protest his wife’s
numerous infidelities. McMurtry’s inclusion of the relationship between Scull and
Hector, and also Scull and Inez, establishes for the reader the drastic lengths to which
some men will go for their horses; in Scull’s case there is a blind devotion for which he,
like other blindly devoted men in McMurtry’s series, will pay the price.
The presence of a Harvard-educated man and his devotion to a horse is also
interesting. It is often discussed by historians that an entire generation of college men
seek meaning in their life through confronting peril on the frontier.7 Wister and his
friends, particularly Theodore Roosevelt, can be said to have sought similar frontier
experiences and there is a possible nod to this in McMurtry’s creation of Scull. At least
partially because of his rugged Western persona, Theodore Roosevelt becomes one of the
most powerful men in the world. Bored by his Eastern life and wanting to experience the
wild frontier, Scull moves to Texas. Hector has been his partner in this adventure for
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Historian Edward White concludes that the number of Harvard graduates seeking adventure on
the frontier is highly disproportionate considering the number of people total (White 126-127).
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years and he has come to think of the horse as a part of him. He is a captain for the
Rangers and Call wants the same title for himself, so it is reasonable to consider he would
model his own behavior after such a man.
That Call pays attention to this unusual strength and stamina of the horse is
evident in his personal observation: “So far as Call knew, Hector was the most powerful
animal in Texas, a match in strength for bull, bear, or buffalo” (CM 6). Call is affected by
the myth surrounding this horse, because he cannot actually know that the horse is a
match in strength for any of these wild animals. He recognizes that to ride a horse that is
the best in a region is to mirror, or even merge, one’s own identity with that of the
animal. In Lonesome Dove we will see Call mirror the relationship Scull has with Hector
in his own relationship with Hell Bitch. At this stage in his development as a man Call
does not have the necessary capital to own any noteworthy horse, but it is an objective he
will chase until he eventually succeeds.
With the historical authenticity generally expected from McMurtry, he does an
admirable job portraying the probable reality of horses for Comanche Indians. My
inclusion of Kicking Wolf of an influential character is twofold: he is continuously
present throughout much of Call’s life and Call does admire his skill with horses, but he
is also demonstrative of the way another group of men who have their own problematized
relationships with horses. During the era in which this story transpires, horses were a
momentous part of Comanche life and they operated for some Comanche men in ways
not so different from the way they operated for white men. Native American historian
Dorothy Hinshaw Patent writes that horses were for Indians a “measure of wealth” and
that among the Comanche “horse stealing became an honored art” (26). Obviously this is
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so because increasing a tribe’s herd increases their economic power. An identity could
even be established through the theft of particularly illustrious horses. Raiders were
encouraged to steal the most valuable warhorses and in this way warriors could build up
their status in the tribe. Another way to increase one’s status with horses was through the
use of gift horses. The gift horse “could raise the status of the giver” (35). Kicking Wolf
is not a warrior and looks to ways other than raids to increase his own status. He decides
to steal Hector and make a gift of him to Ahumado, a man so treacherous that no one
lives past the initial meeting. The theft of a horse with such a reputation would heighten
his status; the gift of this horse to such a man would further heighten his status because
the giving would include great danger. In considering the theft, Kicking Wolf realizes “It
was a big thing, to steal such an animal. Many of the Comanches thought the Buffalo
Horse was a witch horse—some even thought it could fly” (CM 140). In the same way
Hector has increased Scull’s legendary status, he could also increase Kicking Wolf’s.
Both men hang their identities on the same horse because for both men Hector
symbolizes power.
Kicking Wolf does steal Hector and journey hundreds of miles to give him to
Ahumado. When Scull realizes his horse is gone, he immediately promotes both Gus and
Call to captains so that they can lead the men back to civilization. He leaves with their
tracker and goes after his horse. This development leaves Call in half-possession of the
power he seeks, and he will choose to merge the details of his status as captain with his
personal ambitions regarding horsemanship. Traditionally, captains for the Texas
Rangers lived and died by an unspoken code. In order to fulfill their responsibilities they
must: “attack, kill, strike fear, and dominate (Fehrenbach 302). Fehrenbach further
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explains that the ideal Ranger captains were generally “acclaimed leaders [who] tended to
be exceptional men—not only men without fear, but canny field generals with a rough
and natural germ of combat leadership. The early captain was produced by the same
forces that made the Comanche war chief” (301-2). There is a level of savagery necessary
to fulfill this position, and it is one that requires a separation from civilized life.
Call’s decision to merge his devotion to becoming an excellent horseman with his
decision to be the best possible captain is substantial. It won’t end well for him, because
of the marriage between codes that will ultimately be considered lawless by Americans
and a devotion to horses that in the face of mechanized technology will become useless.
Call will have spent his life becoming someone for whom there is in the twentieth
century no place. He will better fit the definition for outlaw than lawman. For the time
being, however, his dedication to both the Rangers and horsemanship will equal power.
Lonesome Dove
There is about a fifteen-year lapse between Comanche Moon and Lonesome Dove.
Historically, Texas in the mid-to-late 1870s was a relatively safe place to be, and neither
Call nor Gus must risk his life daily. Much has transpired during these fifteen years, not
the least of which is that the Texas Rangers have nearly exterminated Native Americans
and there are few renegades left. The majority of surviving Indians have been moved to
reservations. The Civil War has come and gone and with the close of it there are literally
millions of cattle to fend for themselves in the south and southwest; both Texas and
Mexico have become home to these herds.8 In his late forties now, Call has finally
constructed himself into the man he envisioned as a model when Laroche held him
captive some twenty-plus years prior. Gus and Call have retired from the Rangers and
8

The generally accepted estimate varies, but is thought to be between five and six million.
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settled into the town of Lonesome Dove, Texas—a town briefly introduced initially in the
previous novel. They have opened a livery stable and cattle company. Call remains quiet
and works hard, exuding the same power he had as a Ranger. Gus has adopted a more
leisurely approach to life, one removed from the influences and pulls experienced by
Call.
Myth-Making and Western Men
Larry McMurtry’s initial description of Call in this novel is of a man so Western
as to be superhuman. Although this novel falls third in the series, it is the first written by
McMurtry, which makes this introduction to Call the first he writes. Unlike Wister, the
description is not sexualized so much as powerful. It is a different kind of power than
Ahumado or even Howell’s Eastern gentlemen have; Call’s power is physical and the
strength his body implies is potentially mythical, in that few people have such physical
presence or strength. McMurtry writes: “The funny thing about Woodrow Call was how
hard he was to keep in scale. He wasn’t a big man—in fact, was barely middle-sized—
but when you walked up and looked him in the eye it didn’t seem that way” (LD 19).
Call’s presence is portrayed by McMurtry to be greater than reality because he has
worked at creating a sense of self that aligns with the construction initially imagined
when he was in his late teens; he is a man with power, his body is honed from effort and
execution. He has, at this point in his life, been successful in using horses to create a
powerful identity.
Domestic Relationships and Horses
The human contact Call has rejected while attempting to become the best possible
horseman is addressed by Gus on a number of occasions—the first of which we witness
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is when as a teenager in Dead Man’s Walk Call refuses to let go of the young mustang to
look at a naked woman. We know that he does temporarily take a lover because Call
fathers a son with a prostitute named Maggie. Maggie dies young and leaves behind
Call’s son, Newt. The orphaned boy is raised by the Ranger troop because he has no one
else. Newt looks to Call as an ideal and continuously works on his horsemanship skills in
an effort emulate him. It is through Newt’s futile attempts to be more like Call that we
recognize the generational dysfunction created by following such complicated behavioral
patterns. There is a reverence for Woodrow Call, among his fellow-Rangers, and among
the people working in the town of Lonesome Dove. This reverence is problematic
because Call is uncommunicative, generally cruel, unforgiving, and unfriendly. He has
embodied the Ranger captain ideology and it is in his nature to consider normal the
brutalities abhorred by most. Although his willingness to become this man has
undoubtedly saved untold numbers of lives, he should be the model for no man. It further
complicates the situation in Lonesome Dove that there is a decided lack of female
influence.
Horses as Domestic Partners and Makers of Men
In an early scene of Lonesome Dove we are introduced to the most important
horse of any of the novels in this series. She is a horse whose reputation will become
forged with Call’s in the same way Scull’s did with Hector. Hell Bitch, named by Pea
Eye and Newt for her rotten disposition, is a mare for which Call has an incredible
affinity. She is a dangerous and generally unpredictable mare; when Hell Bitch bites a
chunk out of Call’s back, he shows no anger and makes excuses for her. Gus explains to
the perplexed men questioning Call’s wisdom in keeping such a horse that Call keeps her
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because “fillies are his only form of folly” (LD 20). Within the four books in the series,
Hell Bitch is Call’s only love affair.9 McMurtry scholar Ernestine P. Sewell unpacks
what she calls Call’s “self-destructiveness,” in that except for “the close like-marriage
feeling he has for his horse, the Hell Bitch, he rejects relationships for they may lead to
emotional involvement” (222). McMurtry has openly written about the futility of
relationships among men overly devoted to their horses, and there is an interesting
emphasis on the futility of such devotion in Call’s relationship with this mare.10 To the
rest of the men, a horse like that is not worth the risk she presents; to Call, the risk she
presents heightens her value. He places more value on her than on any object or
relationship in his life—perhaps with the exception of Gus. Call’s devotion to this mare
indicates the senselessness of his quest.
For most horsemen, beautiful horses provide a sense of status to the owner. Hell
Bitch is a decidedly beautiful mare: “The mare was a dapple gray, with a white muzzle
and a white streak down her forehead, too tall to be pure Indian pony and too shortbarreled to be pure thoroughbred… Every man who saw her wanted to buy her, she was
that stylish, but Call wouldn’t even listen to an offer” (LD 21). In the 1840s
Southwesterners began breeding horses specifically for the purpose of being able to outhorse the Indians. Hell Bitch presumably stems from such breeding strategy: “The new
stock was developed from Spanish mustangs mixed with Kentucky and Arabian strains:
mounts larger and heavier and as long-winded as the Amerindian ponies” (299).
Although no longer having to chase Indians, Call enjoys having a horse capable of
9

I am not discounting Maggie Dobbs as Call’s sole sexual interest, but Call did not love her like
he loves Hell Bitch.
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In In a Narrow Grave McMurtry talks extensively about the preference of Western men for their
horses above their wives.
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placing him in the advantageous position. Owning and riding her clearly makes Call feel
powerful.
Her value is in her beauty, as well as her usefulness. After her first cattle raid,
Hell Bitch is fresh when other horses are worn out. Call “was as pleased with her as he
was with the catch. She was surefooted as a cat, and far from used up,” (LD 134). She has
that extra something that Hector has before he is killed by Ahumado and McMurty leans
on this to exploit her symbolic power in the story. She has the power to give others power
and to create mythic belief. She is, like Call is as Ranger captain, the epitome of Texan
horseflesh. One of the things that contributes to her value, is her economic value. Before
the men head north, a wealthy rancher offers to buy her from Call. He offers Call his
string of thirty eight broke cowponies in trade for the mare. Call is not surprised by the
offer and refuses the generous terms; he is fully aware of what he has in the mare as he is
finally, in his late forties, mounted on a horse he views worthy of him. A top cowhand
named Dish Boget puts the trade into perspective when he thinks to himself “It’d be like
tradin’ a fifty-dollar gold piece for thirty-eight nickels” (135). Her value is difficult to
measure because when the commodity she represents has non-monetary value, terms
become skewed. Call’s refusal of the offer enhances his own agency, because the
possession of a priceless horse in the Southwest speaks to a man’s value.
Another character who defines himself with his horse is Jake Spoon. Jake Spoon
is an old Ranger friend and he rides into Lonesome Dove on a Pacer.11 Not all characters
are portrayed by McMurtry as using horses to define themselves in the same way.
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Pacers are horses that have a very comfortable gate completely different from most three-gaited
horses. The Pacer’s gait enables the rider to sit more comfortably for longer periods of time than would a
cow horse or Indian horse. Historically, Pacers are more often associated with the Eastern United States
than the west and would have been extremely rare on the frontier.
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McMurtry’s choice of Jake riding a Pacer makes clear to the reader that whereas Call
takes pride in riding a horse that is considered spectacular particularly because she looks
capable of work, Jake takes pride in riding a horse that looks incapable of work so that he
can show the world he does not work. McMurtry writes: “Jake prided himself on pretty
horses” (LD 60). In looking at these two horses side by side, much about the men is
visible. Call’s identity is reliant on his horse being capable of helping him execute the
skills vital to a Ranger captain, to “attack, kill, strike fear, and dominate” (Fehrenbach
302). Jake’s identity is reliant on people thinking him too much a gentleman to work.
These two horses side by side make clear how easily a person’s identity can become
entangled with his horse because a man’s horse can say so much about a man.
Jake Spoon and Chasing the Frontier
Jake’s place in the storyline is integral in that he is the one who tells Call about all
the money there is to be made up north with cattle. During the 1870s there are
considerable numbers of cattlemen headed north from Texas to the Kansas stockyards
and rail stations, but heading further north to Montana ignites Call’s sense of adventure.
Jake tells the crew that there is money to be made by herding cattle further north than the
stockyards (Montana) and this is all Call needs to hear to know where his next adventure
is coming from.
There is a tremendous difference between cattlemen and horsemen, one which
Call is not taking into consideration as he entertains the idea of becoming a cattleman.
Cattlemen in the Southwest were mainly businessmen who invested money in moving
herds north in order to sell for a profit. Occasionally they took a first-hand interest in the
transaction and to some degree participated in the business—like Charles Goodnight had.
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Although Call and Gus do some business with cows, as Gus tells Call, they are not
cattlemen, because they are instead, “people of the horse” (LD 83). When Call pushes
and tells Gus that they are going there because it is a “cattleman’s paradise” Gus
responds again with an emphatic “You ain’t a cattleman, Call,” thus indicating that it is
not going to be a paradise for Call (85). What Call is chasing is adventure, because with
the demise of his responsibilities as a Ranger captain, he is searching for another form of
stimulation.
Men and Difficult Horses
Hell Bitch and her dangerous company operate to show how rugged and powerful
Call is. In the upcoming Border Trilogy chapter, John Grady Cole’s friends will wonder
why he spends his time with such difficult horses when there are plenty of cooperative
and safe horses available. In Lonesome Dove the workers stand around and wonder the
same thing while Call is working with this dangerous mare. Tied closely to a pole, Call is
trying to get a saddle on the mare and she is kicking at him with everything she has. Gus
tells him “you ain’t never learned. There’s plenty of gentle horses in this world. Why
would a man with your responsibilities want to waste time with a filly that’s got to be
hobbled and blindfolded before you can even keep a saddle on her?” (LD 82). Call tells
Gus that he likes her because he has “never seen a more intelligent filly,” and this
intelligence he thinks he sees in her connects him to her in a way that few people
understand (82). Her intelligence gives him an excuse to develop a stronger attachment
for her than he has for most people.
Although she only becomes marginally more cooperative, Call’s pleasure with the
mare increases as he spends more time with her. She is, in point of fact, nearly the only
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thing he thinks about. After basically stealing more than 2000 Mexican cattle to head
north, the group leaves the town of Lonesome Dove.12 Call thinks about his mare from
the outset. He believes that “with such a horse under him he could soon forget most of his
vexations” (LD 347). Not unlike the Virginian, Call starts talking to the Hell Bitch like
she is a human, and, other than Gus, she is the only one he really talks to. Because of the
tremendous emphasis McMurtry places on Call’s and other men’s fixation with such an
unstable and decidedly dangerous horse, there is within a criticism of the mythic
importance attributed horses in the West.
Horses and the Violence of Men
During the journey to Montana there are incidents which further demonstrate
Call’s devotion to maintaining the format he, as a teenager, determined to follow. He is
still willing to commit unspeakable violence in the name of honor, and on the frontier that
honor is often connected in some way to horses. Just as Wister’s cowboy hero is forced to
hang his friend Steve for falling into the wrong company and becoming involved with the
wrong people, so too must the former Texas Rangers hang their friend Jake as a horse
thief and murderer. In addition to the hanging of Jake’s and his entire gang, Call later in
the novel hangs a teenage boy, also for stealing horses. Because the boy has offended so
grievously, Call remorselessly kicks the horse out from beneath him and watches him
drop from the tree. The identity he constructs, including the unspoken characteristics
which captains must follow, still govern his actions.
In what might be the most graphically violent scene in the novel, Call nearly kills
a man using Hell Bitch and his bare hands. Call finds members of the cavalry irritating
12

“From the close of the Civil War through 1888 or so, a million horses, six million cattle, and
thirty-five thousand men traveled from deep Texas, through the Indian Nations’ territory that later became
Oklahoma, and into Kansas on the rocky roads that formed the cattle-drive trail system” (Stillman 167).
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because he considers them poor riders. When these cavalry men attempt to buy horses
from the Hat Creek outfit, he rejects them. Call has little respect for the cavalry because
“throughout his career in the Rangers he had been bothered by how sluggishly the cavalry
performed, and the troop he saw watching the proceedings looked more sluggish than
most” (LD 660). No doubt Call still has the memory of the French General in mind as the
finest example for mounted battle standards and these men fall quite short of Laroche in
riding skill. Aside from his disgust for their poor skills, his group really does not have
extra horses and therefore they do not have any for sale; cattle drives are incredibly
taxing on mounts and each cowboy generally needed three good horses in the remuda.13
The violence he unleashes is epic, especially because his horse plays a key part. In
town a drunken cavalry officer decides he likes Dish’s horse and tries to force Dish to sell
it. The cavalryman tells him that cowboys are “too dern fond of [their] horses” (LD 671).
When Dish still refuses the officer knocks him out with one blow—Dish never even sees
it coming. Newt steps in and attaches himself to the horse’s bridle, refusing to let the
officer take the horse. Newt’s protection of the man’s horse is in effect a defense of the
man himself, and this is undoubtedly a brave and admirable characteristic for Newt to
possess. The officer attacks Newt and begins whipping him mercilessly to try and get him
to let loose of the horse. It is at this point that Call notices what is happening and takes
action, using the Hell Bitch to execute his attack. His fluid charge is aggressive at every
level:
Call put his spurs to the Hell Bitch and she raced down the street and burst
through the surprised soldiers. Dixon, intent on his quirting, was the last to
see Call, who made no attempt to check the Hell Bitch. Dixon tried to jerk
13

A remuda is a group of cowponies from which the cowboys select mounts for the drive.
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his mount out of the way at the last minute, but his nervous mount merely
turned into the charge and the two horses collided. Call kept his seat and
the Hell Bitch kept her feet, but Dixon’s horse went down, throwing him
hard in the process. (LD 672)
It is a scene perhaps equally violent to the Virginian severely beating Ballam. Call runs
the man over with Hell Bitch and jumps off of her to pummel him senseless, nearly
killing him. The use of Hell Bitch in aiding the attack is especially interesting in that she
has become so much a part Call’s identity that he thinks to use her as a weapon. She is an
extension of his fists and he uses both the horse and his own body to beat the man
senseless. Before Call can kill the man, Gus gets on Hell Bitch and ropes Call like a calf
to prevent him from murdering the cavalry officer. Call’s training both with horses, and
with the Rangers shows readers the distance between him and people who have not had
to live so violently.
Heading North
The northern terrain requires an excruciating push. The men and horses are tired,
of course with the exception of Call and Hell Bitch. Pea Eye and Gus go ahead of the
herd to scout a crossing and end up in a battle with starving Indians. Because there are so
few hostile Native Americans left in the territory, the men are caught wholly unprepared
and unfortunately Gus is mortally wounded. Due to his injuries, Gus cannot be moved.
He and Pea Eye are separated from their horses and after his clothes are washed away in
a flash-flood, Pea Eye walks naked over 100 miles back to the herd to get help for the
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wounded Gus. When Call learns that Gus is hurt, he gets on the Hell Bitch and covers the
100 miles in less than a day. This is a task extremely difficult to accomplish.14
Before Pea Eye can notify the Hat Creek Company that Gus is hurt, Gus is
discovered by a tracker named Hugh Auld, and he is able to borrow the man’s horse to
ride into the nearest town and get medical care. While Call is on his way to rescue him,
Gus passes out, and the doctor amputates one of his legs to avoid infection. When Gus
wakes up and discovers the loss, infection had already begun in the other leg and the
doctor explains that if he wants to live it will be necessary to take the second leg as well.
Gus decides to die rather than face life without legs.
Call rides hard to reach his only real friend. Finding Gus determined to die, there
is nothing Call can do. McMurtry writes that Call “felt tired and old and sad. He had
pressed the mare all day and all night… had risked ruining the Hell Bitch—he hadn’t,
though she was tired—and still had arrived too late. Gus would die and all he could do
was keep a death watch” (LD 795). To further complicate Call’s predicament, on his
death bed Gus asks for two things and one of the two will require Call to abandon his
determination to avoid personal situations: he wants Call to acknowledge his paternity of
Newt, giving Newt the surname Call. Call cannot imagine doing such a thing. Gus’s
second request is that he wants Call to take his body back to Texas and bury it in the
orchard where he used to picnic with Clara.15

14

There are now endurance rides dedicated to racing 100 miles and 24 hours is the cut-off point
for successfully completing the race. Generally, Arabian horses are the breed of choice among endurance
riders and it is extremely rare to find a horse with Hell Bitch’s breeding or conformation among the
competitors at any race.
15
Historically, this is a request made by Oliver Loving to his cattle drive partner Charles
Goodnight. Loving was mortally wounded in a battle against Native Americans while driving cattle from
Texas to New Mexico and requested Charles Goodnight return his body to Texas for burial. McMurtry
denies borrowing the story, but most historians and literary critics assume the journey Call takes is based
on Goodnight and Loving’s.
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Call is devastated. For about thirty years he and Gus have worked side by side,
walking through life as partners. Gus’s death marks the death of the only real relationship
Call has ever had with a human. In his time of vulnerability, Call pulls up the Hell Bitch
and sits beside a stream to think, and his thoughts naturally gravitate toward the mare.
Call wants to be only with the mare: “He felt so much alone that he didn’t really want to
go back to the outfit. The herd and the men no longer seemed to have anything to do with
him. Nothing had anything to do with him, unless it was the mare. For his part he would
just as soon have ridden around Montana alone until the Indians jumped him too” (LD
804). His recognition that the mare is the only thing that means anything to him now that
Gus is gone is critical because it demonstrates for the reader once again the unhealthiness
of such an ideology. It could be argued that to an extent he is a misanthrope, but there is
more to it than that. Wanting to be alone with a horse—and not even a friendly horse—
rather than going back to the companionship of your men is the embodiment of someone
absolutely avoiding domesticity. For the good of the people he adopted the callous and
vicious identity of most Ranger captains. With his personal emphasis on the importance
of horses, Call has constructed an identity that is more suitable in the presence of horses
than people. In Call’s quest to define himself, he has completely omitted humanity from
his social construction and this has caused an emptiness that will last for the rest of his
life.
Newt and His Horses
Newt is a much-loved character and is actually the character McMurtry has
admitted he considers the lonesome dove. The first horse Newt is given belongs to Jake
Spoon and while not particularly useful for ranch work, the Pacer is a fine horse. The
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second horse given to Newt is a gift from Gus’s love and accomplished horse-trader,
Clara Allen, and the little sorrel horse is meant to make his life as a cowboy easier. Like
the Pacer, the little sorrel gelding could help Newt become a man of his own.
The third horse given to Newt is Hell Bitch and the circumstances surrounding the
gift are incredibly complicated. What Newt really wants from Call is his name, but Call
finds himself incapable of uttering the truth. In some way he seems to consider
acknowledgement an admission of wavering from the dedication he has applied to
constructing his careful and powerful identity. Call attempts to honor Newt with
something he considers even more significant than his name. Call gives Hell Bitch to
Newt:
Call held the bridle while Newt saddled her. Then he handed Newt the
reins and went over and took his big Henry out of its scabbard. He
removed the Winchester from the boy’s saddle and stuck the Henry in his
saddle scabbard. Call remembered the watch that had been passed on to
him, an old pocket watch with a thin gold case. He had carried it since he
was a boy. He raised up in his stirrups, took it out of his pocket and
handed it to Newt. ‘It was my pa’s’ he said, and turned and left. (LD 835836)
Also in this scene Call gives Newt a number of trappings thought to symbolize masculine
identity. He gives him the pocket watch that is his only connection to the East and his
rifle that is almost as much a part of his Western self as is the Hell Bitch, yet he does not
share his name with the boy.
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Taking Gus Home
Away from Hell Bitch, Call’s identity appears compromised. Driving a wagon
with Gus’s body, Call has with him a much lesser horse than the Hell Bitch and he feels
her absence. He stops in Nebraska at Clara Allen’s house to give Loraine and Clara the
letters Gus, on his death bed, wrote to both of them. Clara asks Call about Newt: “Does
he know he’s your son?” and Call replies: “I suppose he does—I give him my horse” (LD
845). Clara is astounded and replies with “Your horse but not your name? You haven’t
even given him your name?” (845). A person living any variation of a successful
domestic life would not consider the gift of any horse better than a surname. Call’s
response is telling and solidifies for the reader the incompatibility of western masculine
ideology with domestication: “I put more value on the horse” (845).
The 3000 mile trip to return Gus has taken a toll on Call and even this man who
craves solitude is feeling particularly lonely, especially because he does not have Hell
Bitch with him. In a moment of complete weakness he longs “for the Kiowa mare. He
wished he had given the boy his name and kept the mare” (LD 854). It is something he
will come to wish in the years that follow. Lonesome Dove closes with a lonely aging
man longing for the company of his horse and not his son. Call’s dedication to an identity
he chose as a teenager is wholly isolating.
The novel’s sad ending foreshadows an even more tragic ending for Call.
Through the experiences in his life we can see the way his identity has come to be. He
wanted to help keep settlers safe and in order to do so, Call chose this complicated and
dark life. He chose to adopt the somber psychology necessary to captain a Ranger troop,
and he chose to spend more time in the company of horses than people.
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Streets of Laredo
This final book in the series further problematizes the role of Western hero in a
modern America. At the opening of the final book in the series, Streets of Laredo, we are
introduced to a man named Brookshire who has been hired by the railroad to accompany
Call on his quest to capture the train robbing and murdering bandit, nineteen year old
Joey Garza.
Roughly twenty years have passed since the close of Lonesome Dove and it is
now sometime during the early 1890s, with Woodrow Call roughly age seventy. Trains
have replaced horses in most civilized areas and although the transcontinental railroad
drove its final golden spike in 1869, the twentyish years following have produced
substantial additional rail lines across the country.16 Technology is booming and industry
has become the cornerstone of the country. Because rail lines have become nationally
ubiquitous, the necessity for horses and horsemen has greatly decreased. By the onset of
the 1890s, journalists have begun a celebration of the cowboy, and have turned him into a
symbol enjoyed almost exclusively for entertainment purposes. There is no longer
anywhere in the country people fear Native Americans, because most have been pushed
onto reservations. Buffalo Bill’s Wild West Shows began in 1883 and Americans flocked
to these performances to capture reproductions of lives like Call’s.
As the novel opens, Call is now an old man. The description we get of him is
decidedly different from the one we are given when he is in his late forties in Lonesome
Dove. It is through the gaze of Eastern Rail employee Brookshire that we see the toll the
years have taken.

16

Between 1880 and 1890, the railroads expanded by 70,000 + miles of track. (Westwood &
Wood 159).
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About the best thing Brookshire could find to say for the small, wearylooking man standing in front of the little shack of a depot, a saddle and a
duffle roll stacked beside him, was that he had been punctual. He had
ridden in at dawn, hitching his sorrel mare outside the hotel precisely at
seven A. M., the time agreed upon. Still, Brookshire had barely been able
to conceal his shock when he saw how old the man was. Of course,
Brookshire was aware of his reputation: no one in the West had a
reputation to equal Woodrow Call’s. (SOL 14)
In Lonesome Dove, Call is said to look bigger than he is, but his age has limited him now.
With his depiction of an aging and “weary” man, McMurtry pokes a hole in the myth as a
legend is humanized with arthritis and wrinkles. Even legends are humans, even legends
become decrepit, even legends can die from old age.
Summary of 20 years after Lonesome Dove
A lot has happened in Call’s life during the twenty years following Lonesome
Dove and preceding Streets of Laredo. For this reason, it is necessary to back up and
summarize essential events. Roughly six months after he left Montana to take Gus’s body
to Texas, the Hell Bitch killed Newt by rearing up and falling over backwards on him.
We learn that: “The saddle horn had crushed his rib cage, and crushed his heart as well. It
was the view of everyone who knew horses that, while an able ranch manager, Newt was
much too inexperienced to trust with a horse as mean and as smart as the Hell Bitch”
(SOL 28). In trying to honor Newt by giving him a horse that was not a match for his
skill or maturity, Call killed his own son. McMurtry craftily includes the literal crushing
of his heart as cause of death.
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Since Newt was the ranch manager, upon his death the ranch fell into complete
disorder. Call had to return to Montana so that he could sell it and because the cattle
prices were so low, he made little money.17 The value of cattle had decreased because the
railroads were expanding and ranchers were better able to ship cattle rather than drive
them. The rangy, skinny Texas cattle fell out of favor with buyers and top prices fell to
thoroughbred cattle, bred specifically for maximum weight. Also because of railway
expansion, the frontier evaporated daily. Open range grazing was minimal and in roughly
1873 barbed wire began to divide ranches (Moore 25). Finding no place for himself, Call
became a hired killer. Having been a Ranger captain has well prepared him for this
transition in occupations. After a lifetime of application, the ability to “kill, strike fear,
and dominate” all come quite naturally to Call (Fehrenbach 302).
Charles Goodnight, Woodrow Call, and Horses
McMurtry models a few characters after documented people from history, but
Charles Goodnight is one of only a handful of historical people that he inserts into the
storyline. Goodnight appears repeatedly in the series, but his presence has more force in
Streets of Laredo, and the reader gets a distinct feeling that he is holding Goodnight up
against Call. Goodnight’s presence exemplifies what men with Call’s qualities could have
accomplished had they adapted to modernism rather than reject it. There are too many
similarities to discount this possibility, and there is also the much speculated detail that
McMurtry modeled Call’s journey with Gus’s body after Charles Goodnight’s retrieval
and delivery of his partner Oliver Loving’s body. Both Call and Goodnight spend their
early lives devoted to horses. As a young child, Charles Goodnight rode a horse 800
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The window to make money in the cattle industry was brief, and when prices fell there were
many ranchers forced out of the business.
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miles bareback, all the way from Illinois to Texas. One of his first jobs was breaking a
small mustang horse, which he mentions in interviews had thrown him hundreds of times
because he had no money for a saddle. When we meet Call he is also breaking a small
mustang for the Rangers. Goodnight spent a short time as a jockey, which is a profession
occupied by only very good riders.
Admittedly, Call is fictitious. However, because McMurtry is known for his
attempts to portray characters as authentic representations of realistic people, it is a
credible possibility that in pairing Goodnight and Call, McMurtry is exemplifying how
refusal to adapt is tragic.18 Call’s character is a man unwilling to modify a very specific
definition he carries for his own masculinity—one he associates with power after it no
longer has power—while Goodnight was devoted to becoming a successful man in
whatever capacity he might encounter. This goal required Goodnight to embrace
American progress. When an opportunity arose for him to make money as a cattle
rancher, he reshaped himself from horseman to cattleman in order to meet the needs of
that occupation. Call had the same opportunity, but abandoned the quest when it became
too challenging and that left him without a direction. 19
Chasing Joey Garza
In Streets of Laredo, Call is no longer chasing horse thieves; now he is chasing a
young man who robs trains and has a rifle that possesses cutting- edge technology.
Because this outlaw is trying to avoid populated areas, someone on horseback must
pursue him, and thus Call has been hired by the railroad. They need someone capable,
18

See Novel History by Mark C. Carnes.
Goodnight and his partner Oliver Loving drove their herds west to New Mexico and eventually
Colorado. Their first profit was $12,000 and motivated other ranchers to follow their lead. Eventually he
consolidated his operation to Texas and had more than 100,000 cattle in his herd. He began cross-breeding
and continued his financial success. See Hagan.
19
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and brutal. Call’s reputation is well earned, but between fewer jobs being offered, and his
age preventing him from performing well, he is facing extinction.
Call is aging and has aches and pains in addition to failing eyesight, all of which
greatly minimize his effectiveness in chasing this particular very young and capable train
robber. The advantages of youth greatly outweigh the advantages of wisdom. Call’s
arthritis is terrible and he struggles now even with basic riding; it is difficult to get on and
off his horse, to hold his reins, and to shoot his gun accurately on or off his horse.
Because of his physical limitations, all of the practiced things that used to be second
nature have become awkward and deliberate; in this way, both old age and modernity
have taken away his edge. Call chases Joey for roughly 500 pages and does not damage
the boy in any way.
It is Joey who damages Call. Call is permanently crippled by Joey when his poor
vision prevents him from noticing the armed young bandit beneath a hobbled horse.
When Call does approach on his own horse, Joey shoots him soundly in the leg and in the
shoulder and the only reason Joey misses his heart is because Call’s horse spooks and
moves them both out of the line of direct fire. Call is physically eviscerated and rendered
completely helpless. The boy leaves him for dead, not realizing Lorena is nearby and will
painstakingly get Call back to safety.
What follows is an interesting study in Call’s masculinity following 50 years of
western influence. Although there is recognition of the qualities Call has leaned upon to
construct himself, in the face of death he negotiates new meaning for his life and
recognizes weakness he had not previously considered. None of what matters in the face
of death comes from any of the things he considered crucial as a young man. He clings to
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life and is determined to live regardless of the quality of life, and most surprisingly
regardless of his ability to ride. What he realizes as he lies out in the Mexican desert
waiting to be rescued is that he is unlike most men. “Call considered that he had always
been able to draw on more will than most men possessed. He could keep riding longer
and keep fighting harder than any man he had worked with and he had never considered
himself brilliant, and as a rider or a shot was only average. But he could keep going in
situations where others had to stop” (SOL 398). It is not only as a rider that he had value.
While he did not begin life as a skilled horseman or shot, he spent a substantial amount of
time becoming competent at both. Now, as he faces death neither skill seems worth dying
for. He wants to live even without these things that have for five decades defined him and
he recognizes the most important thing about him is not his fighting or riding ability, but
his will. It is the same will that could have carried a man like him to a much different life
had he prescribed to a different frame.
With an amputated arm and leg, Call’s life is altered and he must find a new path.
Throughout his slow recovery, he realizes how different his remaining years will be and
how unprepared he is for them. “He clung to a form of life: but a worthless form. He had
never enjoyed letting people wait on him; he had always saddled his own horse, and
unsaddled it too” (SOL 504). The loss of his identity has led Call to a juncture in his life.
As a man “with two crutches, a man who could not mount a horse,” he realizes that he is
still a man (510). It is a realization for him that carries power.
In the end, McMurtry inserts Call in a domestic relationship. Through a series of
unimportant circumstances, Call develops a paternal relationship with the beautiful and
blind young sister of the outlaw Joey Garza. It is a relationship McMurtry critic Ernestine
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P. Sewell claims is “a symbol of his thesis: the Old West is dead and a New West lies
ahead, the accomplishment ultimately of the finished woman and the sensitized male”
(630). To some degree, for his own survival, Call has become a sensitized male. Without
horses in his life, he finds himself craving a connection to someone and this little girl
becomes special to him. There is some hope.
By tracing the life of Woodrow Call for five decades, I have demonstrated
McMurtry’s use of horses as symbols for power and necessary partners in constructing
identities based on an ability to commit unspeakable violence. In Dead Man Walking and
Comanche Moon McMurtry uses Woodrow Call to demonstrate how much a necessary
part of masculine identity horses and horsemanship were during the mid-nineteenthcentury in America. In Lonesome Dove and Streets of Laredo McMurtry uses the same
man and his dedication to horses—now a foolish devotion—to demonstrate the necessity
for breadth and adaptability in a New West. As McMurtry said when he refuted the claim
that he celebrates the mythic cowboy, his intention was not to support the ideology that
horses are the best of all. Clearly his intention was to show how troubling such dedication
could be.
Whereas Wister depicts the horse as the measure of a man, McMurtry holds up
the possible construction of this horse-centered myth and then discredits it with the
outcome facing characters who prescribe to it. McMurtry’s criticism leans heavily on the
historical reality of American progress and the difficulty for horsemen or frontier leaders
to find footing in such a nation. In Cormac McCarthy’s Border Trilogy two characters
will represent the possible directions left for the displaced tried and true cowboys
occupying mid-twentieth century America. As young men born long after the necessity
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for horses has passed, McCarthy’s characters react to the dissolution of a myth that is
based on the time period about which McMurtry has written. Through John Grady Cole
and Billy Parham, Cormac McCarthy demonstrates the tragedy of the displaced and
mythic cowboy.
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Chapter 4
The Border Trilogy and Horses:
The Rise and Fall of Cowboys and their Horses in American Culture
Larry McMurtry and Cormac McCarthy may have tremendously different writing
styles and fan bases, but they do have two substantial and connected commonalities: first,
they are from the same generation, born in the 1930s, a fact that indicates their lifeexperience in watching the ebbs and tides of the mythic West and its effect on American
masculinity; and second, with this experience they have both chosen to use horses to
demonstrate the equine role in creating and then limiting the identity of Western men.1
While McMurtry’s nineteenth-century characters face the very real limitations of
American progress, McCarthy’s characters face similar limitations as the mythic West
fades in popularity during the middle of the twentieth century.
In a rare interview given just prior to the publication of All the Pretty Horses in
1992, Cormac McCarthy famously admits: "The ugly fact is books are made out of
books. The novel depends for its life on the novels that have been written" (qtd. in
Woodward). In making such a claim, we critics can look to other books as having
influenced McCarthy’s composition of the Border Trilogy. Western books preceding the
Border Trilogy often misrepresent the horse as partner to the mythic cowboy, such as the
relationship demonstrated between the cowboy hero and his horse Monte in Wister’s The
Virginian. But there are a few, McMurtry among them, who attempt to portray a more
authentic connection between horses and men. It is a reaction to both the mythic and
authentic cowboys portrayed in previous literature that we see in McCarthy’s Border
Trilogy. His portrayal of the treatment of horses is only authentic because in portraying
1

Cormac McCarthy’s birthday is July 20, 1933. Larry McMurtry’s is June 3, 1936.
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the mid-twentieth century West, he, as critic Sarah Gleeson-White writes, “affectionately
mocks… the whole genre’s apparently built-in nostalgia for a life that has long gone, yet
still plays itself out in the popular imagination” (15). This “popular imagination” has
taken novels like Owen Wister’s The Virginian and (in exactly the way Slotkin claims)
has shaped American culture with a myth. Within the trilogy, horses are central models
for this nostalgia and for participating in the myth as it exists in mid twentieth-century
culture.
McCarthy’s recognition regarding the importance of horses as symbols that in the
mythic West denote both power and powerlessness is apparent in the naming of the first
novel in his Western trilogy: All the Pretty Horses. The novel is named after an
Appalachian children’s lullaby; the dream-like unreality of these nursery rhyme horses
carries through all three novels in the trilogy. By looking to the actions of McCarthy’s
central characters from the Border Trilogy, I argue that one way McCarthy “takes
seriously” this history is by showing how inextricably connected horses are to the
formation and dissolution of an American masculine identity based almost entirely on
myth.2 The characters he uses to accomplish this are unrelated in the first two novels and
come together in the third. In All the Pretty Horses McCarthy establishes the characters
of John Grady Cole, Jimmy Blevins, and Lacey Rawlins and the year is 1949.3 The
Crossing takes place in 1939, and introduces us to the characters Billy and Boyd Parham,
and Cities of the Plain explores John Grady Cole and Billy Parham together during the
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In a 2009 interview, McCarthy explains to reporter John Jurgensen that he feels in 200 years no
one has “taken seriously” the mythic southwest. Jurgensen, John. “Hollywood’s Favorite Cowboy.” The
Wall Street Journal. 20 November 2009: Print.
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Published in 1992, All the Pretty Horses is set in 1949.
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year 1952.4 These novels are positioned historically to reflect national tensions specific
to the time period during which they take place.
The characters in the first novel from the trilogy find that during the late 1940s,
horses are no longer mythic and symbolic representations of Western American
success—times have changed and WWII has brought with it a shift in focus from
sensationalizing the Western myth to experiencing and perpetuating national progress. In
only a few decades America has developed a global economy and in part because of this,
cowboys have become increasingly less influential as national symbols. America’s focus
has shifted away from the importance of our national history and toward the importance
of mechanized technology. The interesting side-note which McCarthy touches upon with
subtlety is that despite cultural progress and change, there is still in American culture the
lingering aftertaste of earlier national belief regarding the power associated with cowboys
and horses, and it is the occasional affirmation received by McCarthy’s characters that
keeps them continuously performing outdated roles. In all three novels these characters
are tortured by the mixed messages of their contemporary culture and they must choose
either to adapt or die.5 Their embrace of cowboy codes—codes explained by critic Philip
Snyder as ethics that almost always exist as binaries to contemporary influence—define
who they are at the same time it isolates them from contemporary culture.6 I argue that
part of the reason these binary codes are problematic for the characters is that in addition
4

Published in 1994, The Crossing is set in roughly 1939. Published in 1998, Cities of the Plain is
set in 1951.
5

To adapt or die is a concept also covered in Phillip A Snyder’s “Cowboy Codes in Cormac
McCarthy’s Border Trilogy.”
6

Philip Snyder’s article “Cowboy Codes in Cormac McCarthy’s Border Trilogy,” claims that for
every code the boys try to follow, there exists a binary. For independence, there is integration; for
dominance, there is dependence; for rivalry, there is respect; for survival, there is hospitality; for action,
there is eloquence.
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to the tension that exists because of them, there is an ambiguity regarding the codes
themselves. In part because of this, John Grady focuses primarily on his relationship with
horses as indicators of his own identity; horses represent the piece of the myth he feels
most comfortable with.
All the Pretty Horses
At the beginning of the Border Trilogy, horses are used by McCarthy to indicate
the end of an era. The year is 1949 and All the Pretty Horses opens with sixteen-year-old
protagonist John Grady Cole grieving the death of his grandfather and the sale of the
family ranch.7 John Grady grows up on the ranch, and assumes he will live there until he
dies—as his grandfather has. There is, as Sarah Gleeson-White states, “a mythical West
embodied in the family ranch,” (24). The ranch is John Grady’s reality, however as a
place that encompasses both myth and reality to define itself, it is in itself an illusion; this
affects John Grady’s identity because his identity is in-part an illusion. A piece of the
problem John Grady faces in adapting to modernity is because on this ranch; on the ranch
he has been partially insulated from the growing cultural influences of modernity and has
been able to live a historic life. Contemporary Western historian Robert G. Athearn
asserts that by the end of the 1940s “the West was out of fashion. The land was there, but
the romance was gone... it was like a passionate relationship gone stale, and the one-time
object of affection now appeared to be quite plain and unprovocative” (105). John Grady
lives during a time when the entirety of his identity is not so much under attack, as
disintegrating. Having been raised on his grandfather’s ranch has prevented him from

7

The title comes from a children’s lullaby titled “All the Pretty Horses.” The refrain of the lullaby
is “When you wake,/ You shall have/ All the Pretty little horses.” (Arnold 2).
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having to consider other ways of identifying himself, and having to leave the ranch forces
him to navigate an unfamiliar world.
With John Grady’s life, McCarthy shows how easily the dissolution of the
cowboy and all that he represents can occur in the modern West, and he shows the toll
paid by the men who identify most closely with this myth. As is the case for many young
men during this era, it takes only the space of two generations for the dream to die in the
Cole family. The situation portrayed by McCarthy is perhaps more serious because he
depicts a young man who hails not only from the influence of popular culture, but also
from a many generation heritage of horsemen and cattlemen. John Grady’s desire for
such a life is bred into him the same way “jumping” or “cows” might be bred into a
horse. What further complicates his specific situation is that, as Slotkin establishes with
the close of Gunfighter Nation:
The myth/ideology of a living culture is not a determinate program that
endlessly and helplessly reproduces itself but a volatile and ongoing
conversation in which the basic value-conflicts, ambivalent desires, and
contradictory intentions of the culture’s constituents are continuously
entertained. (659)
In 1949, Texas is under construction, under a reconstruction. There are contradictory
intentions, and these operate as the same binaries discussed by Snyder. As a vulnerable
young man struggling to find a foothold in a Western world, John Grady doesn’t even
realize the “purposeful production” of the myth-making that has shaped his world
(Snyder 7) and longs for the past. He doesn’t realize the size of the myth or his own
powerlessness because of it.
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The ranch from which John Grady is essentially banished has been in his mother’s
family since 1866. When his grandfather dies, John Grady’s mother inherits the ranch,
and immediately sells it. She is dismissive and unapologetic in response to her son’s
pleas that the family should keep and work it. She cannot imagine a worse fate than being
tied to it and wants nothing more than to act in theater productions. Without the land,
without the capital, John Grady is merely a sixteen-year-old boy suddenly void of
heritage, battling the advent of technology and clinging to a pastoral life he cannot afford
to live. To further lessen his power, with the sale of the ranch he is demoted from
cattleman to cowboy. With a mother who has rejected him and a father who is dying
presumably of cancer and seems barely able to care for himself, John Grady is a virtual
orphan.
The majority of this initial story takes place in Mexico, but there are a few
meaningful scenes prior to the central characters leaving their Texan homes and heading
south. The first such scene displays John Grady riding out on the ranch in an attempt to
temporarily escape his bleak reality. He stops and dismounts when he sees something
unidentified in the grass, and he “stood like a man come to the end of something. There
was an old horseskull in the brush and he squatted and picked it up and turned it in his
hands” (ATPH 6). He studies the skull and then delivers the first of many internal
narratives about horses: “What he loved in horses was what he loved in men, the blood
and the heat of the blood that ran them” (6). He is connected to horses in a way few
people could be, and the skull in his hands—much like the title of the novel—
foreshadows the futility of purpose in this connection. The skull delivers a conclusive
message regarding the death of not only John Grady’s grandfather and the ranch, but
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symbolically of the horse, the animal in the West that made the mythic West possible in
the first place. There is also a connection to the title, which speaks clearly to the demise
of the Western lifestyle.
The second meaningful scene is one of the most important scenes in the novel. It
introduces “picturebook horses” and these horses will come up repeatedly. In the scene,
John Grady evaluates a painting as it hangs in his grandfather’s house. Six horses with
wild eyes and flowing manes are breaking out of a corral. The horses are Spanish blooded
and despite being painted in a Western setting, John Grady recognizes their
conformations as worthless for working cattle.8 When he looks at the painting he
remembers asking his grandfather where the horses came from and his grandfather’s
answer was “Those are picturebook horses” (ATPH 16). John Grady realizes “no such
horse ever was” and that they had been “copied out of a book,” yet he still looks at the
painting every time he walks by, still feels a connection to it (16). The horses are painted
as replicas from a replica, so far removed from real horses that they are no more than
artistic representations at many levels. McCarthy sets them up as pretty horses from the
lullaby after which the title is named, yet we know they are unreal. It is these horses
about which John Grady dreams and it is these horses that make his identity particularly
unstable. These are picturebook horses.
The third scene sets up John Grady’s remarkable talent with horses. He and his
father take a last ride together and our first observation of John Grady with horses
establishes his profound connection to them.

8

Spanish horses are heavy boned. They are strongly built, but are more aesthetically pleasing than
useful as work horses. Their heaviness in body would render them incapable of matching the quick
movement of wiry calves.
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The boy who rode on slightly before him sat a horse not only as if he’d
been born to it which he was but as if he were begot by malice or
mischance into some queer land where horses never were he would have
found them anyway. Would have known that there was something missing
for the world to be right or he right in it and would have set forth to
wander wherever it was needed for as long as it took until he came upon
one and he would have known that that was what he sought and it would
have been. (ATPH 23)
Riding is for John Grady an unconscious right; it is his heritage at a level that is genetic
rather than merely hereditary. It is perhaps this unusual connection that most
problematizes his life.
Throughout all of the preceding scenes, John Grady’s character is melancholy and
I will borrow from McCarthy scholar Sue Kollin a phrase she uses to discuss his dismal
disposition. Kollins convincingly claims John Grady is simply born 100 years too late,
and as a result suffers from the “anxiety of belatedness” (570). He has a bone-deep
anxiety because the cultural transformation taking place in his country is an unconscious
attack on his identity. Having been raised on his grandfather’s ranch with an insulated
experience has given him a false sense of security regarding his Western life and his
Western identity. A personal crisis results. At a crossroads in life, John Grady decides to
ride south and look for remaining frontier and hopefully a ranch where he can work with
horses.
With an apparent effort to construct varying applications of the Western myth,
McCarthy establishes his characters carefully. John Grady takes with him to Mexico his
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adventure-loving, but generally sensible cousin Lacey Rawlins, a young man from the
same ranching background as he is. It is initially only the two boys riding south together,
and we begin the journey with a dreamer and for the most part a realist, but McCarthy
introduces a third boy in the figure of Jimmy Blevins. Jimmy Blevins is a thirteen year
old runaway looking to escape an abusive home situation, which he does by somehow
constructing a thoroughly Western-themed getaway for himself; he dresses the part of a
cowboy, behaves like a cowboy, and is somehow in possession of a magnificent and
much-envied horse. All three boys are presented as influenced by personal experience,
but the unavoidable mythic West seeps into that experience. As Gleeson-White
establishes, through these boys, McCarthy “affectionately mocks” the West.
Despite John Grady’s insulated experience on his grandfather’s ranch, he is also a
product of his time. During the first forty years of the twentieth century the Western way
of life is marketed with such vigor that even young men from ranching families could not
help but be touched by the propaganda. Historians Lonn Taylor and Ingrid Marr write:
The nineteenth-century cowboy left two separate legacies. One is the work
done by flesh-and-blood men who manage cattle all over the West and
who consider themselves the cowboy’s legitimate descendants. They dress
as they think he dressed, with certain contemporary modifications. They
talk as the films they see and the novels they read say he talked. And they
do almost the same kind of work that he did. (17)
It is generally accepted among historians and cultural anthropologists, such as David
Dary, author of Cowboy Culture, A Saga of Five Centuries, that “magazine articles and
romantic dime novels influenced the young men already working as cowboys. Some of
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these cowhands began to picture themselves as rugged individualists like the characters in
the stories they read” (276). John Grady and Lacey are really cowboys from ranching
families, but their experiences outside the ranch colors who they become on and off the
ranch. The Western myth has grown to such proportions that it has encompassed itself. In
this way Slotkin’s theory regarding the making of myth demonstrates myth becoming
entangled with history. For these boys, a “revised ideology acquires its own mythology,
typically blending old formulas with new idea or concerns” (Slotkin 6). They are
cowboys, yet they are replicas of cowboys.
A number of McCarthy critics have discussed the performance given by the boys
and in addition, most critics who discuss myth in the Border Trilogy connect it to a level
of character performance.9 John Grady’s false sense of security on his grandfather’s
ranch has perhaps caused him to believe the performance as an identity more so than
boys who grow up with a more realistic, and distant experience regarding the West.
These performances are connected to the two problematic and complicated variables
around which most of their Western-themed problems revolve—again, horses and
women. In trying to replicate heroes from novels like The Virginian and Western movies,
Lacey and John Grady set themselves up for disaster.
The young and foolish Jimmy Blevins is almost entirely a performative Western
character, and a performance that begins with levity ends with tragedy. It is primarily his
horse which speaks to the level of cowboy performance he gives, because the horse is far
too spectacular a mount to be owned by a skinny, homeless kid. When John Grady and
Lacey initially see him, even from a distance, they both “remarked on his horse” (ATPH
39). Although his actual history is never revealed by McCarthy, Blevins does not appear
9

Gleeson-White and Andrew Blaire Spencer both address the performative nature of these boys.
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to be from a ranching background like John Grady and Lacey, rather he seems to stick to
a role he has watched or read. When they are close enough to talk to him, they ask him
“Where’d you get that horse?” (40). Instead of answering them, he merely states, “It’s my
horse” (40). When the boys ask him how old he is Blevins tells them he is sixteen. John
Grady and Lacey guess him to be only thirteen and pretending to be older, in the same
way he is pretending to be a worthy cowboy for his horse. They soon find out he has a
revolver, a “thirty-two twenty colt” and that he is a crack shot with it (47). Although a
skilled marksman, there is a level of recognition displayed by Blevins that he is aware of
at least one hole in the authenticity of his identity. Lacey asks him “Blevins, are you a
cowboy?” and Blevins tells him “I don’t claim to be a top hand. I can ride” (58). This
candid admission however, is followed by Blevins pointing to John Grady and saying
“That man yonder can ride” (58). Blevins’ admiration for John Grady’s riding skill is to
an extent an admission of his own failure in being a good enough rider to ride such an
impressive horse.
McCarthy uses the distance between Blevins’ masculinity and his horse’s stature
to highlight Western ideology connecting to horses. Historically there were unspoken
codes cowboys lived by in regard to the quality of horse they could ride. In his much
respected article about Cowboy Codes in McCarthy’s work, Phillip A. Snyder claims that
historically the partnership between man and horse should be something that “reflects
both individual and mutual excellence, as illustrated in the old cowboy aphorism that “the
best man rides the best horse” (Snyder 7). Perhaps Blevins’ biggest problem in life is that
he is riding a horse that is a poor match for him because it is so much more horse than
Blevins is cowboy. Even as a participant in the Western myth, Blevins is in a terrible
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situation. John Grady could probably get away with riding such a horse, but Blevins
cannot.
Both John Grady and Lacey are concerned about the unusual and obvious quality
of the horse because they do not want to attract unnecessary attention. John Grady tells
Blevins, “That’s a hell of a horse,” meaning too much horse for Blevins (ATPH 39).
Lacey is forever practical, and immediately asks the kid whether he is being followed.
When Blevins denies it, Lacey responds, “They’re hunting that horse though, aint they?”
(41). He can believe no one would follow Blevins for the sake of Blevins, but it is too
much for him to believe that no one would be chasing after such a valuable horse.
Following this question, Lacey says to Blevins, “You aint ridin with us… you’ll get us
throwd in the jail house” (41). Blevins and his horse are out of balance and this instability
contaminates his party.
McCarthy is careful in his inclusion of national identity in his adventure for the
boys. John Grady and Lacey are reluctant to let the boy accompany them. When they ask
him why they should let him ride with them, he replies: “Cause I’m an American”
(ATPH 45). This loyalty to nation is vital because all three boys cling to a definition for
Americanism that is passing and is connected to the very Western experience of seeking
frontier from the back of a horse. Riding together as American cowboys on foreign soil
somehow assists in keeping a sense of the very American and nearly dead West alive.
There is an implicit brotherhood in this desire, one neither John Grady nor Lacey can
ignore.
As is the case in The Virginian and Lonesome Dove, the first potentially violent
action in the novel takes place because of a horse. When Blevins loses his horse during a
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lightning storm and it is then discovered and claimed by men in a local village, he
considers the men’s claim upon his horse a theft. There is no possibility that Blevins will
let them keep the horse because in Western literature and movies, there are few things
worse than stealing a man’s horse. In addition, that horse represents his closest tie to
possessing a cowboy identity and he will not abandon the horse without a fight. In short,
Blevins is willing to recover the horse regardless of whether he must kill someone in the
process.
All three boys face real trouble because of Blevins’ unwillingness to accept that
he has lost the horse and a decision has to be made by John Grady and Lacey as to
whether or not to help Blevins get his horse back. McCarthy critic Barclay Owens
convincingly claims that “Blevins and Rawlins represent two opposing forces vying for
control of John Grady’s will. Rawlins is the practical voice of reason, calling on John
Grady to retreat from idealistic principles and submit to reality, while Blevins is the wild
shout of unbridled idealism” (Owens 77). Owens’ point is credible because the horse
involved and John Grady’s very Western opinion about the possession of horses leads to
a decision which is full of “unbridled idealism”; horses are part of a cowboy’s identity
and when taken, according to John Grady, should be recovered regardless of consequence
or casualty and regardless of the fact that Blevins is obviously not a cowboy.
In Lacey’s reaction, McCarthy displays the sensibility that is not supposed to be a
part of adherence to the Western code, but is vital to survival. While John Grady is pulled
toward helping Blevins, Rawlins demonstrates his ability to make rational decisions
based on outcome rather than tradition. He tells John Grady: “Ever dumb thing I ever
done in my life there was a decision I made before that got me into it. It was never the
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dumb thing. It was always some choice I’d made before it” (McCarthy 79). The “dumb
thing” in this case is following the code. This is the first time in the novel we see a real
break-down of Lacey’s conscious mind working against the Western ideology and
moving toward modern compliance. His willingness to abandon the code speaks of his
awareness that they are merely playing a game with the code and therefore playing a
game with horses. Although historically horse thievery was a hanging offense, logically
they are boys in a foreign country, they barely know Blevins and he has gotten himself
into this mess, and further they possess no documents of ownership for the horse. Lacey,
unlike John Grady or Blevins, recognizes that in 1949 horses are simply no longer worth
dying for. No longer does a horse mean life or death, because the frontier is dead.
Because of his loyalty toward John Grady, Lacey agrees to go against sound logic and do
something reckless. Solely because John Grady asks him to, Lacey does the “dumb
thing.”
John Grady and Lacey’s involvement in the recovery of Blevins’ horse is
minimal. They have little to do beyond running away from the scene, guilty only of being
willing to help Blevins if necessary. Risking his own life in a display of movie-worthy
gunfire, Blevins steals his horse back and earns the only nice thing Rawlins ever says
about him: “The little son of a bitch wouldn’t stand still for nobody high-jackin his
horse” (ATPH 88). Lacey’s reluctant admiration is one of many demonstrations from
men not quite willing to give all to a cowboy identity, yet still holding in esteem men
who are willing. In Cities of the Plain we encounter many such instances between Billy
Parham and John Grady Cole because Billy regularly applauds John Grady at the same
time he resists following his lead. Neither John Grady nor Lacey is sorry to see what they
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hope will be the last of Blevins. He temporarily parts ways from the boys, mostly because
his horse can out-run the people who are chasing them and the boys’ horses are not
capable. Running bareback at a flat gallop, Blevins leads the posse away from John
Grady and Lacey. It is 1949 and roughly seventy-five years after horses have become
secondary to motorized transportation, these boys have somehow created an unlikely
scenario in which they are literally running for their lives because of a horse.
There are many connections between McCarthy’s use of horses and women,
especially in this first novel. These connections become apparent initially through the
wisdom of Lacey’s words regarding fancy horses like Blevins’. He tells John Grady, “A
goodlookin horse is like a goodlookin woman. They’re always more trouble than what
they’re worth. What a man needs is just one that will get the job done” (ATPH 89). They
soon after encounter John Grady’s love interest for the first novel and both her costume
and horse speak to the different economic world from which she hails. McCarthy writes:
“She wore English riding boots and jodhpurs and a blue twill hacking jacket and she
carried a riding crop and the horse she rode was a black Arabian saddlehorse” (94).10
Both the girl and the horse are out of the league of wandering cowboys; however, John
Grady is enamored, and he determines that he must have her. Lacey’s advice falls upon
deaf ears. The romantic ideal established by Wister in The Virginian is displayed by
McCarthy in considerably more realistic terms. Alejandra is the daughter of Don Héctor
Rocha y Villareal, the owner of Hacienda de Nuestra Senora de la Purísima Concepcíon.
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Arabian horses are considered among the most refined in the world, and their 4500 year history
began somewhere in the Middle-East. They are often bred to other breeds of horses to add sophistication
and endurance. In 1948 it is likely that any such horse living in Mexico would have been imported from
somewhere in the Middle-East.
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The ranch and the experience the boys have there is portrayed by McCarthy as an
equine Garden of Eden and this is a point often visited by McCarthy scholars. In a
cornerstone article within McCarthy criticism, Gail Moor Morrison’s “All the Pretty
Horses: John Grady Cole’s Expulsion From Paradise” makes an argument for his
grandfather’s ranch being John Grady Cole’s Garden of Eden. Barcley Owens takes this
same concept in a slightly different direction in his article “Western Myths in All the
Pretty Horses and The Crossing,” by making a case for John Grady Cole as the
“American Adam” living at La Purísima in an equine Garden of Eden. The term
“American Adam” is quite applicable to John Grady, specifically as an American
horseman. As Owens describes him, this man is “an individual standing alone, self-reliant
and self-propelling, ready to confront whatever awaited him with the aid of his own
unique and inherent resources” (66).11 For John Grady, his tremendous skill with horses
is his unique and inherent resource. And like the biblical Adam, his downfall first at this
ranch and then later in his life at Mac McGovern’s ranch will not be due to his skills, but
because of a woman. In sticking to Owens’ Edenic frame, Don Héctor as God will
eventually punish him despite his “unique and inherent resources” and expunge him from
Eden.
John Grady may be only sixteen years old, but he is the young model for an allAmerican cowboy and people on a horse and cattle ranch will react to that. At the ranch,
the boys were revered and this attention and flattery heightens their belief in a still viable
Western world. American cowboys are novel in Mexico and “after dinner they sat at the
table and smoked and drank coffee and the vaqueros asked them many questions about
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Owens is working from R.W.B. Lewis’ The American Adam: Innocence, Tragedy, and
Tradition in the Nineteenth Century.
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America and all the questions were about horses and cattle and none about them” (ATPH
95). Frontier and Western historian William C. Davis claims that nearly every aspect of
authentic cowboy life is borrowed from Mexican predecessors. The degree to which
American popular culture sinks into this mid-century Mexican culture is apparent in that
McCarthy’s vaqueros, no doubt some of the men descendants of the original cowboys, sit
around in awe of mythic cowboys.12 There is a sort of celebrity that has accompanied the
boys to Mexico and it is a state of mind that further penetrates John Grady with the false
sense that horses and his skill with them are valuable commodities, perhaps even
commodities which break down social and class lines and will enable him to marry a
woman far above his status level. The validation he receives blurs for him his place in the
world and McCarthy’s portrayal of John Grady’s experiences make clear the complicated
mythic culture which has enabled this to happen.
Both boys are living a fantasy and neither wants to leave. In La Purísima they find
a home. Lacey asks John Grady how long he would like to stay at the ranch. His reply is
“About a hundred years” (ATPH 96). But John Grady occupies the ranch as if he is living
in a dream. He lives there like he has found a place of his dreams, because he has in that
he is working in a place where horses are at the center of everything in his life and in the
lives of others. He fails to recognize that for this to happen there has to be Don Héctor’s
wealth financing the experience and this shortcoming is what causes his perpetual dreamlike state.
McCarthy never enlightens us with specific information regarding the source of
Don Héctor’s business and money, but we know that his business funds the ranch and
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Historian William C. Davis writes that “without the Mexican cowboys… American cowboys
might never have emerged” (Davis 198).
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that he is essentially purchasing his fantasy Western life. Don Héctor is a man with
power and La Purísima has been in his family for longer than one hundred twenty five
years; it is for him a passion, but experienced for entertainment purposes only as he does
not work the land or animals. McCarthy scholars Sickels and Oxby call La Purísima,
“more a vacation home than a working ranch,” and their perception situates John Grady’s
role as workman (349). Don Héctor enjoys horses and surrounds himself with them and
with plenty of people to take care of them. Finding an employee like John Grady actually
increases Don Héctor’s own masculine value because John Grady is, by anyone’s
standard, an exemplary horseman. Don Héctor can afford to hire the epitome of the allAmerican cowboy to round out his own Western fantasy and therefore construct a world
in which the Western myth is his reality. Having the means to finance the myth is the
only way to control it because for those without means it is dissipating daily.
McCarthy uses the daily life of the boys on the ranch to demonstrate a substantial
degree of myth, which is a point covered by Andrew Blair Spencer in “A Cowboy Looks
at Reality; The Death of the American Frontier and the Illumination of the Cowboy Myth
in Cormac McCarthy’s All the Pretty Horses.” By implying belief in oneself as a basis for
authentic performance, Spencer’s point connects to Gleeson-White’s. Whereas she
discusses character performance as being both authentic and inauthentic, Spencer differs
in that he claims the following:
The boys have achieved celebrity status as a result of their abilities. They
have evolved into incredibly skilled cowboys, and are suddenly,
magically, able to break horses better than the most seasoned hands on the
ranch. This is yet another indication that the boys have become something
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beyond reality, much like the cowboy myth that they are living. The fact
that the boys have to travel to a mythical land to achieve this super-human
status, though, again speaks to the fact that the American frontier is dead,
the cowboy image is based on a myth, and the boys have no true place on
a ranch in the world. (150)
Spencer’s use of the word “magically” is interesting, as is his emphasis that the myth they
are seeking does not exist anywhere. The magic comes into play because although they
are not in a realistic situation, the context of their dream is so perfect in this particular
place that they are capable of achieving impossible things. It is their belief in the myth
that enables them to create this magic. They are performing, but there is credibility in the
performance because their belief system is such that the myth becomes, temporarily, a
reality. They are, particularly John Grady is, super-human horse trainers.
With the horse-breaking scene, McCarthy credits and critiques the power of the
myth. Both John Grady and Lacey profit from the admiration of the onlookers who
watch. In part because of the validation, they decide to do the impossible—break sixteen
horses in four days—and they rely heavily on the glory they receive. They believe they
can do it, the watchers believe they can do it, and the horses seem to believe they can do
it, so they do it.
Andrew Blair Spencer also claims: “The fact that these children are seen as gods
in the eyes of the horses is further support that John Grady and Lacey are accomplishing
things well beyond their true capabilities” (150). It is not because of John Grady’s nature
that I agree with Spencer’s claim, but because of the nature of horses; at the time of this
sixteen-horse breaking, these horses are almost untouched by man and their collective
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nature would be far too primitive for domestication to take place in four short days. John
Grady’s faith in his own skill transfers through to help the horses believe in him. His
certainty in his own abilities convinces them.
He held the horse’s face against his chest and he could feel along his inner
thighs the blood pumping through the arteries and he could smell the fear
and he cupped his hand over the horse’s eyes and stroked them and he did
not stop talking to the horse at all, speaking in a low steady voice and
telling it all that he intended to do and cupping the animal’s eyes and
stroking the terror out. (ATPH 101)
His power is clear in his connection, but it is a power that dissolves out of the context of
the mythic paradise created by Don Héctor. While employed by a powerful man, there is
a false power experienced by John Grady. He is aware that he has a gift and this gift
elevates the way he feels about himself. John Grady appears to believe that because such
skills are accompanied by additional ranch privileges, they are also accompanied by
social advantages.
Part of John Grady’s naiveté could be explained because he is a sixteen year old
boy without much life experience outside his grandfather’s ranch. It is because of this
that the confidence John Grady gains from his success is dangerous; he processes the
admiration of others as having more value than it actually has. He believes his value to
Don Héctor is such that he has elevated his social class because of his skills. This
misconception would be an easy one to make for such a young and eager man. Another
thing to consider in deciding why John Grady seems so willing to believe he will be
accepted into Alejandra’s family is that he is the grandson of a ranch owner and is raised
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with the expectations of a rancher. With his grandfather dead and the ranch sold, he is
now a cowboy with no connection to a family ranch and his status has decreased because
of this; he is merely a cowboy with some specialized horse skills. What he fails to realize
is the gravity of the distinction between rancher and cowboy and therefore between
employer and employee. Peter Messent makes the valid point that despite his own
application of symbolic importance revolving around his skill with horses, John Grady’s
“affinity with horses is set against a professional role, working on the hacienda, in which
his relationship with them depends on ownership and power” (134). John Grady has
neither and this is a detail he somehow overlooks.
Alejandra is drawn to John Grady because he is a remarkable horseman. What
seems real to him, because it is his life, is only a game to her. John Grady is as much a
plaything for her as he is for her father. Popular culture has sexualized the cowboy body
and Alejandra is not immune to the effect. She and Don Héctor are both caught up in the
romantic illusion of horsemen in the West and they are both in a position of power
through which they can prostitute John Grady’s skills.
McCarthy uses a contrast in the pair’s horses to demonstrate the unnatural social
match they are forcing in their union. “He didn’t look at her until the Arabian was
alongside his horse, stepping with its neck arched and one eye on the mesteño not with
wariness but some faint equine disgust” (ATPH 109).13 The implication is that even the
horse recognizes the inequity of the situation; for McCarthy the horses are representative
as symbols of their riders.
The relationship Alejandra begins with John Grady is unknown to her father for
most of the three months he and Lacey spend at the ranch. During the time that John
13
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Grady is sleeping with his daughter, Don Héctor is unaware and is embracing John Grady
in a manner that to the young man appears paternal. He is focused primarily on John
Grady’s skills as a horseman and McCarthy has hidden within the developing relationship
between John Grady and Don Héctor an indication surprisingly overlooked by scholars.
In Don Héctor’s study they talk at length about the brilliance of a book called Horse of
America by a man named Wallace and it is this book that would have suggested to John
Grady the likelihood of Don Héctor’s approval regarding his relationship with Alejandra.
In Horse of America, Wallace is extremely open regarding his condemnation of the
uselessness of overbred horses, stating in his introduction that “I cannot recognize any
blood in all horsedom as “royal blood” except that which is found in the veins of the
horse that ‘has gone out and done it,’ either himself or in his progeny” (Wallace iii). 14
Wallace was nationally famous among American horsemen for his unique opinion
discrediting overly well-bred horses. Such a thematic approach to horses could feasibly
cross species and apply to mankind. Through their shared knowledge of this book, the
men discuss the practicality of breeding well-bred stallions with rough-stock mares
because the outcome is superior to either parent individually and this specifically seems
applicable to John Grady’s situation with Alejandra. For a boy whose entire identity is
wrapped up in horses, Don Héctor’s candor in regard to his reverence for Wallace would
certainly have seemed like social acceptance.
It is also in this conversation that Don Héctor asks John Grady whether he and
Lacey were some months before involved with Blevins and the theft of the horse. In the
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Horse of America is a 559 page book written by John. H. Wallace in 1897. He is the founder of
Wallace’s American Trotting Register, “Wallace’s Monthly”, and “Wallace’s Yearbook.” Horse of
America is considered by Equine historians an incredibly important account of the development of
American horses up until the turn of the century.
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only lie John Grady tells during the narrative, he denies any involvement with the
incident and Don Héctor takes his word for it. Even though he and Lacey were not
technically involved and merely knew the responsible party, John Grady does lie by
omission.
The degree to which John Grady leans on people’s perception for his love of
horses is troubling. During the few Edenic months John Grady spends at the ranch, he
regularly gets to ride a newly imported stallion that is the pride of Don Héctor. John
Grady greatly admires the stallion and takes some advantage of his position as caretaker
by exaggerating the horse’s need for riding. John Grady may love horses, but through this
particular scene we see that there is more to his love for horses than the connection he
feels to them and his need for affirmation will weaken him. About the stallion he says:
“In truth he loved to be seen riding it. In truth he loved for her to see him riding it”
(ATPH 127). There is something about women substantiating him as a master horseman
that elevates his sense of self and makes horses especially integral in his development
from boy to man.
John Grady’s desire to impress the ladies is problematic at a number of levels, the
first of which is the cultural transformation transpiring across the globe; most women are
not interested in cowboys as long-term partners because their limited earning capability
represents certain familial economic instability. Mary Catherine Barnett, the first girl in
the novel with whom John Grady is romantically attached, is insinuated to have broken
off their relationship expressly to be with a boy who had a car. This detail highlights the
importance of economic stability to women. The other problem McCarthy highlights with
John Grady riding Don Héctor’s stallion is that there is a statement being made when a
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woman sees a man ride a powerful horse he will never be able to own. John Grady does
not realize it, but his mastery over the horse for another man actually separates him from
being the kind of man he believes himself to be. He has access to this horse only because
Don Héctor has the means to purchase the stallion and pay John Grady to work with him.
He is still technically a laborer. He also fails to realize the complexity of the dynamic
between women and money. In a contemporary world the value of a man is comprised of
many variables, arguably the most important of which is his earning power. In 1949, if
any man’s identity is overly-connected with horses and the West, culturally his value is
decreasing. The Second World War and American progress have minimized the mystique
connected to the cowboy.
Lacey asks John Grady if he has eyes for Alejandra. John Grady replies that he
does. Rawlins then asks,
You got eyes for the spread? John Grady studied the fire.
I don’t know, he said. I aint thought about it.
Sure you aint, said Rawlins. (ATPH 138)
They both know that he has eyes for the daughter and the spread. Part of what makes her
appealing to John Grady is her relationship to the paradise in which he finds himself. She
could be his means to owning this perfect place. Lacey tries to reason with John Grady.
Lacey tells him: “I know the old man likes you… but that don’t mean he’ll set still for
you courtin his daughter” (138). Lacey’s understanding of this concept is what will
preserve him in life. John Grady’s insistence upon embracing these dreams will kill him.
A future with Alejandra is as much a dream to John Grady as owning a spread like La
Purísima. Although Wister’s Virginian is embraced by the millionaire rancher and
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marries the well-bred young lady, McCarthy’s characters contain more authenticity and
such a union will not happen because in most measurable respects, John Grady is
destined to remain a powerless young man.
The actual powerlessness of horsemen is put on display when Don Héctor realizes
that the boys were involved with Blevins and therefore are technically guilty of horse
theft. He hands them over to the local authorities. Lacey and John Grady are transported
to a jail where they meet up with Blevins and realize their fate is uncertain. They were
not really a part of Blevin’s recovering his stolen horse because Blevins made the
extraction completely on his own, but for all legal purposes they are considered guilty of
horse theft. Blocking out the uncertainty of his future, John Grady slips into the first of
several dream worlds. These dream worlds almost always revolve around horses and play
a compelling role in demonstrating for the reader the depth of his connection to horses
and the mythic nature of their role in his world and in a modern America.
That night he dreamt of horses in a field on a high plain where the spring
rains had brought up the grass and the wild-flowers… he was among
horses running in the dream he himself could run with the horses and they
coursed the young mares and fillies over the plain where their rich bay and
their rich chestnut colors shone in the sun and the young colts ran with
their dams… and they moved all of them in a resonance that was like a
music among them and they were none of them afraid. (ATPH 161)
McCarthy critic Steven Frye’s assessment of the meaning of this dream world for John
Grady is as follows: “The dream [of horses] resonates in his mind blending with his
conscious thoughts, and in a strange alchemy of experience and mental figuration it forms
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his essential identity, which increasingly draws strength from the idea that the world is
confluence of the real and the unreal, the tactile and the imaginary” (Frye 105). But John
Grady’s world is not comprised of the real and the unreal, and therefore his identity
suffers greatly. These horses running in the flowers are representative of the picturebook
horses hanging on his grandfather’s wall; they are a decided part of his identity, but have
no part in his reality or in anyone else’s reality. This blending of horses in “the real and
unreal, the tactile and the imaginary” is tremendously problematic. It speaks to his refusal
to adapt, a refusal to accept the role horses have been assigned in a more technological
era than the historic West.
When John Grady is questioned by a Mexican general about the theft of the horse
and their involvement, he remains stoic because he believes in the Western code which
heavily emphasizes a distinction between right and wrong and the boys are, as far as he is
concerned, in the right. He insists that Blevins did not steal the horse as it was already
his. He and Lacey did not help him steal the horse and were completely uninvolved. John
Grady criticizes his captors and tells them in regard to Blevins’ pummeled body and
broken feet that they “didn’t have no call to beat up on that boy” because again, the horse
is his (ATPH 166). Although there is no doubt the captain knows John Grady is telling
the truth, he makes one of the most profound statements in the novel when he explains to
John Grady that, “We make the truth here. Or we can lose it. But when you leave here it
will be too late. Too late for the truth” (168). This statement unequivocally denotes the
lack of power possessed by cowboys because their reality is a penniless existence in
which their only social currency, which is worthless in a Mexican prison, is the
embodiment of a fading national idealization. The captain makes the truth and
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predictably decides he is the one with the power. As for being too late for the truth, in
such a statement there is a nod to the mythic West and the accompanying codes. John
Grady’s truth is dead and the truth is powerless.
Lacey is a much different man, one who does not feel the pull toward John
Grady’s ethics and cares more about survival than appearance. When Lacey is
questioned, he tells the authorities that he and John Grady are horse thieves and
murderers because he is a man broken, would rather live than die and is ready to agree to
whatever they want him to say as long as they let him live and go home to America. Lacy
fully understands the falseness of attributing power to outdated codes.
Eventually the boys’ freedom is purchased by Alejandra’s aunt, with the promise
from Alejandra that she will never see John Grady again. Although the boys are both
shaken from the prison experience, John Grady’s reaction is anger and Lacey’s is one of
relief. The frontier is dead and adherence to the cowboy code, in addition to pursuit of a
frontier, nearly got them both killed. Their frames for interpreting this travesty differ.
Lacey asks John Grady whether he intends to return to the ranch “on account of the girl”
(ATPH 211). John Grady responds with a phrase that clearly demonstrates the connection
he feels between horses and women: “The girl and the horses” (211). It remains an
unhealthy and unrealistic connection to make. Lacey abandons any ethical connection or
obligation he previously feels and returns home on a north-bound bus, leaving his
technically stolen horse behind. Perhaps notable though, is that whereas Lacey has a
home to return to, John Grady does not.
With the stigma of horse thief now branding him, John Grady’s reception at Don
Héctor’s ranch is not warm. He is emaciated and scarred from his recent experience in the
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prison, his visible wounds manifesting the internal wounds he carries as a result of Don
Héctor’s betrayal and Alejandra’s abandonment. In the eyes of all the ranch residents, the
golden halo of the all-American cowboy has fallen from his head. Because John Grady
has returned to see Alejandra, her aunt is very clear regarding why he is not suitable for
her niece. It is not only his guilt regarding the theft of horses; it is also a class issue. She
understands the passion of youth and even narrates for him her own lengthy youthful
devotion to an unwise marital choice. She tells him that Alejandra comes from a long line
of women who have “suffered disastrous love affairs with men of disreputable character”
and that “the times enabled some of these men to style themselves revolutionaries”
(ATPH 229). She recognizes the complex ideologies pinning together John Grady’s
cowboy identity, recognizes the cultural complexity imbedded in his psyche and credits
these variables for his romantic success with her niece and for his own belief in himself,
and ultimately his disbelief in reality. Such devotion to a code, to horses, does not make
him a class-match for her Alejandra. She has gotten a promise from Alejandra that she
will no longer see him. The aunt gives him a horse of his choice and asks him to leave.
John Grady contrives a last meeting with Alejandra and she confirms for him her
intention to sever all ties. It is his failure to recognize his powerlessness which will
ultimately bring about his demise because of another woman in the third book of the
trilogy. Women like Alejandra exist for John Grady only in the same dream world horses
occupy.
There are steps John Grady takes to right the wrongs he feels he has suffered. Still
furious about Blevins’ murder and the loss of all three horses, he must collect the stolen
horses from the captain that killed Blevins. Kent Steckmesser and Sarah Gleeson-White
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are both critics that explore what they call the double-coding of Western outlaws. John
Grady Cole begins his journey as “a basically decent man who becomes the victim of one
or another kind of persecution. After insufferable provocation, he turns on the
persecutors” and executes revenge outside the law—implying there is a distinction
between legal and moral law (Gleeson-White 10). It is interesting that despite
McCarthy’s clear attempt to portray a world vastly different from previous Western
writers, his cowboy hero commits justified violence on behalf of stolen horses. With the
same fool-hearty bravado exhibited by the now dead Blevins, John Grady approaches the
captain with a very matter of fact demeanor and a pistol in his hand. His claim is that he
is justified in wanting his horse back. McCarthy writes:
What do you want? he said.
I come to get my horse.
You horse?
Yes.
I don’t have you horse.
You better know where he’s at. (ATPH 258)
Not having much of a choice because it is clear that John Grady intends to kill him, the
captain first leads John Grady to a mud hut where Rawlins’ horse is stabled. In a scene
detailing his reclaiming of the horses, John Grady takes another man captive and now has
two prisoners. For ten kilometers John Grady follows the manacled men who are riding
double. When they reach the small ranch where he is to retrieve the last horse, a shootout
transpires and John Grady is shot in the leg.
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McCarthy emphasizes the degree to which John Grady is connected to horses by
always having him in times of trial return to thoughts of, dreams of, or experiences with
horses. By returning to these thoughts about horses or dreams about horses, John Grady
slips from reality to his alternative and to a world that is all about horses. To regain
composure after being shot, John Grady talks to his horse Redbo and finds himself
“breathing in rhythm with the horse as if some part of the horse were within him
breathing and then he descended into some deeper collusion for which he had not even a
name” (ATPH 266). He stabilizes his mood by encompassing, or perhaps borrowing,
something from the horse. John Grady was, “determined to get the four horses out of the
stable yard if he died in the road and beyond that he had not thought much. His leg was
numb and bleeding and felt heavy as a sack of meal and his boot was filling up with
blood” (268). His determination to reclaim the horses is completely at odds with survival,
yet his devotion to the ideal that he must make right wrongs supersedes any concept of
practicality. Reclaiming stolen horses is more important than living, but not reclaiming
the stolen horses. Like Wister’s Virginian and McMurtry’s Woodrow Call, it is through
horses that he exerts his vengeance and demonstrates for these Mexican men the
tremendous determination of an angry American cowboy. He is, in some way, making his
own truth and claiming the power that accompanies it—short-lived though it may be.
He exerts this exclusively contextual power as he drags the kidnapped captain
through the mountains. The bullet traveled straight through his leg, therefore does not
need to be removed. He is, however, forced to cauterize the wound with the heated end of
a rifle and the pain is beyond what even he can endure. When he passes out from
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exhaustion and pain, he again dreams of horses. This time his dream is not of picturebook
horses:
The horses in his dream moved gravely among the tilted stones like horses
come upon an antique site where some ordering of the world had failed
and if anything had been written on the stones the weathers had taken it
away again and the horses were wary and moved with great
circumspection carrying in their blood as they did the recollection of this
and other places where horses once had been and would be again. Finally
what he saw in his dream was that the order in the horse’s heart was more
durable for it was written in a place where no rain could erase it. (ATPH
161)
It is at this point Arnold claims that John Grady’s last dream being about horses
“reveals…a more mature acceptance of the tragic nature of the world. This time the
horses do not run… they ‘move gravely’” (Arnold 2). John Grady seems to understand
that he is erased by his country. He is alone in a world he perceives as wholly isolating to
a cowboy because the ethics by which he lives and the places in which he wants to live
no longer exist. To most contemporary Americans, both his identity and existence are
irrelevant.
After letting some Mexican bandits take the captain from him, McCarthy has John
Grady ride back onto American soil, naked and weeping. He has no place to go, no
frontier to chase, and reality has begun to creep into his mythic dreams of horses. As he
rides through towns, people look at him as if he is “some apparition out of the vanished
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past” (ATPH 287). On American soil once again, McCarthy conveys that there is no
admiration in the eyes of the people who stare at him, his ill fit is apparent.
In a scene that perhaps nods to the West and Western ethics as regretful
casualties, soon after his crossing back into the United States McCarthy has John Grady
end up in a Texas court, having ironically been again accused of horse theft. After
sharing his entire Mexican adventure with the courtroom—barring his having killed a
man in prison—the judge (an obvious stand-in for one of McCarthy’s “God” characters)
exonerates the boy. The fascinated judge asks him:
What would you have done if I’d found against you today?
I dont know.
Well, that’s a fair answer I guess.
It wasn’t their horse. It would of bothered me. (ATPH 293)
Stealing horses means much more to him than taking another man’s property, it means
taking another man’s identity, and he is not yet ready to relinquish the Western code
which punishes horse thieves or the significance of a horse-centered identity.
The novel winds down with John Grady returning Lacey’s horse and then futilely
searching for Blevins’ family. John Grady eventually rides off into the “darkening land,
the world to come” (ATPH 301) and until Cities of the Plain readers are left to speculate
what has become of the misplaced boy.
The Crossing
In the second book from the trilogy, McCarthy uses Billy Parhap to introduce to
readers a sixteen-year-old boy who is both shaped by horses and a mythic Western
heritage, and realistic about a future that relies heavily on the advent of technology. Like
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Lacey Rawlins, he is commonly considered by McCarthy scholars to be a “survivor”
because of his willingness to compromise his identity in order to adapt.15 Billy’s
flirtation with Western codes and ethics is not so rigid as John Grady’s, and his
malleability is a compromise between the past and the future. Through a series of lifealtering experiences, Billy recognizes the necessity for less rigid ideals and more flexible
interpretations for what should be.
McCarthy brilliantly demonstrates the nuances of this young man’s growth
through a series of experiences transpiring on the other side of WWII from John Grady’s
experience. At the opening of The Crossing, Billy Parham is a teenager roughly a decade
earlier than All the Pretty Horses takes place, around 1939. It is a darkening era for
America. Steve Frye writes that, “the threat of world war looms, infusing the narrative
with a vague sense of unspeakable dread,” and this pallor hangs over Billy the entirety of
the novel (117). Three crossings between Billy’s native New Mexico and into Mexico
take place in the novel. The first crossing is profoundly powerful, but of little use in
tracing McCarthy’s use of horses to shape the identities of men; the second and third
crossings suit my purposes more closely and will gain the majority of my attention.
To quickly summarize the first crossing is not to do it justice considering the
profundity of its message and the inconceivable amount of fantastic scholarship it has
spawned, but I will leave the philosophical evaluations to other critics and merely skim
over the events that shape Billy prior to the second and third crossings which pertain to
my thesis. Prior to the first crossing, Billy traps a female wolf that has been killing cattle
on his father’s ranch and decides to take her back to what he thinks is her natural habitat
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in Mexico, considering Mexico the same frontier as did John Grady. During his journey
he becomes attached to the wolf and starts to evaluate her role in nature now that the
world has changed so drastically and her home has been encroached, pushing her out.
Initially, he has a mythic perception of the Edenic life she could return to, an idea
stemming from the mythic West to which he has pledged his life, but the harsh realities
they face on the journey he undertakes to return her destroy this vision. Despite every
effort on his part, Billy is incapable because she is taken from him by a group of money
and blood-hungry men who turn her into a fighter. The wolf is miserable, but her nature
is to fight and she instinctively kills every dog they match her against. Something in Billy
changes and with this experience he lets loose of his mythic vision of the West, realizes
the unattainable magnitude of what he is trying to accomplish; her home is dead and so is
his. Billy makes a hard call and shoots the wolf rather than let her suffer. When he does
this there is a sad compromise of his soul, but it is the reason he lives to the age of 78 in
Cities of the Plain. This compromise will be revisited and developed in the second and
third crossings and in both will connect to horses. Billy lives by the idealized Western
codes as much as possible, but unlike John Grady, he always accepts reality and never
tries to live in a dream. He longs for the past, but does not believe the past will ever
occupy his present or his future. This acceptance comes about in continuous compromise
and eventually equals survival. After his Mexican adventure with the wolf he heads home
to New Mexico atop a skeletal horse that has been his companion throughout this
journey. They return to his parent’s ranch.
Although horses are secondary in the first crossing, they are front and center for
the second. When Billy reaches the family ranch, it is to find that his mother and father
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have been killed by bandits who then stole all of the horses from the ranch and took them
to Mexico to sell. When Billy locates the Sheriff and hears the story, the Sheriff tells him
that Billy’s brother Boyd is living with a foster family in town and the family dog, whose
throat has been slit by the robbers but did not die, is also there. The Sheriff gives Billy the
few belongings left behind. Among the belongings there are some “papers on horses…
but most of em goes back a few years” (TC 166). It is not much of a legacy his family
leaves without the horses, which does put in perspective the practical nature of the boys
trying to get the horses back.
This is not to say, however, that Billy is not in favor of using the recovery of
stolen horses as an excuse for retribution against the people who murder his parents.
There is a solid economic purpose for he and his brother Boyd in getting back the horses,
but it is not the only reason. Like the Virginian and Woodrow Call, Billy at least hides
behind the reason he has chosen as reasonable. McCarthy critic Peter Messent points out
the following: “Any discussion of the murder is hereafter almost completely repressed,
and the motif of justice and revenge is confined to, and sublimated by, the quest to
recover the stolen horses: one which becomes something of a fixed and damaging
obsession both in this novel and in its predecessor” (132). Within this journey there is,
however, an indication that Billy has been shaped by the first crossing and will not
blindly do anything to recover these horses merely because an out-dated code makes it
right.
Particularly fascinating is the gaze upon which people bestow such a character as
Billy Parham in his bedraggled condition following his return from the first crossing and
prior to leaving on his second. In the late 1930s there were older people who could have
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experienced the frontier first-hand. Yet the embrace of technological advance is upon
Billy and McCarthy portrays a boy who appears a foreigner in his own country. As it is
ten years prior to our meeting John Grady, Billy and Boyd still fall into the first four
decades of the twentieth century during which cowboys are popular. Despite the
feasibility of persons living having experienced the frontier, most of the people who see
him have experienced the West only on television and in movies, some in books. These
modern and mythic portrayers of the Western experience omit the dirt and grime and
hunger, which is visible in looking at Billy. They look at Billy like he is the past, but they
seem perplexed with the possibility that the past could have been—in contrast to
Hollywood’s portrayal of it—so messy.
When he walked out into the sun and untied the horse from the parking
meter people passing in the street turned to look at him. Something in off
the wild mesas, something out of the past. Raged, dirty, hungry in eye and
belly. Totally unspoken for. In that outlandish figure they beheld what
they envied most and what they most reviled. (TC 170)
Because of his unconsciousness of character, the observers envy and revile him. There is
such inconsistency in the opinions of those who look on and this inconsistency greatly
problematizes survival for men who live the Western life in any decade following the
dissolution of the frontier. Western men like Billy are both desirable, rugged individuals
and also outcasts. People validate the ideology by which he lives with their mythicthemed entertainment and then reject it with their modern laws and value systems. He ties
his horse to a parking meter, using modernity as it suits him. John Grady would not have
considered such a compromise, but to Billy life is full of compromises and it is perhaps
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because he does not pay attention to the gaze of others that he survives. He does not
recognize or attribute any importance to the people who admire or despise him.
McCarthy portrays Boyd as having been more influenced by popular culture than
Billy and this is apparent as he and Billy ride double in search of their stolen horses.
Boyd tells Billy about the speculations he has made regarding where Billy might have
been:
I thought one time maybe you’d gone to California, Boyd said.
What would I do in California?
I dont know.
They got cowboys in California. California cowboys.
I wouldn’t want to go to California.
I wouldn’t either.
I might go to Texas.
What for?
I dont know. I aint never been. (TC 176)
Although readers do not become privy to why Boyd might think Billy had taken off for
California, during the 1930s Hollywood was producing hundreds of Western films and
young cowboys were hired to portray cowboys on film. Because of the demise of
working cattle ranches, there were potentially more cowboys making movies in
California than there were on working cattle ranches. Boyd seems to be making an
unconscious correlation between his brother’s disappearance and Hollywood. Notably,
despite his vehement protestations against California as a place he would ever go, in
Cities of the Plain, Billy will eventually end up in Hollywood, portraying on film the man
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he had once been during life. At the point he resorts to this level of degradation, very few
cowboy jobs combined with his advanced age leave him few options.16
The boys find the first of their stolen horses in a town called Bacerac. It is in this
town that Boyd will eventually die. The horse is standing tied to a tree and Billy removes
a tooled western saddle and leaves it in place, as he only has interest in taking back what
is theirs. After removing the saddle, Billy hands the horse to Boyd and tries to find
whoever the new owner is. The man he finds is a German doctor who actually has papers
for the horse.17 The doctor tells Billy that he bought the horse from a broker named Soto
in Casas Grandes. Boyd points out that “Whatever papers he’s got it’s moren what we
got,” to which Boyd replies, “We got the horse” (TC 183). This is an example of Billy’s
abandonment of the inflexible Western code he lived by before he had to kill the shewolf. Billy tells Boyd that if they proceed recklessly, they are going to get shot. Although
the horse does belong to the boys, in the eyes of the law it is now stolen. Just as John
Grady is shot for stealing back his own horses, so too could they be.
There is one point in the novel that Billy acknowledges he is using the recovery of
the horses as an excuse for finding the people who murdered his parents. When they find
a man who probably brokered the sale of the horses, Billy admits to him: “I aint really
concerned about the horse…I’m just huntin the man that sold him” (TC 197). He has
until this time hidden behind the cowboy code honoring the retrieval of stolen horses and
the persecution of the thieves, but to this ganadero he tells the truth. Gillian sees Boyd
standing outside and requests that he come into the office. When Boyd does join them, he
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refuses to remove his hat, using the cowboy hat as a stamp of identity. The boys explain
to Gillen that their parents have been killed by the man who stole these horses and Gillen
does not believe them, thinks their story too preposterous for credibility. Despite this, he
tells them that the horse was purchased from a ranch called La Borbicora, owned by an
American named Hearst. The rancher keeps and does not sell most of his horses, but
Keno was probably passed along since he is a gelding.18 The boys head for La Borbicora.
Through the boys’ treatment of conflict, McCarthy starts to portray the brothers as
being quite different from one another. Boyd is continuously confrontational and
combative; he is married to the fictionalized ideology that defines the code he lives by.
Boyd’s belief that the past does still exist unites his and John Grady’s unrealistic
ideology, and this shared inflexibility is also the reason he will die young. He and John
Grady are both characters that believe injustices can be solved with traditional Western
solutions, solutions which will always encounter tension from modernity.
McCarthy’s pairing of Billy and Boyd as siblings demonstrates the possible
differences between brothers sharing the same influences. For Billy, his own experiences
shape the man he becomes and Boyd is shaped by emulating what he wants his
experiences to be, so that he can become the man he envisions. As is the case with many
such young men (as is the case for John Grady), there is a connection for Boyd between
horses and women. On the road to La Borbicora the boys encounter a young girl who will
change the outcome of both of their lives. She is a very young Mexican girl who is being
held against her will by some road agents and they obviously intend to use her in an
unclean way. Billy and Boyd work together and play out what could easily be a scene in a
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Hollywood movie, equal in entertainment value to Blevins’ escape from the men who had
taken his horse. The boys do what Hollywood actors would do and they rescue her on
horseback, in a veritable blaze of cowboy glory which is considerably more powerful
because of the horse:
Boyd rode the horse almost through the fire and pulled Keno up stamping
and wild-eyed. He caught the reins in his teeth again and pitched the
shotgun to Billy. Billy caught it and took the girl by the elbow and swung
her toward the horse…Other than the sound of the horses blowing and
stamping all was silence… When he looked the girl was already seated on
the horse’s crupper behind saddle and blanketroll. He grabbed the reins
from Boyd and swung them over the horse’s head and cocked the shotgun
in one hand like a pistol… The man was already upon him and he pointed
the shotgun at the man’s chest… He hauled the horse around and dug his
heels in. (TC 211)
Whereas his failure to rescue the wolf changes something in Billy, their success in
rescuing the girl changes something in Boyd; like John Grady becomes a better than is
even possible horse trainer because he believes he can, Boyd becomes a Western hero.
This is problematic though. Kevin Alexander Boon writes about heroes in Western
culture, and claims that they “link the world of ordinary men and the realm of the gods…
protector and defender of ordinary lives” (302). The problem is that it is an ordinary
world and Boyd is not a god, but his use of the horse as mythic medium really makes him
come across as super-human and fuels the public perception that he is something more
than a skinny kid from New Mexico. With the Western symbol for power and virility as
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his helpmate, he convincingly plays the role of cowboy hero and starts a reputation that
will ultimately evolve into local legend.
Having provided a horse and money for the girl, the Parham boys continue their
search for the stolen horses. McCarthy continues to reveal Boyd as having a natural
connection to horses that could possibly even rival John Grady’s. Boyd is a horseman
with the kind of natural ability that is also unconscious and his skill is definitely
reminiscent of earlier times during which horses were a more central part of people’s
lives. He proves this with an ease of skill: “Boyd advanced upon the horses where they
stood leisurely cropping the roadside grass and threw his loop. The throw anticipated the
Bailey horse and as he raised his head to move away he raised it into the loop. Billy sat
on his father’s horse watching. I could do that, he told the horse. In about nine tries”
(McCarthy 243-44). Billy recognizes the gap between his and his brother’s skill set.
Boyd’s natural skill with horses is starting to separate him from his brother and from
others in the book, just the same as John Grady’s skill does in All the Pretty Horses.
McCarthy portrays Boyd as becoming progressively confrontational and
inflexible. Billy is beginning to worry that Boyd’s inflexibility will become a problem for
them, so he lectures Boyd and tells him: “You don’t want to use common sense. We
come too far down here to go back dead” (McCarthy 248). Even at 16 years old, Billy
recognizes what Dueña Alfonsa warns John Grady about. When in ALPH’s she tells him,
“In the end we all come to be cured of our sentiments. Those whom life does not cure
death will. The world is quite ruthless in selecting between the dream and reality, even
where we will not,” she is making a profound statement about all people who cling too
tightly to any concept they cannot control (ATPH 238). She prophesizes death.
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There is a scuffle over the ownership of horses and the jefe’s horse flips over
backwards and breaks the jefe’s back. Billy and Boyd make a run for it, only to be
discovered by the very angry group of men (short of the broken and paralyzed jefe) a day
or two later. In attempting to keep the recovered horses, Boyd is badly shot. McCarthy
writes:
He lifted his head out of the dust. His ragged shirt wet with blood.
Boyd, He said. Boyd.
It hurts, Billy.
I know it.
It hurts. (TC 270)
It is a scene which plays out much like the scene in which John Grady dies. Billy
somehow manages to get Boyd atop Niño and riding behind him runs as hard as possible
away from the pursuing posse. The recovered Parham horses are running as well, but two
of the horses end up getting shot by bullets meant to hit the fleeing boys. Despite their
best efforts to recover them, the horses are killed because of the boys’ foolishness.
Billy’s role as rescuer is much different from Boyd’s role as the one who needs to
be rescued, and this polarity is demonstrative of the problematic nature of adherence to
the cowboy code. Though many of Billy’s actions are tremendously heroic, he is often
overlooked by other characters in the novel as the hero because he is not an outlaw.
There is a lingering admiration in American culture for the outlaw, the man who operates
outside the law in pursuit of justice; both Boyd and John Grady exemplify this man.
In a hale of gunfire and riding double with the wounded Boyd at a dead gallop,
Billy manages to get the attention of some Mexican farm laborers who are piled into an
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old truck. These men save the young cowboy’s life, because they unquestioningly make
room for Boyd and pull him into the truck. Billy leaves Boyd in the care of the Mexican
men and he “leaned along Niño’s neck and called upon him to give his life” (TC 273).
The horse opens up and even as exhausted as he is from the weight of two riders at a dead
gallop for many miles, he outruns the men chasing Billy. Niño is portrayed as a worthy
companion for Billy, mirroring Billy because he is loyal and exceptional. He is a steady
horse for a steady boy.
Boyd somehow survives. A sensationalized version of Boyd’s quest spreads
among the region and despite the stupidity of the actions which lead to his being shot,
Boyd is revered as a legend. This public reverence helps readers understand how the
perpetuation of the cowboy hero myth can continue to progress. Lying on a pallet in the
corner of a house owned by the Muñoz family, Billy finds Boyd. This public validation
of foolish behavior leads to a reinforcement that the cowboy ideology, which leads to
men unnecessarily lying on pallets in the corner of Mexican houses, fighting infection
from bullet wounds, is a tremendous problem in American masculinity. In books and in
film, such behavior is revered. Billy is the one who displayed truly heroic behavior, but
Boyd being the more handsome of the two, the flashier horseman, the more dramatic, and
the one with a bullet hole in his chest, is the one who will be talked about by the people
as someone to hold up and admire. Boyd fits the ideal created by Hollywood. As such a
model, he feels entitled to the things portrayed by Hollywood as belonging to Western
men and so he leaves his brother to pursue life with the young Mexican girl he rescued.
When Billy crosses back into the United States alone for a second time, he is
unaware of how much time has lapsed or what has happened in the states while he and
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Boyd were gone. A border guard waves him through. In a defining moment, “Billy halted
his horse anyway. I’m an American, he said, if I don’t look like it” (TC 333). Nation is
essential to him, perhaps because his clothes are in a shambles, items that at least
partially comprise his previous American cowboy identity. His generally strong body is
skeletal from the unavailability of food and his horse is definitely looking rough for the
same reasons. His identity is cowboy, yet markers of his identity (both clothing and
horse) are in unfavorable condition.
Shabby and again void of the stereotypical cowboy aesthetic, the irony is that
Billy probably looks more like the actual Western men would have looked without
enough to eat or showers. When he rides his horse beside the speeding cars, the drivers
virtually all “looked back at him through the rolling dust as if he were a thing wholly
alien in that landscape. Something from an older time of which they’d read” (TC 334).
He does not fit the ideal provided them by Hollywood and in 1939 they are starting to
lose interest in the ideal anyway. Although he does not fit in this world of rushing cars
and trains and planes, Billy also realizes neither does he fit in the less civilized and
corrupt world of Mexico. Because Billy is representative of the sensible kind of man
who, who despite loving the Western myth recognizes it for what it is, he and Niño must
and will find a compromise.
Following the return from his second crossing, Billy comes home to the reality of
WWII. There is such a distance between the world he has been inhabiting first on his
parent’s ranch and then as he and Boyd scrambled through Mexico and the world of
global warfare using airplanes and tanks and bombs. Billy’s willingness to adapt to
modernity is demonstrated as he repeatedly attempts to enlist in the Army rather than
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trying to find another ranch to work for. In a twist of fate that affirms the unfortunate
situation of in-betweeness he and others like him must represent, a heart murmur prevents
him from being eligible and Billy ends up being one of the relatively few young men left
in the states during WWII. For several years he bounces from one of the few surviving
ranches to another and lives the life of a wandering cowboy. At the end of the three years
he still has Niño and hangs onto the horse like he is the only surviving Parham family he
has, which Niño is.
The third crossing transpires when not having heard from Boyd since he fled with
the girl in the middle of the night, Billy goes back into Mexico and tries to find him.
Billy retraces the steps he and his brother initially rode while looking for the Parham
horses and for quite some time no one shares with him any news. It is near Barbicora that
Billy hears a beautiful Mexican girl singing a song about the doomed fate of a young,
blonde cowboy and his lover:
Pueblo de Bachiniva
Abril era el mes
Jinetas armados
Llegaron los seis
Si tenía miedo
No se le veía en su cara
Cuantos vayan llegando
El güerito les espera. (TC 381)19

19

* Rough translation of song is: The town of Bachiniva/The month was April/ Armed horse
riders/ Six of them arrived/ Yes I was afraid/ You couldn’t see it in the face/How many are arriving/ The
blond-white man awaits.
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It sounds to Billy as if it could be written about Boyd and his girl, and Billy soon finds
out that it is. Boyd has become a thing of legend, immortalized by ballad because of his
resistance to modern ideology and his inability to adapt. Like a hero, Boyd is celebrated,
sensationalized.
When Billy eventually finds someone familiar with the events which lead to
Boyd’s death, it is the Quijada with whom he and Boyd had spoken about the recovery of
their horses. The man explains to Billy that although Boyd “was a popular figure,” he
was up against a powerful figure, a man with money, and there was no hope for his
survival (TC 384). I want to emphasize that in these characters, McCarthy masterfully
portrays that there is a substantial distinction between a man who is popular and a man
who is powerful. The deaths of Blevins, John Grady, and Boyd (all men defined by either
their horses or their skill with horses) prove how powerless horsemen and cowboys really
are and how limited a space they have in the twentieth century. Men with money are
powerful; men with horse-related skills are popular.
Boyd’s problem, according to the gerente, was that “he wanted to shoot people”
more than anything else (McCarthy 385). The stolen horses gave him what he considered
a legitimate excuse to shoot these people. This foolish desire to shoot people leads to his
worthiness as a legend about which people sing, but also to his complete incompatibility
with reality and the world people must inhabit if they choose life over death. Like John
Grady Cole, Boyd’s preference is not for reality. His world is not so much a dream world
as John Grady’s, but the mythical world portrayed by Western books and movies. Only in
McCarthy’s books, heroes die.
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In keeping with the diligence we have come to expect from a man like Billy, he
digs up Boyd’s grave and straps the body to the pack horse, then heads for the ranch that
used to belong to their family to bury him.20 During his journey home he encounters
some unsavory and possibly insane bandaleros. For no apparent reason, one of the men
“plunged his knife into the horse’s (Niño’s) chest” (TC 396). Billy is astounded at the
assault and unable to comprehend why someone would do such a thing. The men could
have killed him, but instead they emasculate him by attacking the core of any cowboy’s
identity: his horse. McCarthy portrays the breaking down of the cowboy identity by
displaying how easy it is for people to destabilize a man’s identity. Like Ahumado in
McMurtry’s Comanche Moon, the bandits attack the horse to demonstrate power over the
horseman.
Niño does not die. Gypsies help Billy save the horse’s life. Billy successfully
takes Boyd’s bones back to their old family ranch in New Mexico and illegally buries
him there. The closing of the novel reflects the sad nature of the time in which he lives.
Billy cannot lose himself in dreams about the future he doesn’t believe will come true,
but he makes a conscious decision to continue adapting in order to survive. We will meet
him again in the 1951 Cities of the Plain. This time, he will be the older, wiser,
companion to the still quite young John Grady Cole.
Cities of the Plain
At the opening of the final novel in the Border Trilogy, John Grady is nineteen
years old and Billy Parham is eight years his senior. It is 1952 and they are working for
the Cross Fours cattle ranch in New Mexico, John Grady as the resident horse trainer and
20

Note the similarity to Captain Woodrow Call’s journey to bury the body of his dead friend in
Lonesome Dove, and the potential connection to Charles Goodnight retrieving the body of his friend
Charles Loving for burial.
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Billy as a cowboy. It is a ranch that is within a couple of years will be taken over by the
army and what is implied is that nuclear tests will take place where the cattle currently
graze. In this final novel from the trilogy, both John Grady and Billy have been through
rites-of-passage that have created men from boys. Despite the bleakness through which
they have lived while trying to pursue a pastoral life, neither is yet interested in complete
acceptance of modernism and it is for this reason they end up at Mac McGovern’s ranch
holding back the future and as much as possible living in the past.
One of the codes covered by scholar Phillip A. Snyder in his article about cowboy
codes explains how adherence to these codes creates lasting partnerships such as the boys
have. He suggests that John Grady and Billy have a partnership partly because of their
shared “obsession with recovering and retuning that which has been lost, whether horses
or people or lifestyle” and that they can only “approach self-realization” by “supporting
the other” (Snyder 7). Snyder’s point is especially powerful when it is viewed as a result
of Slotkin’s myth creation. Generational adherence to this code has forced it to become a
part of American culture, but this devotion to partners, or “pards” is contrary to domestic
life.
Also contrary to domestic life, the novel opens in a whorehouse just across the
Mexican border. In the second line of dialogue, John Grady is referred to by McCarthy as
an “all-american cowboy,” and McCarthy deliberately fails to capitalize the word
“American” (COTP 10).21 Perhaps because of the dissolution of pastoral life, by leaving
America lower-case McCarthy is denying the greatness of it. Throughout the rest of this
chapter I will follow McCarthy’s lead and intentionally abstain from capitalizing the “all-

21

I interpret McCarthy’s intentional omission as having a similar effect on nation as has the effect
of writers deliberately referring to God with a lower-case g, thus denying His greatness.
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american cowboy.” The first reference to this un-capitalized all-american cowboy is
when Billy asks his cohorts at the whorehouse, “Where’s the all-american cowboy at?”
and this question supports McCarthy’s purpose in failing to capitalize America (COTP
4). He is no more, has little if any significance, and the cowboy hero is dissolving into
forgotten chapters of American history.
This first night John Grady Cole does not partake in any of the women at the
whore house. He does, however, take notice of the deceptively innocent looking teenage
girl he soon finds out is named Magdalena. The young prostitute also takes note of him,
possibly because she is trained to notice the men who notice her and possibly because she
is taken in by the romanticism of a handsome and silent young man amidst raucous men.
Their story is central to the narrative, but for the first section of the novel it runs beside
the story of the men and the ranch.
After discussing the necessity for Billy and John Grady to support each other in
order to be cowboys, Snyder claims that for both John Grady and Billy “early initiations
[are] complete, [and] they must act out a drama that reiterates earlier figures and events”
and that this is necessary “for ensuring individual maturation and survival in the world”
(Snyder 7). It is a problematic plan in that they have no control over any outcomes. Too
many things can go wrong. But, essentially all of the cowboys at the Cross Fours Ranch
are in the same position. McCarthy’s placement of his characters on a ranch that will be
decimated by nuclear tests can indeed be read as a critique of the American
bildungsroman in that John Grady and Billy have both completed all of the prescriptive
challenges expected to become men, yet having been successful there is no place left for
them. It is a national tragedy that is the result of the creation of a Western myth.
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As Snyder establishes in a way that clearly connects to Gleeson-White, grouped
as John Grady and Billy are with other cowboys they are left to “act out” life. Their
skills—particularly John Grady’s skills—enable them to replicate the ranch life they most
desire. John Grady has a position of honor on the ranch as the resident colt-breaker. His
tremendous skill with horses separates him from the other cowboys, which notably makes
him especially suited for work that is almost extinct. This extinction of his personal
commodity connects him to critic Charles Bailey’s article comparing John Grady and
Billy to Byronic knights. In Cities of the Plain Bailey recognizes John Grady as an antihero because although he has what Bailey calls “martial skills” in breaking horses and
uses these skills to enforce as much justice in the world as possible, he is “made
irrelevant in a world corrupted and degraded by advancing science and nuclear
technology” (Bailey 75). Because his skills have become nationally irrelevant, John
Grady is essentially erased.
Until the impending takeover of the ranch by the Army, John Grady does the
same job he did for Don Héctor in Mexico. He breaks horses for the owner of the ranch.
An early scene highlights his own lack of wisdom when picking a mount for himself, and
his foolish desire for horses again mirrors his foolish desire for women. Two years prior
at La Purísima he most enjoyed riding Don Héctor’s prize stallion and romancing
Alejandra. There is a similarity between the horse and girl in their fine breeding, in their
cultured lives. In this novel he seeks the most unstable horses he can find, and falls in
love with an epileptic Mexican prostitute. McCarthy has used a thematic pairing here and
I will address it in a moment. In referring to John Grady’s love for insane horses, one of
the cowboys asks:
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What does he want with that owlheaded son of a bitch anyway?
Billy shook his head. Maybe it’s like Mac says. Ever man winds up with
the horse that suits him. (COTP 14)
First note the similarity between this scene and the scene in which the inhabitants of
Lonesome Dove question Woodrow Call’s sanity for choosing the Hell Bitch. Like Call,
John Grady is always looking for some new challenge and is not the kind of man to pick
the easy route. Unlike Call, John Grady wants a woman in his life.
Most of the hands spend their time emulating the experiences of cowboys from a
century before, and this means that like the ranch hands on La Purísima, they spend a lot
of time talking about horses. This dedication to such a topic emphasizes my point that
horses are representative of cowboy identity and inseparable from the nature of the
cowboy’s dissolution in American culture. During a conversation with the other
cowboys, they again rib John Grady because he has such unconventional taste in horses.
“Your preference is for one that’ll bow up like a bandsaw and run head first into the barn
wall,” Billy tells him: “Horse of my dreams,” John Grady replies (COTP 52). Despite his
answer being glib, there is an interesting connection in this statement to the dreams he
had about horses in All the Pretty Horses. Although his dreams about horses begin in that
novel with fantasy and with “picturebook” horses, the horses in his final dream “moved
gravely among the tilted stones” (280) and come across as decidedly more realistic. John
Grady’s transition from dreaming about “picturebook” horses and Alejandra during sleep
to jokingly saying while wide awake that the horse of his dreams is one that will “bow up
like a bandsaw” reflects an acceptance of his place in this world (COTP 52). His reality is
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bleak. We see the same despondence regarding his prospects in horses in his transition
from loving Alejandra to loving Magdalena.
John Grady does, however, see something in all horses that is beautiful and he
focuses his attention on this. When the men ask John Grady about his feelings regarding
horses, his response is profound. He tells them that he believes, “A good horse has justice
in his heart” (McCarthy 53). Here he gives horses more credit than most men, as we
know from his youthful experiences that there are precious few men who have justice in
their hearts. And he believes this, even seems to try and model his own character after the
character of a good horse. The men go back and forth about what it means to really train
a horse and John Grady explains to the men how his method might differ from others. I
want to emphasize, though, that his method depends entirely on the truth behind his belief
that the horses have hearts full of justice.
There’s a way to train a horse where when you get done you’ve got the
horse. On his own ground. A good horse will figure things out on his own.
You can see what’s in his heart. He wont do one thing while you’re
watching him and another when you aint. He’s all of a piece. When
you’ve got a horse to that place you cant hardly get him to do something
he knows is wrong. He’ll fight you over it. And if you mistreat him it just
about kills him. (COTP 53)
John Grady could be talking about the “all-american cowboy.” He has justice in his heart
and even when it is in his own best interest, a person cannot get someone blindly
following Western ideology to do something he considers a violation of his ethical code.
And in the closing statement he reveals the pain he experiences at the nation’s betrayal of
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his idealism. In the end he will do what he considers the right thing, even though it kills
him.
In Cities of the Plain, Billy Parham still likes horses, but recognizes that what he
feels for them is not the same as what John Grady feels and that this in some way makes
them different from one another. In a private conversation, he asks John Grady:
What do you tell em?
Who?
Horses.
I dont know. The truth… I think it’s just what’s in your heart. (COTP 84)
Despite caring deeply for horses and for all that they represent, Billy understands the
impractical logic behind following an ideology that bases a relationship with horses on
telling them the truth, telling them what is in your heart, on trusting them to have justice
in their hearts. Such a belief system may be tremendously effective for John Grady, but it
is based on a mythical relationship with horses. This same romantic whimsy John Grady
has for horses can be applied to other areas of the cowboy’s life and is at the core of what
will eventually kill John Grady and preserve Billy. Horses are ordinary, relationships are
ordinary, life is ordinary.
With his usual devotion to historical accuracy, McCarthy establishes in Cities of
the Plain the complicated economics behind twentieth-century horse ownership, and the
transition of these economics as a result of the mythic West. The impossibility for a man
like John Grady to make a decent living with horses is emphasized by the auction he
attends with the ranch owner, Mac McGovern. Because of the movement away from the
mythic West, use has become less of a priority in assessing equine value. At the auction
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horses sell for top dollar—some for many, many thousands of dollars—based on nothing
more than lineage. There has been a movement away from Wallace and his ideology
claiming that horses must be able to do something to prove they are valuable. This
movement is not away from horses as symbols for power or class, but rather toward
equine value based on pedigree. This shift moves full circle to the European influence
present in The Rise of Silas Lapham, when Silas finds himself incapable of swaying
anyone with his impressive mare. This movement backward operates as dismissal of the
mythic West, a swipe of the historical hand in eliminating the significance of any
temporary agency accorded men and horses who particularly exemplified usefulness.
In a story that runs parallel to his ranch experiences with the other hands and with
horses, John Grady has fallen in love with a woman as complicated as any crazy horse he
could hope to find; she is an epileptic prostitute under the control of a vicious pimp.
Because he is desperate for money to start a life with Magdalena, John Grady begins the
process by deciding to sell his horse; this is clearly an astounding sacrifice for someone
who feels about horses the way he does. Billy Parham, the voice of reason, is vocal with
his criticism regarding both the sale of the horse and John Grady’s union with
Magdalena. Like Lacey Rawlins in All the Pretty Horses, Billy understands the
unrealistic nature of John Grady’s preferred love interest and does everything possible to
dissuade him. There has at this point in the trilogy been sufficient build-up by McCarthy
regarding John Grady’s devotion to horses and the sale of his horse demonstrates to the
reader how irrational his love for the girl has become. Billy tells John Grady, “Why don’t
you take a good look at yourself. Look at what it’s brung you to. Talking about selling
your horse. It’s just the old story all over again. Losin your head over a piece of tail. Cept
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in your case there aint nothing about it makes any sense” (COTP 131). Billy further tells
him “Most people get smacked around enough after a while they start to pay attention.
More and more you remind me of Boyd. Only way I could ever get him to do anything
was to tell him not to” (131). In a shift from his earlier need for public validation, John
Grady replies, “It dont make any difference, you know. What anybody thinks” (146). So
entrenched is he in this fictitious life with Magdalena that he cannot see the fantasy he is
trying to live.
With one of his few efforts to compromise, John Grady comes up with a plan to
buy Magdalena away from Eduardo. Involving the skeptical and ever-helpful Billy
Parham as an agent, the plan fails miserably. With the same recklessness he used to get
back the stolen horses in All the Pretty Horses because he was being wronged, John
Grady goes after her. It is perhaps the kind of challenge he expects to have in life because
he is a hero by nature, but it is also the kind of challenge that in the real world ends in
death. It rings of Blevins’ recovery of his gun and Boyd’s vengeance for stolen horses;
neither end well.
Before Magdalena can make her escape north, her throat is slit by Eduardo. John
Grady identifies her body at the morgue. There is bleakness in McCarthy’s prose that
implies John Grady Cole has indeed finally come to his end of something. Back at the
ranch, he sees through a rainy window that everyone is having supper. With a nod toward
the dead mythic past, for the first time he recognizes the futility of believing in the myth
that is his life, has always been his life. He watches the diners and thinks to himself that
“they all just seemed to be waiting for things to be a way they’d never be again” (COTP
232). John Grady gets his hunting knife out of his room because the gun had already been
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pawned to finance an earlier dalliance with Magdalena and it is perhaps relevant to point
out that had he gone into the fight with a gun instead of a knife, he might have survived.
John Grady gets back on the same horse he rode in on and heads for the highway.
Stopping at the highway where the ranch road ends, he turns his horse back and slaps it
on the rump to run home. The amazing young horseman has ridden for the last time.
McCarthy portrays the end of the Trilogy’s myth with a riderless horse galloping back to
a ranch that will soon fail to exist.
Having reached Eduardo not on horseback, but in a vehicle, John Grady
approaches Eduardo with vengeance in his heart. McCarthy has created in Eduardo a very
interesting character. There is a duality in the man that speaks to reality and its dark
relationship with impending doom. Eduardo is amused that John Grady shows up on his
doorstep to fight over a dead whore. He initially gives John Grady a chance to walk
away, tells him “Go back. Choose life. You are young,” but John Grady responds with “I
come to kill you or be killed,” and he means it, and ends up accomplishing both potential
objectives (COTP 248). As blades pass back and forth between their bodies in a dance of
violence that only Cormac McCarthy could make beautiful, Eduardo makes sense of the
senseless world in which John Grady has come of age. He tells John Grady that young
farmboys:
Drift down out of your leprous paradise seeking a thing now extinct
among them. A thing for which perhaps they no longer even have a
name… [with his back turned refers to John Grady] In his dying perhaps
the suitor will see that it was his hunger for mysteries that has undone him.
Whores. Superstition. Finally death…For that is what has brought you
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here and what will always bring you here. Your kind cannot bear that the
world be ordinary. That it contain nothing save what stands before one…
Your world totters upon an unspoken labyrinth of superstitions. (248)
In this literary dance of death, McCarthy has Eduardo reveal to John Grady the reasons
he must die, gives him a list of reasons he is unsuitable for the world he occupies. The
horsemen and cowboys of the nineteenth-century are dead and gone, yet John Grady
clings to the identity of horseman and cowboy—even while living on a ranch that is his
last hope and about to become a nuclear testing ground. Because of his chosen identity,
he wants to be a hero in the sense it relates to cowboys; the world is ordinary and of this
he wants no part.
In this death scene of McCarthy’s all-american cowboy the words of Dueña
Alfonsa come back to haunt readers of the trilogy, because death did indeed cure John
Grady of his mythic Western sentiments. Death ends his mythic journey (ATPH 238). He
does live long enough for Billy to find him and have a brief conversation. In a bittersweet
scene reminiscent of the one in which Boyd is shot (though Boyd lived for a short time
only to die soon after), Billy stands by helpless and wishes there was something he could
do to aid John Grady. When Billy returns to the ranch it is to many condolences and not
much surprise. The all-american cowboy is dead and in his death, they all come to the
end of something. “I’m sorry Mr. Mac,” Billy said, “I should have looked after him
better. We all should of” (COTP 263). This conversation is perhaps a nudge by the author
in suggesting we all had taken better care of such an important American icon as the
cowboy.
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By again looking to Slotkin, we can see the application of his theory regarding
myth-making. He writes that:
No myth/ideological system, however internally consistent and
harmonious, is proof against all historical contingencies. Sooner or later
the bad harvest, the plague, defeat in war, changes in modes of production,
internal imbalance in the distribution of wealth and power produce a crisis
that cannot be fully explained or controlled by invoking the received
wisdom embodied in a myth. (Slotkin 6)
Too much of John Grady’s identity is reliant on not only a myth, but an ideological
system completely at odds with modernity. Life is, as Eduardo impresses upon John
Grady, “ordinary.” Mythic heroes have no home, no space to indefinitely occupy.
There are, of course, survivors even in the mythic West. The two different kinds
of survivors portrayed by McCarthy both depend on realistic treatment of economics.
There are the people who recognize the myth and participate at a safe distance, generally
as employees—like Lacey Rawlins and Billy Parham—and there are the people who can
afford to purchase the myth, like Don Héctor and to a much lesser extent, Mac
McGovern. There is, however, that same aftertaste of the myth that survives history. By
skipping forward fifty years in Billy’s life McCarthy demonstrates this. He closes the
novel with a 78-year-old Billy Parham having returned to New Mexico after working for
many years as an extra in Hollywood portrayals of the West. There was no other choice.
In his old age a Christian family has taken him in and they allow him to sleep in a room
built off their kitchen. They love listening to him talk about his historical Western
experiences and they are grateful for his help in training the children’s colt. Ironically, it
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is his past experience with horses that makes him marketable. Having spent his entire life
dreaming about living as if it was still the nineteenth-century, he is teaching twenty-first
century children the basics of horsemanship.
The final scene in Cities of the Plain is a dream and involves horses, although this
time it is Billy’s dream. The lady of the house hears Billy calling out for Boyd and she
checks on him to make sure he is okay. Their conversation is telling of how entrenched
Billy remains in his devotion to the past. Billy tells her that he was dreaming about Boyd
and she is sympathetic. She asks whether he has been dead for many years and asks
whether Billy still misses him. Billy responds with the following:
Yes I do. All the time… He was the best. We run off to Mexico together.
When we was kids. When our folks died. We went down there to see
about getting back some horses they’d stole. We was just kids. He was
awful good with horses. I always like to watch him ride. Like to watch
him around horses. I’d give about anything to see him one more time.
You will.
I hope you’re right. (COTP 291)
This fixation aligning Boyd with horses is fundamental to my argument. His two favorite
people have died decades before because they could not survive national progress, could
not let go of the reality revolving—for both men—between mid-twentieth century horses
and women. In what is presumably one of the final moments of his life Billy still seems
to battle the feeling that his dead brother and friend were somehow better men than he
because they did not compromise their Western identities in exchange for survival.
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Billy Parham survives because he accepts his life is indeed ordinary. He accepts
that, to a degree anyway, the experiences of his life has been determined by the mythic
West and the behavioral patterns he has chosen to adopt in order to follow it as best he
could. Despite a deeply rooted appreciation for Western life, he has always been a man
willing to compromise his Western identity in order to find a foothold in the twentieth
and eventually, the twenty-first centuries. This compromise is the reason he dies
considering himself a lesser man than his family and friends who chose to die young.
By writing about the lives of displaced cowboys and their horses, and then
following them through the rejection of a previously celebrated myth and a national
embrace of mechanized and nuclear progress, McCarthy makes a serious attempt at
exposing the cultural complexities comprising the Western myth and the role of horses as
necessary symbols for Western masculine identity. Unlike Wister, who uses the horse in
constructing the cowboy myth, McCarthy uses the horse to expose the myth. While
Wister contributed to creating a myth that defined a generation, with a portrayal of
characters accidentally mythic, McCarthy lays open this myth. With the deaths of several
protagonists and the much-compromised lives of others, McCarthy mocks the myth and
presents for readers the national tragedy left behind.
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Conclusion
“By God, Woodrow; it’s been one hell of a party.”
As I look back on this project, I can’t help but think of a quote from the movie
adaptation of Larry McMurtry’s novel, Lonesome Dove. Just before Augustus McRae
dies, he looks at Call and says, “By God, Woodrow; it’s been one hell of a party.” The
research and composition of this dissertation has also been “one hell of a party,” and like
the lives of these two characters, has also revolved entirely around horses. What started
as a conversation with a professor about Cormac McCarthy’s understanding of horses has
turned into eighteen months of research, writing, re-researching, and rewriting. At other
points of my life I have devoted equal amounts of time to horses, but never so much of it
spent in a library.
The complicated social dynamics in the equine world initially became visible to
me not through literature, but through life experience, and I am forever grateful for the
opportunities—academic and otherwise—that have provided this lens. My life has
revolved around horses since roughly the age of two. We had horses and ponies
throughout my childhood in rural California, and probably played cowboys and Indians
with a little more authenticity than city kids. By the time I reached my late teens I had
become serious about my riding and my passion bordered obsession; no longer did I
consider riding a game. In addition to going to school and working, I spent between six
and eight hours a day in a saddle and trained for what I assumed would be an Olympic
caliber career as a three-day eventer. My first doubts crept in when a community college
English professor who happened to be an ex rodeo rough-stock rider pulled me aside after
class and chastised me for such a lackadaisical treatment of my education. That particular
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day I had wandered in late without my homework, wearing breeches and boots while
undoubtedly smelling like the barn. He suggested I take school more seriously and
impressed upon me the unlikeliness of a secure future with horses. Perhaps he saw
remnants of his young self in my refusal to take seriously the college path. I heard him,
but with reluctance and frustration. Maybe he would settle for teaching English, but I
would not.
As it turned out, I had neither the talent nor money for such lofty ambitions as the
Olympics. Accepting this disappointment was not easy, but unlike the lessons
experienced by a number of characters within my source texts, it did come about swiftly.
My talent had at least secured a college scholarship to a Division One school with an
Equestrian Team, an incredible opportunity. Not only was school paid for, but I was
required to spend thirty hours a week with horses. My fantasy faded quickly though,
when after only two weeks on the team I had a riding accident that ended in
reconstructive surgery and six months of physical therapy. One week after the accident
and a few days before the surgery, I audited a three day event clinic coached by Mark
Phillips, a British gold medal winning rider and a coach for the United States Equestrian
Three-Day Event Team.1 At the time he was near fifty, but still masculine and dashing in
every possible way. His attractiveness to me was indeed hinged on his tremendous skill
with horses. The illusion of my place in this world quickly faded, as two realities became
apparent that weekend. The first came about as I processed the kind of money involved in
a sport that was home to members of the British Royals family. Every horse in the clinic
1

Mark Phillips was the first commoner to marry a British Royal in 200 years. He and Princess
Anne were married from 1973 until 1992. He was the winner of a team gold medal in three- day eventing at
the Munich Olympics in 1972, and also rode with the winning teams at the 1970 World Championships and
the European Championships in 1971. He retired from three-day eventing and accomplished the unheard of
when he switched sports and earned a silver medal in show-jumping at the 1988 Seoul Olympics (bio.com).
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was valued at a minimum of $200,000. I would never be able to finance such a horse and
this fact undoubtedly forever separated me from these people. The second reality came
when one of the young female students jumped a formidable oxer constructed from
rough-hewn logs.2 She had come to the fence sloppily and was thrown. I stood at the
corner of a fence about thirty feet kitty-corner and watched her body snap from the saddle
and hit the ground. Even with the distance between us the sound of bones shattering was
deafening. Her screams immediately filled the air and did not let up until the ambulance
doors closed behind her and the vehicle sped away with lights flashing. That week school
became a priority. Horses would always be a part of my life, but the gap separating me
from people like Mark Phillips and the injured woman was too great. Because of both my
sense of mortality and my less than illustrious economic situation, I would always be a
player in someone else’s game. It was this realization, now more than fifteen years ago,
that led me to this topic.
But now, as a graduate student in Literature, this connection to horses has made
the composition of this dissertation a much more personal task. Because of my own life
experiences, I had a frame for my interests. I had seen first-hand the relationship horses
have to class and power, and I had seen the way men especially define themselves
according to an outdated code privileging mythic principles. Through characters
belonging to Howells, Wister, McMurtry, and McCarthy, I have used my personal
interests to research and document the problematized role of the horse in American
history.

2

An oxer is a jump comprised of two vertical jumps placed close together so the horse and rider
must cover a wider distance than with a single vertical jump.
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